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Administration sees no
immediate peace dividend

A serious talk

Twin Lakes astronomers will view celestial
celebrities during

1,131.'s upcoming "Star
Party." Page 11

SPORTS:
Middle Tennessee
proved- their point —
35 points, in fact —
during a 32-point win,
over Murray State.
Page 12
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WORLD
DUSHANBE, U.S.S.R. — Tens
of thousands of demonstrators
chanted "Resign! Resign!" outside the Tadzhik Parliament
today at the beginning of a special session which officials said
was expected to break an impasse over Communist domination
of the legislature. Page 2

STATE
LOUISVILLE — A recent poll
shows nearly half those
sifveyed support Democratic
gtibematorial nominee Brereton
-Jones while just less than a third
would vote for his Republican
counterpart, Larry Hopkins.
Page 3

Calloway County's Shelby Morgan (left), a sophomore at Murray State University, and Carrie Smith, a
senior at MSU, talked to students at Calloway Middle School this morning about the effects of neck and
spinal cord injuries. Both were injured in separate car accidents. Linda Pate, a registered nurse at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, coordinated the program which is sponsored nationwide by the American College of Neurosurgeons and the American Association of Neurosurgeons and locally by Lourdes.

I3USINESS
WASHINGTON — Fuel efficiency in 1992 cars is down
from last year's models, the
sixth consecutive year with little
or no reduction in new automobiles' appetite for gasoline, the
government reported Sunday.
Page 2

FORECAST
Becoming partly cloudy tonight.
Lows around 60. South wind 5
to 10 mph. Partly sunny Tuesday with a 30 percent chance of
showers. Highs around 80.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Admi- CBS' "Face the Nation."
nistration officials say there will be
don't think we can afford
no peace dividend for the 1992 75" of the planes, which cost $850
budget from President Bush's dra- million apiece, he added.
matic nuclear disarmament moves,
On one hand, the B-2's convenbut one influential senator suggests tional role is "if anything, growing
drastic cuts may be in order for the more important" because Air
B-2 bomber.
Force bases are closing, the plane
Sen. Sam Nunn, chairman of the carries a tremendous payload and it
Senate Armed Services Committee, can fly all over the world with one
said Sunday that the nation might refueling, said Nunn.
need only half the 75 B-2 stealth
But the Air Force should "take
planes that the Air Force wants. another look" and "my guess is"
Forty strategic bombers and 450 the need will be for "somewhere in
strategic missiles were being taken the range of half" the currently
off "alert" status during the designated complement of 75
weekend as the first step in Bush's planes, he said.
plan, unveiled Friday night. The
Senate Majority Leader George
president said he will eliminate Mitchell, D-Maine, said Bush now
ground-launched, tactical nuclear should "turn some of his attention
weapons, as well as short-range homeward." He mentioned Demoatomic arms carried on ships and cratic proposals to create jobs, cut
submarines.
poverty and reduce poor health.
But there will be "added costs"
But Nunn said that "I do think
to the plan in fiscal 1992, which those who believe we're going to
begins Tuesday, due to "terminat- be able to declare a peace dividend
ing contracts,- moving systems and have a huge amount of money
around, destroying warheads, etc.," for domestic purposes are not lookDefense Secretary Dick Cheney ing at the fiscal picture of the
said on ABC's "This Week With country.
David Brinkley."
"Most of the defense savings are
The administration says it wants going to have to go to try to meet
to keep the B-2 program.
the deficit, which is growing," he
But the bomber's strategic role added.
"has been diminished somewhat by
National security adviser Brent
the president's speech if we carry Scowcroft said that "five years
through on this action, and I think out, I think there will be.a peace-, we have to re-examine the number dividend," and "hopefully it will
of B-2s," Nunn. D-Ga., said on be" sizable.

Mediocre performance cited by students in 3 R's, science
By TAMARA HENRY
Associated Press Education Writer

Only in Hollywood could a
baseball game end this way —
and most directors would have
rejected the script. Page 12

50 CENTS

WASHINGTON — American children know only as much
in math, science and reading as their parents did when they
were youngsters 20 years ago, and that's "not nearly good
enough for the 1990s," Education Secretary Lamar Alexander
said today.
The Education Department said that, regardless of age,
pupils lost ground in achievement levels in math, reading,
writing and science between the early 1970s and 1980s. By
1990, they were back at the same level as in the 1970s, it
said.
"Our performance falls short of the standards we need to
meet to compete effectively in the global economy, said Colorado Gov. Roy Romer, chairman of the National Education
Goals Panel.
The Education Department and Romer's panel released a
series of reports that painted a bleak overall picture of
academic achievement nationwide.
The new reports did show, however, that the gap in
achievement levels between whites and minority groups
decreased. But it also showed that white children still outperform black and Hispanic youths at all age levels and in all
subjects.
"It's good that we're on an upward trend, but I don't think
this is the time to relax," said Diane Ravitch, assistant secretary of education for educational research and improvement.
"The achievement trend lines are essentially flat over the past
20 years. What was good enough 20 years ago is not good
enough any more."

Alexander said achievement levels should have gone up
during the two decades.
"Today's children seem to know about as much math and
about as much science and read about as well as their parents
did at that age about 20 years ago," he said. "What we did in
1970 is not nearly good enough for the 1990s. It's a shocking
gap."
The department's report was accompanied by a separate
Nation's Report Card that compared, for the first time, what
children actually know in math with what they should know.
That report by the National Assessment of Educational
Progress said just over 60 percent of children in grades four.
eight and 12 can perform simple math problems using basic
skills. However, less than 20 percent of those in the three
grades can tackle solid grade-level work.
As for advanced math, the report said 1 percent or less of
the fourth-and eighth-graders, and 2.6 percent of high school
seniors can work at this level.
Education Secretary Lamar Alexander, appearing with
Romer on ABC-TV, said that pouring more money into the
educational system isn't the aiiswer.
"People support quality education and they're willing to
pay for it. But they don't want to put more money into systems that don't work," he said.
Thirty-seven states, the District of Columbia, Guam and the
Virgin Islands allowed the National Assessment to analyze
their pupils' math achievement level as part of the 1990 exam.
Thirty-five of the states agreed to make the results public.
North Dakota led the states with the highest percentage of
eighth-graders performing at the basic and proficient levels.
About 85 percent of the eighth graders were able to telie

whether to measure the length of a pencil using centimeters.
meters or kilometers — considered basic calculations. About
31 percent were able to find the average age when given the
ages of five children — considered the proficient level.
With 2.3 percent, Virginia had the highest percentage of
eighth-graders performing
‘
advanced math. An advanced
eighth-grader should be able to calculate the probability that a
person can draw a chip with an even number when nine chips
are mixed in a sack.
Both reports, not only paint a bleak picture of the academic
achievement of America's students, but also challenge the
premise of the National Education Goals to return America to
world-class levels by the year 2000.
The National Education Goals Panel said in its first annual
report today "that we are making progress in some areas" but
— they fall far short of what is needed to secure a free and
prosperous future."
The department's statistics center compiled the trend data
based on an assessment of :tests given periodically over 20
years in science, 17 years in mathematics, 19 years in reading
and six years in writing. The students are ages 9, 13 and 17 in
science, math and reading and in grades four, eight and 11 in
writing.
The trend report, among other things, showed:
'In both 1977 and 1990 assessments, very few 9-, and 13-yearolds could analyze scientific procedures and data. Fewer than
half of the l7-year-olds reached this level in either year.
'Only 9 percent of 17-year-olds were able to integrate specialized scientific information such as apply basic genetics
principles in either 1977 or 1990 — considered an advanced
level.
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Kerrey enters race with a call
for 'better, bolder leadership'
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) —
Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey entered
the 1992 presidential race today
offering himself as a bold new
leader eager to reverse a decade of
economic decline and "to lead
America's fearless, restless voyage
of generational progress."
The 48-year-old Vietnam War
hero turned protester said the hopes
of his generation had been dashed
in the 1980s by shortsighted leaders worried more about re-election
than the problems facing the
nation.
"I am running for president
because America urgently needs
better, bolder leadership that will
build for greatness again," Kerrey
said in remarks prepared for deliv-

Getting soaked

GOLDEN POND, Ky. (AP)
— A Pulaski County man died
Sunday in a bow hunting acci-

ery at a late-morning rally near the
state Capitol where he served as
governor from 1982-1986.
"In our hearts, we all know that
the unchecked selfishness and
greed that dominated the policies
of the '80s has taken its toll on the
nation," Kerrey said. "Our enthusiasm for the dream and our willingness to believe has been cooled
by leaders who have betrayed our

dent at Land Between the Lakes.
It was the first fatality of its
type since the area was opened
to bunting in 1965, a spokesman
said.
Perry L. England, 37, of Science Hill was pronounced dead
at the scene at after he was hit
by an arrow fired by a 16-yearold hunter, Land Between the
Lakes spokesman Scott Seiber
said.
England and the youth, who

Kerrey joins former Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas, Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder and
Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin in the
Democratic field, with Arkansas
Gov. Bill Clinton expected to join
Thursday. A few others also are
exploring candidacies.

were both in the same bunting
party, became separated as they
looked for a deer they had
wounded, Seiber said.
No charges were filed against
the boy, who had completed a
hunter safety course required by
Kentucky law, Seiber said. Land
Between the Lakes officials
would not release the boy's
name.
Seiber said the death was the
first shooting fatality in the Ten-

Investigation begins on Mayfield fire
An investigation into the cause
of a fire that destroyed a Mayfield
tobacco warehouse is expected to
begin today, according to a published report:
About 20 firefighters fought a
blaze at the J.B. Humphries Loose
Leaf Floor warehouse around 4
p.m. Saturday but flames ungulfed
and quickly destroyed the building.
The fire's intense heat melted
street lights and insulation on
phone and power lines and forced
the evacuation of a few 13th Street

residents, according to reports.
The fire was brought under control around 6:30 p.m.
The warehouse was apparently
unoccupied at the time of the blaze,
which was reported by a passerby
who discovered smoke rising from
the northeast corner of the blocklong wooden building.
Mayfield firefighters were
assisted by the Graves County
Rescue Squad and Sedalia Volunteer Fire Department.

First hunting
fatality at LBL

nessee Valley Authority recreation area in western Kentucky
and northwestern Tennessee.
Another hunter
from
injuries he suffered falling from
a tree stand, Seiber said. Deer
season opened Saturday in Land
Between the Lakes for bow
hunters.

dial

Joey Royalty gets a vvet sponge in the face at the Soak the Pet Hater
booth at Saturday's Pet Fair sponsored by the Humane Sudety of
stab photo by Cyrus Malin
Calloway County.
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Overall fuel economy down in 1992 models
— Fuel
.
WASHINGTON (AP)
efficiency in 1992 cars is down
from last year's models, the sixth
consecutive year with little or no
reduction in new automobiles'
appetite for gasoline, the government reported Sunday.
According to the Environmental
Protection Agency's annual fuel
economy statistics covering about
1.000 cars, the 1992 models —
both domestic and imports — show
an overall average of 27.5 miles
per gallon.
That is down from 27.8 mpg in
1991 and is the industry's poorest
showing since the mid-1980s, when
a decade-long surge in mileage
improvements leveled off.
"It's a slight decrease," said
Eldert Bontekoe, manager for certification and fuel economy for the
EPA in Ann Arbor, Mich. "1

wouldn't jump up and down and quickly unless fleets are drastically
say it's really big, but it does sug- "downsized" to eliminate many
gest some level of decrease from larger and mid-size models.
But industry critics say automaklast year to this year."
Six of the 10 highest-ranked ers can reach the bill's target using
1992 cars get 50 mpg or better, but currently available technology.
they were rare exceptions. Topping
"These latest numbers are an
the list was the one-liter minicom- indication that the manufacturers
pact Geo Metro XFi, which gets 53 need to be regulated for us to have
mpg in city driving and 58 mpg on competitive fuel economy with the
the highway.
rest of the world," said Joan ClayBringing up the rear was the lux- brook, president of Public Citizen,
urious two-seater Lamborghini a consumer organization.
Automakers are pushing larger
Diablo, which gets nine mpg in
town and 14 mpg on the highway. cars because they are more profitThe report comes as the Senate able, Ms. Claybrook said.
prepares to debate legislation that "They've put in heavier engines
would require each automaker to and juiced them up. Speed kills,
improve its overall fuel efficiency and it wastes fuel."
by 40 percent within a decade.
A spokesman for the Motor VehThe industry bitterly opposes the icle Manufacturers Association, a
bill and contends only minor trade group representing the Big
improvements are possible that Three U.S. automakers, said it

would have no immediate comment
on the EPA report.
The government's first fueleconomy standards in the 1970s
coincided with the oil crisis, which
sent buyers scurrying to showrooms for smaller cars. The overall average leaped from 14 mpg in
1974 to 27 mpg in 1985.
Since 1987, the fleet averages
have stagnated. They were 28.1
mpg in 1987, 28.6 mpg in 1988,
28.1 mpg in 1989 and 27.8 mpg in
1990.
Four of the 10 best performing
cars were variations of the Geo, a
Japanese-made minicompact sold
through General Motors. Four
others were versions of the Honda
Civic and the remaining two were
versions of the Suzuki Swift.
All get at least 39 mpg in the
city and 43 mpg on the highway.

History of Nuclear Weapons Levels ,,,...
.
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The START treaty,
signed July 31, was the
first-ever commitment to
cut long- range nuclear
weapons arsenals.
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Soviet-U.S. to talk arms control
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The unratified START treaty has been surpassed by PreAdent Bush's
new proposal to cut these arsenals even further. The agreement was to
cut the U.S. nuclear forces by 28% and Soviet forces by 35%.

MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet Union will begin immediate talks with
the United States on President Bush's sweeping arms control proposals,
Soviets under START:
U.S. under START:
and may make some unilateral cuts, Foreign Ministry officials said today.
•154 Soviet SS-18s (cut from 308)
• 50 MX missiles with
The Soviet Union also would like to expand the proposals to include
10 warheads each
10 warheads each
nuclear testing, and to bring other nuclear countries into the talks, the
M 944 warheads on Minuteman III •60 silo based SS-24s
officials said at a news conference.
10 warheads each
and Midgetman missiles
"We have accepted these proposals and we stand for the immediate
528 SS-25s
E 18 Trident submarines with .
start of dialogue on all these subjects," First Deputy Foreign Minister
1 warhead each
3,456 warheads overall
Vladimir Petrovsky said in the most detailed Soviet response yet to
•9 Delta IV submarines with
• 1,100 mobile ICBMs
Bush's speech Friday.
1,872 warheads overall
•20 ALCM's per bomber
Petrovsky and Deputy Foreign Minister Alexei Obukhov did not speII 6 Typhoon submarines
cify what unilateral steps the Soviet Union might take in response to
•12 Delta III submarines
Sources: Arms Control Association,
Bush's announcement that America will eliminate all its ground-launched,
•1,100 mobile ICBMs
Service,
Research
Congressional
short-range nuclear weapons and withdraw all tactical nuclear arms from
•12 cruise missiles per bomber
National Resources Defense Council
U.S. ships.
"We do not exclude unilateral steps" by the Soviet side in response,
Petrovsky said, speaking in English. "But you know certain unilateral
steps need also some kind of qualifications and consultations."
Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev said Saturday that "our assessment of these proposals is positive, is very positive." But he did not specify what actions his country would take in response.
SOVIET UNION
Petrovsky said Soviet Foreign Minister Boris Pankin, who is in New
DUSHANBE — Tens of thousands of demonstrators chanted "Resign! Resign!" outside the Tadzhik Parliament today at the beginning of a special sesYork for the U.N. General Assembly, has already made contact with
sion which officials said was expected to break an impasse over Communist
American officials and is ready to start immediate talks.
of the legislature. Government sources said there was strong
He said Obukhov also would travel to the United Slates in October "to fi domination
reluctance within Parliament to relinquish power, but some compromise
put forward Soviet ideas." He did not provide details.
might be found to meet the demands of the Islamic and democratic forces
camped outside the building. More than 10,000 people have rallied Liberty
Petrovsky said the Foreign Ministry was ready to begin talks on limitSquare outside Parliament for a week, supporting scores of people who
ing underground nuclear tests, a proposal which the Soviet Union has
today were in the fifth day of a hunger strike. The main sticking point was
made several times before.
whether Rakhman Nabiyev will step down as president of Tadzhikistan. A
He said the Soviets also would like to explore bilateral efforts to conweek ago, Parliament named him to replace Kadriddin Aslonov, who tried to
ban the Communist Party in the mainly Muslim Central Asisan republic of
vert defense plants to civilian production, and to consider widening the
million people. Sources close to the party said today that they thought
5.1
powers.
nuclear
other
include
talks to
would accept a suspension of activities, but not an outright
Communists
the
be
"At a certain stage in the process, other nuclear states could
ban.
countries.
specific
mentioning
without
said,
he
process,"
involved in the
•Tens of thousands marched in a 50th anniversary commemoration of the
Petrovsky indicated the Soviet kaderibip,has not abandoned .the hope
Nazi massacre of Jews at Babi Yar, a ravine in the Ukrainian capital of Kiev.
Bearing blue and white Israeli flags, they solemnly recalled the shooting of
of eventually eliminating all nuclear WeSpQRS.
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"Ask Your Neighbors About Their Tcsisibie

CCFR respond's'to several calls
1 800-633 7296

118 N. 7th St. Inside Kentucky
Mayfield, Ky. 1-000-858-0492
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Memorial Baptist Church
Corner lath and Main Streets, Murray, Ky.

and Pastor James Simmons
Welcome You To

REVIVAL '91
A time of praise and thanksgiving to our Lord Jesus Christ
with

Evangelist Bro. Barry Hardison
Pastor: Wingo Baptist Church

Sunday, Sept. 29th through Thursday, Oct 3rd
7:00 p.m. Nightly
Special Music Nightly

Nursery Provided

For Van Transportation Call 753-3182 before 5:00 p.m.

The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad responded to several
calls over the weekend including a
structure fire.
On Friday, a feed storage shed
owned by Elbert Outland on Kentucky 94 east of Murray was
destroyed by fire around 11:55
p.m., according to information
officer Mike Sykes.
About 1,000 lbs. of corn were
destroyed with the shed but an
adjoining building was saved without damage, Sykes said.

Three-car accident
Injures 2 Saturday
A three-car accident sent two
Murray residents to the hospital
Saturday, according to a report
from the Murray Police
Department.
Jody Wrye, 16, of N. 20th Street,
was northbound at the intersection
of 15th and Main and attempting to
cross Main when Wrye apparently
pulled into the path of a westbound
vehicle driven by Eva Orr, 64, of
Fox Meadows, around 10:23 a.m.,
police said.
The impact sent Wrye's vehicle
into another vehicle driven by Preston Jewell, 57, of Ri 1, Almo,
which was stopped southbound on
15th Street, police said.
Both Wrye and Orr were transported to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital with possible head
injuries, police said.

On Saturday, the squad
responded to a grass fire at FisherPrice around 2:14 p.m. A transformer which caught fire was blamed
for the blaze, Sykes said.
Also on Saturday, firemen
responded to a woods fire around
4:32 p.m. off Kentucky 732 near
Paradise Resort, Sykes said. The
fire burned about three acres of
land owned by Joe Belcher before
being extinguished, Sykes said.
On Sunday, a forest tire was
reported off the Van Cleave Road
around 3:32 p.m. burning about 10
acres, Sykes said. Firemen returned
to the scene later that night to
extinguish hot spots which had
flared up.

Wingo man dies
in one-car wreck
A Wingo man was killed after
his car went out of control and
struck a utility pole Sunday morning, according to a report from the
Kentucky State Police.
Michael S. Berryhill, 28, of
Wingo, was northbound on U.S. 45
about two miles north of Water
Valley when he apparently veered
off the right side of the road, overcorrected, lost control and struck a
utility pole, police said.
Berryhill was pronounced dead
at the scene by authorities, police
said.

more than 30,000 Jews on Sept. 29-30, 1941.
.In the Georgian capital of Tbilisi, an explosion rocked the broadcasting
center Sunday evening, shattering most of the windows and injuring one
person. Tengiz Segua, a leader of the opposition to President Zviad Gamsakhurdia, called it a "provocation" by Gamsakhurdia's forces, who have
besieged the opposition-held television center.
'In Moscow, 1,000 people attended a Sunday memorial service for three
men who were killed by soldiers in a clash near the Russian Parliament during the August coup whose failure hastened the breakup of the centrally
controlled Soviet state.

AFGHANISTAN
KABUL — President Najibullah offered today to hold elections in his warscarred homeland, as Muslim insurgents stepped up attacks on key Afghan
cities. Guerrillas based in Pakistan, who have been fighting successive
Communist-style governments for 13 years, dismissed the proposal.

HAITI
PORT-AU-PRINCE — Mutinous soldiers today opened fire on the home of
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide. Government sources said the president
was safe, but a radio report said 15 to 20 people were killed and more than
120 wounded in fighting caused by the rebellion. It was the most serious
challenge to Aristide since he took office Feb. 7 as this Caribbean nation's
first freely elected leader. Radio Antilles reported a prominent critic of Aristide, politician Sylvio Claude, was killed and burned in the streets in an
apparent backlash by the president's supporters. The death, which was confirmed by a government source, took place in the southern provincial town
of Cayes.

CANADA

OTTAWA — Federal workers returned to the picket lines today to resume a
countrywide strike that has disrupted airports and border crossings. Daryl
Bean, president of the 156,000-member Public Service Alliance of Canada,
said today the union will try to minimize public disruptions. But he also
promised to "maintain an effective strike." When negotiations over wages
hit an impasse Friday, the strike resumed, ending a 10-day truce. Hundreds
of protesters stormed Parliament Hill, and startled security guards slammed
shut heavy oak doors under the Peace Tower. About 110,000 public servants have the right to strike to protest a federal wage freeze. The rest of
the Public Service Alliance workers are considered essential and under
Canadian law are prohibited from staging work actions.

ZAIRE
KINSHASA — Under intensifying public pressure for his ouster, President
Mobutu Sese Seko agreed to the appointment of a longtime opponent to
lead a new government that could end his 26-year grip on power. Etienne
Tshisekedi was named prime minister after rioting last week in this Central
African country that state radio said claimed at least 117 lives. Tshisekedi's
appointment must be approved by a national conference of political leaders
that is to convene Tuesday. Some Mobutu opponents have threatened to kill
anyone who agrees to share power with Mobutu.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Now OPEN
Calloway County
Democratic Headquarters
304 Maple St.
(Old R.J. Brewbaker's Building)

Hughes
Medical
Offices

Now Open Thursdays
New office hours include

Thursdays

Family Practice
Robert C. Hughes, M.D.
Robert M. Korolevich, M.D.

Pediatrics
Joyce F. Hughes, M.D.

Monday through Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

7jPi13911' wiggly
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Saturday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 0-9-0 (zero, nine,
zero); Lobo: 9-17-19-25-32-34
(Nine, seventeen, nineteen,
twenty-five, thirty-two, thirtyfour); Sunday's winning numbers: Pick 3: 6-5-0 (six, five,
zero)

753-3769
Open 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday
"Campaign materials and
yard signs are now available."
**************************

Shell
(502) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122

Suite 204E / Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street! Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Survey says •••
Bluegrass Poll shows Jones has clear lead over Hopkins...
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A recent poll shows nearly half those
surveyed support Democratic gubernatorial nominee Brereton Jones while
just less than a third would vote for his Republican counterpart, Larry
Hopkins.
But more than 20 percent of the people surveyed for the Bluegrass
State Poll published in Sunday's editions of the Courier-Journal said they
were undecided about who to vote for in the Nov. 5 general election.
Most people who chose a candidate said they supported him only moderately, and most voters had not developed a firm opinion of Hopkins or
Jones.
The candidates' figures of support include people who said they were
undecided but leaning one way.
Lt. Gov. Jones received 4.6 percent of the vote among people who said
they definitely or probably will vote in the Nov. 5 general election, U.S.

Rep. Hopkins received 32 percent and 22 percent said they were undecided, The Courier-Journal's reported.
The poll surveyed 546 people and has a margin of error of plus or
minus 4.2 percentage points. It was conducted by telephone last Monday
through Wednesday.
When asked their opinion of Jones, 31 percent said they viewed him
favorably, 15 percent said they viewed him unfavorably, 31 percent said
they were undecided and 23 percent said they hadn't heard enough about
him to have an opinion.
Only 21 percent said they had a favorable opinion of Hopkins, while 17
percent said they viewed him unfavorably. Thirty-one percent each said
they were undecided or didn't know enough to have an opinion.
But Hopkins' campaign manager, Bill Lacy, said poll did not elicit

"soft" opinions that could firm up in Hopkins' favor now that his Tv
advertising is changing.
Jones issued a prepared statement that called the poll "clear and convincing evidence that people are more interested in a candidate's proposals on the real issues, such as providing jobs and health care and support
for education, than they are in personal attacks."
The only congressional district in which Hopkins had a clear lead was
the 6th, the Bluegrass area that he represents. In the majority Republican
5th, he and Jones were even.
The results in the 4th District, which covers Louisville and Northern
Kentucky, also were even. Jones' widest margin was in far Western Kentucky's 1st District.
Democrats usually have the advantage in statewide elections in Kentucky because the state's voter registration is 21/4 -to-1 Democratic.

... while Democrats hold leads in statewide races
ns

to

308)

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Lieutenant governor candidate Paul
Patton and attorney general candidate Chris Gorman each enjoy better than 40 percent support of likely voters surveyed in a recent poll.
Patton and Gorman's leads were
larger than the 14-point edge the
same poll found for Democrat Brereton Jones over Republican Larry
Hopkins in the race for governor.
Patton, the Pike County judgeexecutive and a Democrat, was the
choice of 44 percent of likely voters questioned in the Bluegrass
State Poll published in Monday's
editions of The Courier-Journal.
Eighteen percent of those surveyed
said they preferred Harlan lawyer
Eugene Goss. But nearly as many

— 39 percent — as supported Patton said they were undecided.
For attorney general, Jefferson
County Commissioner Gorman —
also a Democrat led Commonwealth's Attorney Tom Handy of
London 40 percent to 17 percent,
with the 42 percent undecided.
The poll was taken last Monday
through Wednesday. It surveyed
546 Kentuckians who said they
definitely or probably would vote
Nov. 5, and it had an error margin
of plus or minus 4.2 percentage
points.
Dertsicrats outnumber Republicans 21/4 to 1 in Kentucky.
Whoever wins, the race will produce eastern Kentucky's highestranking statewide official since
Bert Combs was governor in

1959-63. Patton has said that, if
elected, he will run for governor in
1995.
Gorman has said he will not run
for the top job or for lieutenant
governor, the office sought by the
last three attorneys general.
Patton did better among Democrats than Goss did among Republicans. Democrats favored Patton
by 11 to 1, while Republicans
chose Goss by less than 4 to 1.
In their native eastern Kentucky,
where Patton is better known, he
enjoyed a wide lead — 51 percent
to 14 percent, plus or minus 10
percentage points.
Patton had his largest lead in
heavily Democratic western Kentucky, but he did almost as well in

Official says PVA ruling won't pose problems
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Revenue Cabinet official says last
week's state Supreme Court decision striking down a method used
to assess property may not pose
problems statewide.
Taxpayers in Owsky County had
challenged the way the local property valuation administrator, PVA,
conducted reassessments in 1986.
The process was carried out over
two years and the taxpayers argued
that property owners reassessed the
first year had been discriminated
against.
Thursday's court ruling appeared
to suggest that PVAs must evaluate
all the property in a county before
making reassessments.
"It's probably not as big a catastrophe as it seems on the surface," said Deputy Revenue Secretary Mike Haydon.

Most PVAs reassess only a portion of their counties each year
because they don't have the staff to
carry out countywide reviews each
year.
Under current law, which
requires property to be assessed at
least once every four years, a PVA
could still inspect only portions of
a county each year and send out
reassessments once the entire county had been completed, Haydon
said.
However, some PVAs said this
could still mean inequities in property values because parcels
checked the first year would be out
of date by the time the new assessments came out three years later.
Haydon said one possible solution would be to use a "multiplier," which would take realestate values into account, and app-

ly it to the property inspected first.
Rene True, Fayette County's
PVA and executive vice president
of the state PVA association, said
taxpayers would have to pay more
to hire the employees necessary for
annual assessments.
Cumberland County PVA Arnold
Lee, legislative vice president of
the PVA association, said few
property-valuation offices have
enough workers to conduct countywide annual assessments. He said
he and his two deputies had a difficult time providing assessments for
his county in two years.
James Coffman, the state's property taxation commissioner, said
the Supreme Court ruling provided
his agency with no "clear-cut
remedies" and that some clarification of the ruling is needed.

north-central Kentucky, including
Louisville.
Goss did best in south-central
Kentucky, which includes the western half of the heavily Republican
5th Congressional District
The contest was about even in
northern Kentucky.
The poll's margin of error means
that, in theory, in 19 of 20 cases
the poll results would differ by no
more than 4.2 percentage points
from the results that would have
been obtained by interviewing all
likely voters who have a telephone.

campaign finances have been his
opposition's main issue, said Friday that he wants the registry to
deal with Gable's complaints
quickly.
Gable said Jones ran up more
than $246,000 in unitemized,
interest-free debts from the campaign to the corporation. The campaign did not report the debt until
after Jones was elected, and still
owed more than $116,000 when it
made its last report to the registry
in April.
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73 percent of the primary television sets
in Kentucky have remote control. It makes
switching stations easy. See the commercial.
Watch the commercial disappear.
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With the flick of a button, your
TV advertising message is gone.
There's no retrieving it.
In a recent statewide survey
of 2000 Kentucky households,
55 percent said they "do something else"
when a commercial comes on TV.
They switch stations,
or they run to the refrigerator
Or let the dog out, or check the laundry

SALE

47.99

Newspaper advertising doesn't work that way. It's there when newspaper readers are
ready They don't have to run to the refrigerator. But if they do, they can take the
newspaper with them Ever try that with a TV set?

Post impressions° Penn
Reg.$55. Shampoo, haircut
and style included Long hair
and design wraps additional
charge
Sale price effective through
Saturday, October 5th.
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So while newspaper readers might go to the refrigerator, your message is there when
they return. And It stays there, working for you.

Mrray Ledger & Times
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
NEN!.

1991. JCPenney Company inc

les

And newspaper advertising stays around. It's not on for 15 seconds and then gone It,
there for days In fact, the same survey showed that up to 138 percent of Kentucky
newspaper readers keep the newspaper around the house for at least three days

Call 753-1916

numfive,

No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

BURGERS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
Bar-B-Q Ribs, Pond Raised, Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar - Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar - Includes Drink
This Week's Special
Large Burger, Fries &
A Medium Soft Drink

2.79
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Meeting scheduled on allegations
of Jones' campaign finance violations
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance has scheduled a meeting
for Friday to discuss allegations
that Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones has
violated campaign finance laws.
State Republican Chairman
Robert Gable has accused Jones'
gubernatorial campaign and his
corporation, Airdrie Stud Inc., of
violating the law against corporate
contributions.
Jones, a Democrat and millionaire horseman whose personal and
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Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In mos*
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
_1 Back Pain
J Neck Pain
J Stiffness
J Numbness

_I
J
J
J

Headaches
Arthritis
Bursitis
Hip Pain

J
J
_I
J

Painful Joints
Shoulder Pain
Arm/Leg Pain,'
Cold Hands/Feet

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLA11411.1t Uur lee poiK > ,rd.*.you The pa earn. anor •ny other prom rmogoortable far peruse. has•night Le refuge
to par cancel payment or be Yr,abureei far payment fanny alter memos. eaeetrulren
trrateruent Nth porlorsorl so•
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759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304
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`Our country is broke'
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Capitol Ideas
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
An Associated Press Nowa Analysis

FRANKFORT, Ky. — It's Monday, Sept. 30, do you know where your
candidates are?
Do you care where your candidates are?
The campaign so far seems to have missed the attention of most people.
Whether that has ben done on purpose is open to speculation.
From Democratic LL Gov. Brereton Jones, the campaign has consisted
largely of smarmy 30-second commercials with syrupy music that could
bc declared hazardous to diabetics.
Republican Congressman Larry Hopkins has been conducting a campaign much like an old horror movie — all his time has been spent looking for a silver bullet to fire at Jones.
Issues?
Jones promises to work together with everyone. He almost blurted out a
position last week during an appearance before the Prichard Committee
for Academic Excellence, but he caught himself just in time.
Hopkins has been throwing issues out, but none of them have stuck.
Right-to-work appeals to a certain segment of the electorate, but he can't
get a rise out of Jones. Hopkins is going after largely the same crowd
with his opposition to any environmental regulations that are more stringent than federal rules.
Hopkins' problem is that his campaign is mainstream Republican —
understandable since he has 13 years of a record in Congress to draw
from. The difficulty is that every Republican in the state could vote for
him and he'd still lose.
-- —
Jones' only apparent concern is aCoiding saying anything that might be
construed as offending anyone.
Last week, Jones told a group that he would solve the state's financial
problems by cutting waste in state government. This idea is not exactly
novel, but Jones declined to elaborate.
He said he wanted to merge the office of lieutenant governor, secretary
state and treasurer. He also wants to eliminate elections every other
year. Taken together, the two items might save $10 million, but not for
four years because they would require constitutional change.
Beyond that, Jones said he didn't want to identify any wasteful areas of
government because he feared offending anyone.
"Obviously, there are campaign decisions and then there are governance decisions that we make and when you begin to talk about economizing, you begin to cross over that line and begin to create campaign
problems," Jones said.
The comment was completely in character. Jones, after all, was the man
who said only a political fool takes a position without having to do so.
The Jones campaign has taken a page from the strategy of North Carolina basketball coach Dean Smith. He took an early lead in the primary
and went into a stall — one that has continued into the fall.
Jones actually apologized last week when he rebuttal Hopkins' claims
of' support for education by providing evidence that Hopkins voted against
Head Start funding and school lunches while in Congress.
The theory behind a campaign is to give voters an opportunity to examine individuals to decide how they would perform as office-holders.
The exercise conducted thus far has not fulfilled that role.

WASHINGTON — It happens
fairly often on Capitol Hill: A
proposal comes along on which the
merits arc so closely divided that
both sides are right and both are
wrong. This happened a couple of
weeks ago (Sept. 10) with Tom
Harkin's move in the Senate to
spend an extra S3 billioon on
domestic programs.
It was a first-rate debate. The nation's security. He asked if we
Senate's big mules lumbered on truly need to maintain a policy
and off the floor. Nobody dema- based upon defending Europe from
gogued for long. Proponents and Soviet aggression. Is it realistic to
opponents alike make sensible suppose that Poland is about to
points. In the end, the Harkin attack?
amendment went down 69-28, but
"The old world is over; a new
the lopsided margin of defeat was world has begun. The Warsaw Pact
misleading. Few of those who vot- is disbanded; in the past month the
ed against Harkin were happy with Soviet Union itself has dissolved.
the vote they cast.
Do we continue to throw billions of
This was the proposal. Harkin dollars to combat the non-existent
moved to take $3.15 billion out of threats of the past? Europe is
funds for defense. Roughly half of strong enough and rich enough to
the saving would come from spe- defend itself."
cific apporpriations for 1992; the
Hold on, said Daniel Inouye of
rest would come from defense Hawaii. He for one is greatly
funds awaiting agreed-upon con- uncertain about the course of
tracts. The S3.15 billion would then eventts in the Soviet Union. Not a
be spread among_ eight. domestic single Soviet division has yet been
programs, notably biomedical dissolved; production of Soviet
research, Head Start, and Pell missiles continues; last year the
grants for higher education.
Soviets launched nine submarines.
Harkin made an impassioned
Let us cut defense spending slowly.
plea for hrs motion. Viewed in one
Sam Nunn of Georgia weighed
way, he was asking for a reduction in to emphasize that defense spendof only 0.58 percent in 1992 spend- ing is in fact being steadily cut. By
ing for defense. With the end of the 1996 the defense budget, as a perCold War, surely so modest . a centage of gross national product,
reduction would not decimate the will be at its lowest level since
armed forces -or --endanger -the- -194-5: Army divisions are dropping

from 28 to 18; the Navy's fleet will
dwindle from 545 to 451. More
than 400,000 men and women will
be mustered out of the armed
services.
Opponents made a good case on
other grounds. Republican leader
Bob Dole of Kansas, in his own
blunt fashion, summed up the
nation's financial situation in four
words: "Our country is broke." If
$3 billion prudently may be pruned
from defense, said Dole, then let us
reduce the deficit by that amount.
It is not as if the pending appropriations bill were squeezing the life
out of domestic programs.
Pete Domenici, R-N.M., emphasized the immense increases that
already are provided in the bill for
health, labor and education. Are
these needs being neglected? No
area of government is being treated
more generously. The bill earmarks
more than $165 billion for health
care in the coming fiscal year,
upward of $30.2 billion for
education.
Some of the individual sums are
impressive; It is bird to determine
hOw Mud- would-be made avail-

able for AIDS, because AIDS items
crop up at every point. The total is
somewhere in excess of $4.3 billion. The bill provides a block
grant of $686 million for maternal
and child care. up $100 million
from current spending. Another
item allocates $2.2 billion for
infant mortality initiatives.
At every point in the health and
education budgets, the Senate bill
proposes significant increases. The
National Health Institutes will get a
$300 million raise, putting their
budget at $9 billion; a new program of research into breast and
ovarian cancer is down for $132
million; roughly $270 million
would be invested in Alzheimer's
disease. The figures are beyond
easy comprehension. It is fair to
ask, as the opponents asked, if
Harkin's additional $3 billion could
be efficiently spent.
For good or ill, Harkin's amendment would have smashed the
Great Budget Summit agreement to
smithereens. The agreement, said
Dole, is all that stands between
Congress and chaos. Without effective ceilings, no budgetry restraint
remains.
A couple of days after the Harkin debate, the Senate passed the
appropriations bill 78-22. It's now
in conference, mired in provisions
affecting abortion. If these can be
reconciled the bill should pass. The
sums are stupendous; so are the
needs. Broke we may be, but this
much is affordable.
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World editorial roundup
ept. 22; The Post-Crescent, Appleton-Neenah-Menasha, Wis.:
Sen. Jesse Helms thinks he's getting his way by inserting language in
National Endowment for the Arts budget that denies tax dollars that
,ald "promote, disseminate or produce materials that depict or describe,
. a patently offensive way, sexual, or excretory activities or organs."
He may be in for a surprise.
The next time the subject comes up, expect a lengthy and unenlighten:;:g debate on that prepositional phrase, "in a patently offensive way."
What is offensive?
How much worse does it have to be in order to be "patently"
offensive?
—
It is doubtful that even the North Carolina senator really knows.
Wouldn't it be better if he just stayed out of art galleries and theaters?
u
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Phony talk works on wrong numbers
(Mike Royko is on vacation this
week. In his absence we are
reprinting some of his favorite columns. This column originally
appeared on Feb. 1, 1984.)
Some people are angered by
wrong numbers. They bellow and
slam the phone down as if the caller did it on purpose.
Not me. I make the best of
wrong numbers, and sometimes hub?"
they can be fun.
That woke him up, and he
For example, there are the little
yelled: "Who the hell are you?"
children whose parents let them
Actually, his language was much
play with phones.
stronger. So I said: "Never mind
It happens to everyone. Your
that. Who are you?"
phone rings and you say hello and
He said: "Hey, I'm Delia's
you hear a childish voice say:
boyfriend."
"Hawwo, who dish?"
I waited a moment, then said:
You can just hang up and be "Delia says she doesn't want to
done with it. But I prefer to drop
talk to any klutz."
my voice to its lowest pitch, then
He began shouting and swearing
make a loud, menacing growling
both at me and Delia. So I intersound.
rupted and said: "Take my advice,
As often as not, I'll hear the
pal. Delia is too good for a nophone rattle on the floor and the
good, low-life bum like you, so
sound of a terrified child running
you better straighten out your act
away and screaming for its
or you're going to be aced out."
mommy.
/ Then I hung up. He never called
I'm not being cruel. If anything, back, so I assume he accepted my
I'm helping the parents of that
counseling and now he and Delia
child lower their phone bill.
probably have a much more stable
Then there was the man who
relationship.
dialed my home nuhmer one night,
Which brings me to my most
and when my son answered the
recent wrong number.
phone, mumbled: "Lemme talk to
This morning my office phone
Delia."
rang. and when I answered, a
My son politely said: "What
woman began speaking in a crisp,
number do you want?"
businesslike manner.
The man mumbled an obscenity
She said she was with a Los
and hung up.
Angeles- firm that does corporate
A minute later, the phone rang
research and wanted to ask me
again. I picked it up. It was the
questions about corporate policies
same guy. He mumbled: "Lemme
at this company.
talk to Delia."
"Are you the comptroller at your
Now, had he been polite the first
corporation?"
time, I would have told him that he
"No."
was dialing the wrong number.
"Oh. I asked your switchboard
Instead, I snarled:
for the comptroller's office."
"Maybe he's not around."
"What to you want with Delia.

"I see. Well, could you answe
my questions?"
"Sure, why not. As long as they
don't have to do with corporate
secrets."
"No. I don't think they will."
"OK."
"All right. Now, how many
employees does your company
have?"
"Oh, we've got lots of them."
"Lots?"
"Sure. Lots and lots. We've got
them all over the place. You should
see it."
"Could you be more specific in
terms of numbers of employees?"
"Well, that's hard to do. We
really don't count them because
they're always moving around. It's
hard to make a headcount. But
we've got thousands and thousands
of them, I can tell you that."
"Are there more than 5,000?"
"Are you kidding? We've probably got 10 times that many. I
mean this is no ma and pa grocery
store, you know."
"I see. Well, can I ask you about
your policy on corporate credit
cards?"
"No credit cards. No sirree."
"Why is that?"
"Listen, you start giving people
credit cards, and how do you know
what they're going to buy with
them? First thing you know,
they're buying expensive gifts for
their girlfriends. Perfume. Jewelry.
Eating in French restaurants. Some

people are weak."
"Well, do your employees
travel?"
"Some do, some don't. Depends
on if they're going somewhere."
"How do you handle payment
for travel without credit cards?"
"We give them a few bucks cash,
and tell them: 'When that runs out,
get your ass back here.—
"I see. Well, that's an interesting
policy."
"I think so."
"Could I have your name
please?"
I gave her my name.
"And what is your title?"
"Uh, we don't go for all those
traditional corporate titles."
"Well, are you the chief executive officer?"
"I really don't like to use that
title."
"What title do you use?"
"Well, they call me the Big
Heat."
"The Big Heat?"
"Yep. Got it on my office door.
Looks real good."
"The Big Heat."
"Yeah. Or just plain Heat for
short."
"Well, I've never heard of corporate titles like those before."
"I guess the trend hasn't reached
California yet."
"I guess not. Well, thank you.
Good-bye."
"Be-dee-by."
When she submits her report,
I'm sure it will create a stir at her
firm.
And I wouldn't be surprised if
we soon start reading stories in the
financial pages about corporate
boards in California naming some
executive to the post of Big Heat.
When that happens, remember
where it started.
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Ewing Stubblefield of Hazel harvested this 40 lb. gourd Friday from
his garden, his first attempt at growing the vegetable.
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PADUCAH LIVESTOCK AUCTION
Cattle 592 calves 8 compared to last week slaughter steers and heifers
untested. Cows steady, bulls 1-2 higher, calbes and vealers untested, feeder steers 5-7 higher on weights under 400 lb., 2-4 higher on weights over
400 lb., heifers 1-3 higher.
Slaughter cows: breaking utility and commercial 2-4 46.50-49.25, cutter
and boning utility 1-3 46.50-50.50, cutter 1-2 41-45.50-Slaughter bulls:
yield grade 1-2 1350-1550 lb. indicating 75-89 carcass boning percent
52.75-50.50.
Feeders: steers: medium and large No. 1 130-195 lb. 149-162.50,
200-300 lb. 125-131 individual 155, 300-400 lb. 100-127.50, individual
137, 400-500 lb., 90-110, 500-600 lb. 82-91, individual 540-101, 600-600
lb. 80-83, 735-795 lb. 81-83, 860 lb. 70, medium No. 2 300-400 lb.
89-90, 400-500 lb. 82-101, 500-600 lb. 82-84, large No. 2 280 lb. 91,
400-430 lb. 77-79, 500 lb. 89 665-775 lb. 56-59, small No. 1 300-500 lb.
83-90, 500-600 lb. 80-86, 600-730 lb. 70-74.
Heifers: medium and few large No. 1 175 lb. 122, 200-300 lb. 94-102,
300-400 lb. 81-88, individual 100, 400-500 lb. 87-91, 500-600 lb. 79-85,
600-700 lb. 76-83, medium No. 2 300-500 lb. 73-81, 500-600 lb. 77-81,
large No. 2 550 lb. 67.50, small No. 1 300-500 lb. 75-76, 500-600 lb.
67-72.
Stock cows and calves: medium and large No. 1-2 910-1030 with
300-450 lb. calves at side: 700-810 with 250-315 lb. calves at side: small
No. 1 400-610 with 100-200 lb. Calves at side.
Stock cows: medium No. 1 385-540 large No. 1 605 all 3 year and 6-7
month bred.
-

Warm season grasses may
help supplement other crops
Farmers may find that the use of
tall warm season grasses can supplement their other crops.
Dr. Durwood Beatty, Murray
State University agronomist, said
recent interest in the tall warm season grasses offers two distinct possibilities for farmers.
Because these grasses take a
year to establish, many farmers
hesitate to take land out of production and lose a year's income from
the land. Success of the warm season grasses is tied to the Conservation Reserve Program which takes
marginal land out of production,
during which time the warm season
grasses can be established.
When the conservation program
expires, a considerable acreage of
warm season grasses will be available for farm use. When used for
grazing, these warm season grasses
will complement the cool-season
grasses like tall fescue because
they produce the bulk of their
growth when cool-season grasses
are lowest in production and at a
time when feed is needed.
Tests of warn season grasses at
Murray State in 1991 showed
yields of 4.78 tons/acre for indiangrass, 4.4.3 tons/acre for switchgrass and 4.42 tons/acre for caucasian bluestem. Other yields were:
plains bluestem, 3.72 tons/acre;
weeping lovegrass, 3.74 tons/acre;
and big bluestem, 3.37 tons/acre.
"These are respectable yields
when you consider that we had
about two inches of rainfall during
the time that these grasses made 60
percent of their growth," Beatty
said.

Hong Kong is
growing market
for U.S. produce
WASHINGTON (AP) — Hong
Kong is a growing market for fresh
U.S. fruits and vegetables, taking
about $132 million worth of those
products last year.
It is among the, top three U.S
export markets for oranges, apples,
grapes, tomatoeacelery, lettuce,
peppers and onions. The United
States is the No. 1 supplier of fresh
fruit to Hong Kong, which takes
about one-tenth of total U.S. fruit
exports.

A second and more unique use
for these grasses could be for fuel,
Beatty said. The grasses are high in
cellulose which could be enzymatically digested to produce alcohol.
The technology for this process is
being investigated by the U.S.
Department of Energy. Presently
this is a costly process, Beatty said.
Because these grasses do well on
marginal land not well suited to the
production of food crops, they do
not compete with food crops such
as corn or soybeans, he said.
"Time will tell if the warm season grasses are a crop of the future
for this region," Beatty said.

Announcements recently that
President Bush will provkle a
100 percent guarantee for loans
of agricultural purchases to the
Soviet republics have bolstered
grain prices.
"The aid package of $1.5 billion announced earlier this year
was backed by a 98 percent
guarantee on loans and guarantees on 4.5 percent of the interest, but many financiers were
hesitant to provide funding. This
enhanced guarantees certainly
should help U.S. farmers export
more grain to the Soviet republics," siad Steve Riggins, an agricultural economist with the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Because the trade has been
anticipating the enhanced loan
guarantees, dramatic upswings
in prices will be buffered.
Nonetheless, he says, farmers
may want to take advantage of
the support provided by the
guarantees and strongly consider
pricing some of their crop at the
sign of any upward movement
in price.
"With an otherwise dismal
outlook for exports, grain farmers may want to watch markets closely to take immediate
advantage of price increases,"
he said.
Now that the issue of loan
guarantees on the,$1.5 billion
package is settled, Riggins said
that the trade is looking for
another, larger aid package that
may help drive prices upward.

Potato acreage
up from 1990
WASHINGTON (AP) — Potato
acreage harvested in 1990 was estimated by the Agriculture Department at 1.37 million acres, up 7
percent from 1989 and 9 percent
above 1988.
The volume of potatoes sold was
a record high 368 million hundredweight, or 100 pounds, up 8 percent from last year and 5 percent
above the previous record in 1987.

Meat production
down in August
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
commercial red meat production
for August 1991 totaled 3.43 billion pounds, down fractionally
from a year earlier.
Beef production totaled 2.08 billion pounds, which was up 1 percent from a year earlier; veal production, at 22 million pounds, was
down 26 percent; pork production,
1.30 billion pounds, down 1 percent; and lamb and mutton production, 27 million pounds, down 7
perceni

Fewer acres of crops expected in 1991
WASHINGTON - U.S. farmers
expect to plant 338 million acres in
crops this year, 3 million less than
last year and well below the peak
of 387 million in 1981, the Agriculture Department says.
Cropland declined in all regions
except the Corn Belt and Great
Lakes states, with the largest drops
occurring in the Mountain, Pacific
and Southern Plains regions,
reflecting an 11.2-million-acre
decline in U.S. wheat plantings.
In a situation and outlook summary released this week, the
department said provisions in the
1990 Farm Act, drought in the
West and other environmental and
economic factors have caused far-mers to adjust decisions on planting, irrigation and conservation.
For instance, wheat farmers participating in the 1991 federal program had to set aside 15 percent of

their acreage compared with only 5
percent in 1990, the report said. On
the other hand, feed grain, cotton
and rice producers had lower setaside requirements.
With the ,,higher set-aside
requirement, wheat acreage idled in
the annual program was 15.2 million, more than double the 1990
amount. Idled corn, sorghum, barley, cotton and rice were down 6.8
million acres.
The 63 million acres idled under
federal programs this year include
29 million in the annual programs
and 34 million in the Conservation
Reserve Program. Farmers idled
565,000 more acres in the CRP this
_ray and have enrolled an additional '1.12 million for 1992.
The report noted that farmers did
not take full advantage of a new
planting flexibility provision in the
1990 Farm Act.
"Of the potential 33 million

acres that could have been flev, :
farmers took advantage of the pr
vision on only 7.5 million. • A!lcr
accounting for shift from or:::
program crop to another, the nct
flex acreage was 5 7 miHior
acres," it said.
The farm bill also establ!sned
new Wetland Reserve Progr,.-which is expected to return 1 •
lion acres of farmed or con\-27•.
land back into wetland through
manent easements with farmer:.
summary. noted.
Because of drought. reser‘,. levels for irrigation were bol,
normal in most Western states.
summary aid. The most acuL
shortages were. in Nevada,
levels at only 15 percent of normi.
California 64 percent: and Oreiz,.
and Utah, less than 70 percen:
Arizona, Colorado, New Me xi;:
and Washington had above-nort7t,
water storage this ear.

U.S. farmers leasing more land
By MARGARET SCHERF
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — U.S. farmers
have been leasing more land,
instead of buying it, according to
the Agriculture Department.
"A desire for more management
flexibility is one reason for this
trend," says economist Denise
Rogers of USD/Vs Econotnic
Research Service. "Many producers have found that they can lower
their financial risk through leasing
instead of owning land."
Instead of using their capital to
buy land, farmers can use it to
fmance machinery, equipment and
other necessities of their business.
A recent issue of the department's Fannline magazine said the
1987 Census of Agriculture, which
is the most recent one, showed that
41.7 percent of U.S. farmland was
rented, compared with 38.9 percent
in 1982, 37.4 percent in 1974 and
35.7 percent in 1969.

More than 402 million acres of
farmland were rented in 1987, an
increase of nearly 19 million since
1982. Total land in farms
decreased from 1.12 billion acres
in 1959 to 1.0 billion in 1974 to
964 million in 1987.

at 73 percent orfarmland lease.
and Massachusetts and New Hampshire the lowest at 13 percent
Part owners, who own some, of
the land they farm and rent some ot
it, accounted for about 54 percent
of the land in farms in 1987. Ho...ever, since their farms tend to be
The highest percentages of land— larger, only about 29 percent ot
leased in 1987 were for cotton farm operators were in the partfarms,63 percenv, cash grains,_54_ owner -category.
percent; and vegetables and
Full owners, who own all thd
melons. 50 percent. The lowest
percentage was for fruit and tree land they farm, accounted for ahou:
nuts, 15 percent; poultry opera- 33 percent of U.S. farmland in
tions, 25 percent; dairy farms, 34 1987 and comprised nearly 60 perpercent; and beef cattle operations, cent of all farm operators: Tenant.
who rent all the land they 1-at'tr..
38 percent.
accounted for the. remainder.
The West South- Central region
More than 87 percent of the
had the highest proportion of farmland leased, 48 percent, in 1987. leased farmland in 1987 was rented
The Pacific, East North Central and from so-called nonoperating landWest North Central regions were lords, who owned farmland but dl,:
all in the 43 percent to 45 percent not operate farms them Sel ves
range. New England had the lowest remaining 13 percent was reme.:
from 1andlords who also had, the:rate, 17 percent.
By state, Alaska was the highest own farming operations.
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September 25 thru October 12

2
Ice-N-Easy
Stock Tank Heater
•120v./100 watts
'Puncture-proof float cover
•lotally enclosed with heavy plated steel bottom
(no exposed Styrofoam)
.New encapsulated wiring, never a leak or short

More meat protein
than comparable
grocery store brands!

879

Dog Food Nuggets

it100-245531

HARBIN GRAIN
NOW ACCEPTING
GRAIN BANK CORN
for their

NEW FEED MILL

FREE
Storage On Corn
Used For Feed

Dare-O-Matic
Float Valve

Hardin, Ky.
437-4102

•100% complete
-Nutritionally-balanced
•All-natural ingredients

.300 GPH capacity
•Operates from 3/4' garden hose
•Die cast aluminum housing

18 ga. Motto Jr. High
Tensile Barbed Wire
•4 pt. 5 in. ASTM Class Ill

zinc coating
•80 rod roll
• For electric or
temporary fence
• Other sizes
available
IA061-246401

21"

Studded "T" Posts
(w/anchor & clips)
•5 free T-fasteners with
each poet
•6 tt.
• Other sizes available
11081-145021

Call for details. Ask for Jack.

HARDIN GRAIN

,rre.

Zimectrin Paste Wormer
• Controls 27 t i pes ot dangerous parasites
• Economical, 1 dose worms a 1.250 lb horse

799
I

Nn Peel. NM

Dozen Pack Gloves
• Cotton jersey
• Knit wrist
• Men's size•'2

2"

99

SOUTHERN STATES
F SY-0056

RURAL

Industrial Rd., Murray
753-1423
•
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
Monday, Sept. 30
Wrray Woman's Club general
meeting and salad supper/6:30 p.m.
Murray High School Quick Recall
Team hosts Mayfield and Lone
Oak.
Murray High School Boys Golf at
Marshall Counts Invitational and
Girls Soccer at St. Mary's.
Grace Baptist 'Church events
include Sunday School Workers'
Training/7 p.m.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
Narcotics Anonymous/7
p.m./Parish Center. St. Leo Catholic Church.
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.

PoJ

m*te JO's DATEBOOK
gr ll
Couple will be honored on Saturday ar
.,-,.,.
Mr. and MN. Harvey Pritchett Ill
Dexter will be honored at a reception in celebration of their St
wedding anniversary on Saturday.
Oct. 5..
The event will he from :! to 4
p.m. at the Dexter Communit

Center.
All friends and relatives arc
invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Pritchett were married Oct. 4. 1941. at Charleston.
Mo.
Mrs. Pritchett. the former R.E.
Mardis,. is the daughter of the late
John and Verbina Mardis. She k a
homemaker.
Mr. Pritchett is the son of the
late Wave! and Minnie Pritchett.
He is a retired construction worker.
They have one daughter. Juth
Brandon of Paducah. and one son.
Harvey Pritchett Jr. of Niurray.
Mr. and Mrs. Pritchett have four
grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Annual Rush Social of Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International Sorority will be Tuesday, Oct. 1, at 7 p.m. at the home of
Helen Steffen, 1542 Whippoorwill Dr., Murray. A pledge ceremony will
be conducted for Dorotha Bailey, pledge of Margaret Terhune, and a pearl
certificate will be presented to first year member Mary Vidmer, pledge of
Helen Steffen. In keeping with the president's theme, "Love Blooms Like
A Flower, the rush theme is "Rush for a Bigger Bouquet."

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Oct.
1, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.
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Singles' meeting Tuesday
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The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Oct. 1, at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. "Emergency Service" will be the program to be presented by Jerry Gorrell. This will be dues'
night. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, of Jeanne, 753-0224.
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Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pritchett

Coffee Break Tuesday

Gardeil Department plans meeting

A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Oct. 1, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons
who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m., Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m., Council on
Ministries/7 p.m.

Murray TOPS will meet
TOPS #Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, Oct. 1, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor
Community Room, Glendale Road, Murray. TOPS is an international, nonprofit weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination of
group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more
information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

Tuesday, Oct. 1
Senior activities/9:30 a.m./Dexter
Center.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Art Guild open for public

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Murray Art Guild: 103 North Sixth St., Murray, is open Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Thursdays from 6 to 9 p.m.
Ample parking and handicapped access are available. Anyone interested in
becoming, a Guild member or for more information call the Guild at
753-4059.

LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m/GPVC, Tobacco Firing
and Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m./Homeplace-1850; Bird
Dog, Beagle and Raccoon Hound
Training Season opens.

Cancer group meeting Tuesday
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Oct. 1, at 3 p.m. in the private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This will be an open discussion. This is open to all interested persons. For information contact Nancy Rose R.N., 762-1389.

Calloway County Public Library
events will include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30
a.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
AA and A-Ion/8 p.m./American
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

Health Express lists stops
Adiaikv.
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 3, at 1 p.m. at the club
house. Dana Hoffman will present a program on "Fall Flower Arranging." Hostesses will be Janet Wallis,
Terry Shertzer, Anna Mae Owen, Paula Crouse, Margaret Owens and Gloria McLaughlin. Officers and
hostesses pictured at the September luncheon meeting are, from left, Martha Farris, secretary, Ann
Uddberg, treasurer, Eva Morris, hostess, Mary Wells, chairman, Jane Lane, hostess, and Mary Hopson,
lice chairman. The floral centerpiece was provided by Myrtle Douglas.

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make runs on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, Oct. 1, 2 and 4. Blood pressure checks,
pulse and two hour blood sugar screenings will be offered. Also available
will be a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit foio $4. The express will be at
Bob's Corner, New Concord, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and at Church of
Christ, New Providence, from 1 to 2:30 p.m. On Wednesday the express will
be at Bank of Fancy Farm from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. The
express will be at Piggly Wiggly, Murray, on Friday from 8 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m.

(Cont'd on page 7)

Ladies of Murray club plan golf play
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday, Oct.
2, at 930 a.m. Ladies are asked to

Rril Horne
3ack-To Desi
r•

We are pleased to announce
that Stacy Taylor, bride-elect of
Tony Hendon, has made her
donwstic and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Stacy and Tony will be married October 5, 1991.
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COOKLNG—AND A GOOD CAUSE.
This month only,stop by for your free "Sampling of
the New Basics" Cookbook. And, if you order the
complete 700-page cookbook, half the cover pnce
will go to DIFFA,the Design Industries Foundatlor.
for AIDS

WAL-MART
%-t4firmircarie

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Paint 8 Decorating Center
Southold* Shopping Cent*,

753-3321

note the later time.
Jane Fitch and Rebecca West
will be hostesses. Those not listed
in the lineup but desiring to play
may come and paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 10 - LaVerne Ryan, Martha Sue
Ryan, Edith Garrison and Lois Keller,
Tee 12 - Betty Scott, Nancy Haverstock, Anna Mary Adams and Frances
Richey;
Tee 13 - Cathryn Garrott, Lula Bingham, Della Miller and Betty Stewart,
Tee 14 - Frances Hulse, Tonja Fike,
Betty Lowry and Venela Sexton:

Tee 15- Hazel Hill, Sue Brown, Betty Hinton and Rebecca West.

Winners of play on Wednesday,
Sept. 25, have been released by
Lois Keller, hostess, as follows:
Championship flight - Frances
Hulse and Inus Orr, tied for first:
First flight - Veneta Sexton,
first, Betty Stewart, second;
Second flight - Sue Brown, first,
Anna Mary Adams, second;
Third flight - Edith *Garrison,
first, Martha Sue Ryan, second;
Low putts - Betty Lowry.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,

Birthday
Celebration!

3rd

October 8th-12th
Register For

Ring
FREE 1/4 Ct. Diamond
at 5 p.m.
to be given away Friday
(Do not have to be present to win)

Hello
Stranger!
Sear 011Py tUf doswers to all
those who what where questions
about your r,evy ,iry
WAGON
As
WELCOME
Represehtahve it s my job to help
you yet over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringiny you some useful
gifts Community into Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

follows:
Championship - Sue Lamb,
medalist;
First ,'flight - Debbie Rooker,
first, Ada Roberts, second, and
Shirley Wade, third;
Second flight - Bronda Parker,
first, Bonna Yates, second, and
Erma Tuck, third;
Third flight - Hazel Beale, first,
Linda Roach, second, and Martha
Enix, third.

Sept. 26, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Morris baby girl, parents, Keir and
Gary, 1805 College Farm Rd., Murray;
Briggs baby boy, mother, Vickey
Evett, Rt 9, Box 575, Benton.
Dismissals
Robert Ekdahl, Puryear Nursing
Home, Puryear, Tenn ; Roy Peal, West
View Nursing Home, Murray:
, Gary Cavitt, Rt 2. Box 253, Murray;
Mrs Margaret Howard and baby boy,
Rt. 2, Box 212, Gilbertsville;

(Cont'd on page 7)

Calloway County Homemakers will have their annual day on Tuesday,
Oct. 1, at 10 a.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. This will be an informal getacquainted session for club members and the new extension agent in home
economics for Calloway County, Karen Hicks. Special reports will be given.
Plans for 'The Mad Flatter' Purchase Homemaker Area Annual Day for
Thursday, Oct. 17, at Curris Center, Murray State University, will be completed. Vanda Gibson is serving a dual role as both County and Area
president.

Murray Woman's Club will have its first fall general meeting tonight (Monday). This will be a salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Romanza
Johnson, president of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs from Bowling
_preen, will be the special guest speaker. Music will be presented by Bart
Dawson, soloist, and Janet Finch, pianist. Hostesses for the social hour will
be members of the Creative Arts and Theta Departments. Other departments are Alpha, Delta, Garden, Home, Kappa, Music, Sigma and Zeta.
Gerry Reed, president, Eva Morris, first vice president, urge all members to
attend this meeting as important matters will be brought before the club.

Senic
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Burk
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The
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club yi

CI Volunteers will meet
The Community Improvemept Volunteers will meet Tuesday. Oct. 1, at
4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building.
David Slawson will present a program entitled "What Can We Do To Protect
Our Environment'?" Anyone interested in the work of the CIV is invited to
attend.
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Bereavement Support Group will meet
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Bereavement Support Group will meet Wednesday, Oct. 2, from 9:30 to
11 a.m. in Hospice Office, third floor, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director, 762-1389.

Kappas will hear Wallis
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, Oct. 1, at
6:30 p.m. at the club house. Amy Wallis, local hairdresser and beauty consultant, will present a program on 'Hairstyles and Makeup Tips." Hostesses
will be Karen Jackson, Debbie Carter, Chris Loftis and Laurie Rollins.

Farm Bureau meeting Oct. 8

•

Old Salem needs donations

15PS Lee, Jeweler
e
t
.,If
g

Homemakers Annual Day Tuesday

Calloway County Farm Bureau will have its membership meeting on
Tuesday, Oct. 8, at 7 p.m. in cafeteria of Galloway County High School.
Officers and directors will be elected. Also a Youth and Talent Contest will
be conducted. For more information call Martha Broach at the Farm Bureau
office, 753-4703, or Crystal Parks, 753-4645.

"Where Your Idea Turns To Cold'

759-1141

Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or emotional
symptoms, will meet Tuesday, Oct. 1, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter
House, 223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each Tuesday. For
more information call 1-247-5469.

Murray Woman's Club meeting tonight

Golf and bridge are planned
by Oaks Country Club women
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday.
Oct. 2.
Bridge with Ruth Caldwell as
hostess will be played at 9:30 a.m.
Golf play will start this week at
9:30 a.m. Members are asked to
note the later time.
Pairings will be made at the tee.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Sept. 25, have, been released
by Linda Roach, hostess, as

11111

Recovery, to meet Tuesday

Hospital lists babies, dismissals
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Old Salem Cemetery is in need of funds to add to its perpetual fund for
the upkeep of the cemetery. Because of the vandalism to the tombstones at
the cemetery last year and the lower interest rate, more funds are needed.
Persons may mail their donations to Jack Dodd, Rt.
Box 910, Murray, or
Relmon Wilson, Rt. 3, Box 181, Murray.
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Miss Victoria Jo Pond and Patrick Darren Robinson were married
Saturday, June 15, at Kirksey
United Methodist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Richard Pond of
Hazel.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Ed and Loretta Roberts and of
Mrs. Elalah Pond and the late Paul
Pond, all of Somerset.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn Robinson of Rt. 2,
Murray.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Doris Ezell, Rt. 2, Murray,
and of Mrs. Helen Robinson and
the late Herschel Robinson of
Murray.
The candlelight double ring ceremony at 6 p.m. was performed by
the Rev. Bob Dotson.
Music was presented by Michael
Bell. The bride sang "The Vows
Go Unbroken."
The altar was centered with a
15-branch candelabrum with
matching nine-branch tree candelabra on each side. Each candelabrum was entwined with green
English ivy and accented with
peach and teal satin bows.
Given in marriage by her
parents, the bride was escorted by
her father.
She wore a gown of white summer satin. The bodice was designed
with a Princess Anne neckline with
long fitted sleeves ending in a
point at the wrist. The gown was
accented with re-embroidered
Chantilly lace, sequins and pearls.
Her pearled and floral headpiece
was attached to a waltz length veil
.of silk illusion. She carried a bouquet of summer silk flowers in
peach, teal and white with matching cascading satin ribbons.
Mrs. Shelly Pond, sister-in-law
of the bride, was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Leann Clere,
Toni Ford and Lisa Aeschliman,
Palm Desert, Calif., sister of the
groom.
They all wore teal satin and lace
tea length dresses with matching
teal shoes. They carried white lace
fans with teal and peach summer
flowers attached.
The flower girls were Alicia
Godby, Buchanan, Tenn., niece of
the bride, and Autumn LeAnn
Ezell, cousin of the groom. They
wore ankle length white dresses
with peach and teal satin ribbons.
'Each carried a white wicker basket
filled with flowers.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Beane of
Hickory will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday.
Oct. 6. .
A reception tea will be from 2 to
4 p.m. at 'Trace Creek Baptist'
Church Reception Center on Trace
Creek Road off Symsonia,'
Highway.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the reception.
The couple was Married Oct. 1,
1941„ at Charleston. Mo. Their
attendants were Alton and Modell
Miller.
Mrs. Beane, the former Ruby
Brown, is the daughter of Mrs.
Maggie Brown of Mayfield and the
late Homer Brown.
Mr. Beane is the son of the late
Mr. and- Mrs: Dempsey-Beane of
Lynn Grove.
They are the parents of five
children, 10 grandchildren and four
great-graandchildren.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Darren Robinson
Mark Flood was best man.
Groomsmen were Richard Pond,
brother of the bride, Brad-Robinson, brother of the groom, and
Robert Conway, Woodbury, N.J.
Ushers were Jason Walker, Keith
Williams and Chad Baker.
The ringbearer was Tommy
Starks, nephew of the bride.
The wedding gown train bearers
were Anthony Goodby, Buchanan,
Tenn., and Allan Starks, nephews
of the bride.
The men of the wedding party
including the fathers wore black
tuxedoes and white pleated shirts.
The groom wore a tuxedo with tails. Groomsmen had teal bow ties
and cummerbunds, and the ushers
had black bow ties and cummerbunds. Their boutonnieres were of
white carnations.
The bride's mother wore a white
eyelet tea length dress accented
with peach and teal satin ribbons.
The mother of the groom wore a
peach tca length dress with silver
accessorin. They each carried a
white lace fan accented with roses

Seniors are honored

Calloway County Genealogical
Society has changed its meeting for
uesday, Oct. 1, at 6:30 p.m. at
Majestic Royale. Holiday Inn, to
the Annex of Calloway County
Public Library.
Ernie Rob Bailey, with Murray
State University Library, will be
the featured speaker. John Brinn,
society president, urges all members and any interested persons to
attend.
Refreshments will be served. but
no dinner will be served
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New members added

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)
Tuesday, Oct. 1
Group of First BapWalker
Bea
tist Church Women/7 p.m./home of
Mildred Horn.
First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
Out/9 a.m.; UMW Executive
Committee/9 a.m.; UMW general
meeting/I0 a.m.
First Christian Church events
include CWF II and Friendly
Hands/10:30 a.m. with Neva Gray
Allbritten/speaker.
Sunday School Workers'
Training/7 p.m./Grace Baptist
Church.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Education Committee/5
p.m.; Ladies Guild/7 p.m.
Kentucky Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
p.m./Louie's Restaurant.

Amvets Auxiliary Post 45 at Paris Landing, Tenn, recently added
three new members to its roll. The induction was given by Angie
Gardner, right, at a recent meeting. They are, from left, Loretta Mullins, Barbara Huff and Debra Hutchins.

Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./Glendale Road. Church of
Christ.
First Baptist Church events
include WMU general meeting/9
a.m. and Praise/6 p.m.

We are pleased to announce
that Judy King, bride-elect of
Eddie Phelps, has made her
domestic and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Judy and Eddie will be married October 19, 1991.

We are pleased to announce
that Dana Ingram, bride-elect
of Mike McCallon, has made
her domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Dana and Mike will be married November 23, 1991.

WAL-11ART

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Hours;
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-8

Senior citizens recently honored on their birthdays at Weaks Community Center were, from left, standing, Jean Willoughby and Beulah
Burke, seated, Lena Bucy and Thyra Crawford.

The Rev. and Mrs. William A. He has conducted revivals in seven
Farmer of Como, Tenn., observed states apd preached in 11 states.
their 65th wedding anniversary .on
Since his retirement, the Rev.
Thursday, Sept. 26 •
and Mrs. Farmer have lived in a
Rev. Farmer and the former house they built next door to
Edna Powers of Ore Springs, Thompson Creek Baptist Church
Tenn., were married Sept. 26. on Highway 54, Como, Tenn. He
1926, by the Rev. C.11. Felts at has served as interim pastor 18
Tuesday, Sept. 3, at 5 p.m. at the
Martin. Tenn.
times since his retirement, each
club house.
They have one daughter, Mrs. averaging six months.
Celia Wall, director of International Programs at Murray State Ramona4armer Huttenstine,
University, presented a special Como, Thin., and notiald Farmer,
program on "A Glimpse of Scot- Fort Worth, Texas.
Rev. and Mrs. Farmer have
land." She showed slides of scenes
seven grandchildien, two great- (ConI'd from page 6)
in Scotland.
Officers of the department are grandchildren and one great greatMrs. Andrea Litada and baby girl,
221 Lafaotte Dr., Apt. 1, Cadiz; Mrs.
Ruth Cole chairman, Juanita grandson.
The Rev. Farmer who was 86 on Thelma Reid, Rt. 3, Box 299B, Murray;
Hatcher, vice chairman, Mayrelle
Donnie Garland, P 0. Box 64, Almo;
15, has been retired about 20
Sept.
and
Louise
secretary,
Clark,
Roman
Boehm, Rt. 2, Box 221,
ministry.
Baptist
years from the
Swann, treasurer, who were hostesSpringville, Tenn.; Miss Karen Cobb,
He was pastor ot New Hope 211 North Fifth St., Murray.
ses for this first meeting.
Baptist
Church, 10-1 49, and
The 'department will meet Saturday. Oct. 5, at 10 a.m. at the club Puryear Baptist Church. los() 65.
both in Henry County. 1 ,•an. Other
house.
Wayne Williams will talk about churches he has served as pastor
"Volunteering for Hospice." Hos: include Woodland Mills, Vs hiltn !Ile and Bradford. along with Hill
tesses will be Vanda Gibson and
Grove Baptist in Calloway count‘
Alice Koenecke.

Deltas hear Wall speak
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club opened the
club year with a potluck supper on

Auxiliary VFW
dinner is tonight
Tonight at 6 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant, Local VFW Post 6291,
Herman Eddie Roberts Jr., Post,
will dinner furnished for all women
eligible for the Auxiliary of the
VFW.
Speakers will be Glenda Hurley,
state president of the Ladies'
Auxiliary; Past National President
of the Ladies Auxiliary and department chief of staff, Mariea Watson;
District I President Thelma Collins;
and presidents of Local Area Posts.
All ladies' dinners will be paid
for by the local post. Members
should bring their wives and eligible members of their families to the
meeting.

%
Anti
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
GANNET FOR'RAW RESOURCES

.
s

BRIDAL
,REGISTRY

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

Free blood pressure checks/12
noon-2 p.m./Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church.

Former pastor and wife
are married for 65 years
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Ms. Pamela Ezell, aunt of the
groom, and .Ms. Cynthia Hart.
After a wedding trip, the. new
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson are residing
on Rt.
Murray.
A rehearsal dinner, hosted by the
groom's parents, was held for the
wedding party and speCial i2,nN at
the Log Cabin Restaurant.
Bridal events included the
following:
•
A bridal shower hosted 6‘. Mrs.
Ronda Godhy, Mrs. Penny -Starks.
Mrs. Shelly Pond and %,1 Valari.!
Turner;
A bridal br ouch iwNicti by Ms.
Pamela Ezell, Ms Cylthia Hart
and Mrs. Lisa Ac

Meeting changed

;motional
Chapter
;day. For

[hi (Mon3omanza
Bowling
by Bart
hour will
r departind Zeta.
mbers to
the club.

and greenery. A,.
The wedding was directed by
Ms. Cynthia Hart, cousin in the
groom. ,
Mrs. Stacy Pittenger kept the
guest register.
A reception, hosted by the
bride's parents, followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
Hostesses were Ms. I.ona I o0.1.

BIG KAHUNA HAIR HL T
Natural Colour Cosmetics
Derived From

1-lospital...

Pure Plant

noi OFF
‘1 /0

2
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Exterior Stains
$300 Off Gal.

FREE Facial & Make-Over
Experience The Difference!

753-6435

c9)
45thi
l 1-4
(
4,
306 Main St.

759-4979

‘lyk(1)\
1 ci.1

on the square • 753-9569

40Ctiff
Fall
Merchandise

Girl's Parities,
Socks and Tights

and

Flower Essences

JO-AN'S

ALL WALLPAPER BOOKS

Beallt:

492-8876

Just In Time
For Homecoming.

LADIES Dresses (Excluding

Nancy Frock)
Mix 'n Match • Sweats

CHILDREN'S
and TEENS

Dresses • Pants and Skirts
Sweatsuits

$3-$5-$8-$10 Racks
$1.00 pair

Summer Merchandise
In Our Bargain Dept.
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PART I
STUDENT DATA
TABLE 1
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT SCORES(OPTIONAL)

CTBS WE Score
NO 6PERCENT OF
ENROLLMENT TAKING TESTS

SKILLS AREA
GRADE

K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

READING

MATH

60.4
60.5
66.8
60.4
62.1
62.6
63.3
58.1

60.3
58.7
62.7
57.2
56.6
60.9
64.8
58.4

08T-TOT
IlArftRY

SPELLING WRITING REFERENCE

62.0
69.2
56.1
59.0
61.8
61.9
59.9

61.2
59.6
60.4
60.6
58.2
56.8

60.8
67.2
59.2
60.0
62.5
63.9
59.5

60.6
61.4
65.4
53.4

No

%

119
148
95
93
89
100
85
108

98%
94%
89%
94%
87%
98%
92%
92%

Senate Bill 202 (1984) requires each public school
district in the Commonwealth of Kentucky "to publish
in the newspaper with the largest circulation in the
county by,October 1 of each year, an annual performance report on the district's accomplishments and
activities pertaining to product goals including, but not
limited to, retention rates and student performance on
basic and essential skills tests by school and grade level,
the district's goals and other items as may be set forth in
State Board Regulation." State Board Regulation 704
K AR 3:005 establishes the format for the Annual
Performance Report.

DROPOUT RATE
MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
1990-1991
TABLE 2
ACT AND SAT SCORES

DROPOUT RATE
MI:RRAY

AMERICAN COLLEGE TEST. ACT

comPosat

MATH

ENGLISH

NO APERCENTOFGRADUATES
TAKING TESTS
No

DISTRICT
1991
1990
STATE
1990

20.2

MURRAY
76
96

77
87

24.942

04 S

20.3
22.0
199

18.9

CATEGORY

%

.
19.5
21.1

19.9
22.5

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
1990-1991

2.96
KENTUCKY

AMERICAN COLLEGE TEST (ACT)

2.5

3
PERCENTAGE

MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
1991

TABLES
PERCENTAGEATTENDANCE-STUDENTS

Mi
1990

1989

1991

SCHOOLS

GROUP

Murray Elem.
Murray Middle
Murray High

94.69
96.07
96.11

95.69
96.06
95.61

95.14
95.85
95.53

95.52

95.78

95.47

MuRRAY
20 2

DISTIUCT
STATE

94.7

94.9

Not &tradable

TABLE 6
WHEREABOUTS OF KENTUCKY GRADUATES

KENTUCKY

COLLEGE

1 9.9
*

1989
NO
%

1988
NO.
%
DISTRICT

68

82.9

68

1990
NO. %

82.9

78

78.7

..EPAGE SCO.E

STATE

20363

21089

52.2

20849

ANNUAL
PERFORMA?
REPORT

53.9

OTHER POST-SECONDARY TRAINING

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST.SAT
NO II PERCENT OF GRADUATES TAKING TESTS
VERBAL

511

A Tradition of Exc.

MATH
No

TABLE7
SPECIAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL ENR

1990
NO. %

1989
%
NO.

1968
NO.
%

%

STUDENTSENROLLEDINSPECIALEDUCATUDN

,

2

DISTRICT

3.6

3

2.4

2

DISTRICT
19911990
STATE

540
482

569
630

13
10

921

3960

STATE

12.8
10

3511

8.8

3658

9.0

3266

1988

84

oernucT

,
1990

473

102

_

-

3-5yeargafsge
6-21youscAage

GRADUATES ATM\DING COLLEGE
MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
1991

TABLE 3
PEIENT OF STUDENTS RETAINED IN EACH GRADE
..
K

1

2

3

4

*.•8%

I%

4%

1%

1%

DISTRICT TOTAL
(3-21yewscgsge)

S

119
NO.

STATE
GRAD(
6
7

1989

73054

9.7.

3-4
5-21
3-21

%

7
.5%
147 11.1%
154 11.6%

NO

114

%

75170

11.5

GRADUATES - ATTENDING COLLEGE
8

9

10

11

12

2%

0

0

.9%

MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
1990

SCHOOLS
Murray Elem.
Murray Middle

I%

1% .3% .2%

Murray High

DISTRICT

8%

1%

4%

1%

1%

1%

.1% .3% .2% 2% 0 0

TAKER
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT CLAS1IFIED AS ECONOMI
14 - •
1989
1990
GRADE
NO. %
NO.
%
't

.9%

OISTINCT
STATE

TABLE4
DROPOUT RATE
STUDENTS OUITRNG SCHOOL AS A PERCENT OFENROLLMENT BY
1990
1989
GRADE
NO
%
NO
%
7
a
9
10
ii
12

0
0
2
3
3
1

0
0
2.32
2.94
2.63
1.11

9
11139S

2.5
3.15

0
0
0
1
3
0

0
0
0
1.16
3.15
0

4
7994

1.72
2.94

MURRAY

0
0
0
0
2.4
3

37.Ci
3.1S
'

474

MILITARY
1988
NO.
%
DISTRICT

1

STATE

2013

1989
NO.
%
1.2

1

51

2131

1990
NO
%
1

1.2
53

1897

1

TABLE 9
ATTENDANCE PROFESSIONAL STA

49
TEACHERS

DISTRICT
STATE

36.46
38.9

KENTUCKY

1991
NO.
%
0
0
0
0
2
4

484
246.1441

2.7
6
Not ayastablit

PEIKINT ATTENDANCE
.9n

ENTERING THE WORKFORCE
tor
'1988
NO.
%

'1989 ,
NO
%

1990
NO
%
.

'

.
5

DISTRICT
STATE

7862

19 7

7644

18.9

6896

17.8

'Optional

...r••••••••
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The Murray Board of Education thanks the staff, students, and
parents of the Murray Independent School District for another
outstanding year as exhibited by the annual performance report.
Congratulations on your achievements! We are proud of you!

PAItT II
ST111: DATA

PART HI
NIANAGENII.N1 DATA

TABLE 10
DISTRICT PUPIL/TEACHER RATIO AND TEACHER/ADMINISTRATOR RATIO
NO. CLASS OVER
MAXIMUM SIZE

RATIO

PERCENT STUDENTS IN
CLASSES OVER MAXIMUM

PART III
MANAGEMENT DATA
TABLE 14
DISTRICT PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES IN ADA
1991
DISTRICT

FACTOR
PUPIL/TEACHER RATIO
Schools murray Elem._
Murray Middle
Murray High
District

15.13
14.88
15.73
15 24

TEACHER/
ADMINISTRATOR RATIO

15:1

0
.0
0

0
0
0

Cost per Pupil for Instruction

2,524

52,143

112

86

3,123

2,896

72

199

Cost per Pupil for Administration
Cost per Pupil for Current Expenses
Cost per Pupil for Transportation

District

Not Applicable

1990
STATE

Not Applicable

TABLE 15
LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT REVENUE
INCOME

DOLLARS

Revenuefrom Local Sources
TABLE 11
TEACHER/ADMINISTRATOR SALARY DATA

'Hon of Excellence

SALARY RANGE PAID

4NNUAL
FORMANCE
REPORT

2.929,632.05

E. 4.86

64.7
10.6

.
64,476.48

•
Other

MINIMUM PAID

24.7

1.261,349.61

Income from Investments
(% Average Return)

PERCENT OF TEACHERS BY
RANK

1990 STATE
AVERAGE PERCENT

26.75

1,433,211.32

Tax Receipts
TEACHERS

PERCENT OF
TOTAL

MAXIMUM PAID

107,385 23

Revenue from State Sources

lank I

39.13

29,984

38,403

Revenue from Federal Sources

996,470.99

18.59

Rank II

48.91

21,907

36,751

GENERAL FUND BALANCE

537,468.49

10.03

Rank III

11.96

19,224

26,371
-

(June 30,1991,as a Percent of
Total General Fund Money)

TABLE 16
REVENUE AND ASSESSED PROPERTY VALUE PER CHILD
FACTOR
ADMINISTRATORS

'

Local Revenue Per Child in
Average Daily Attendance

SALARY RANGE PAID
PERCENT OF
ADMINISTRATORS BY RANK
MINIMUM PAID

MAXIMUM PAID

Assessed Property Value Per Child in
Average Daily Attendance

,

1991
DISTRICT

1990
STATE
$850

1.102 47
S158.257
163,056 14

MENT AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT
Rank I

1.0u.00

45,835

58,162

ENTS ENROLLED IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
Rank II
19811

1989

119
NO.

9.7.

3-4
5-21
3-21

%

73054

7
.5%
147 11.1%
154 11.6%

NO

%

75170

11.4

1990

11.5

0.00

Rank III

I' RT IN'
EXECUTIVE: St NINIARY

1.5%
12%

20
157
NO

77303

%

PART IV
Executive summary

12.3
TABLE 12
CLASSES TAUGHT BY TEACHER OUT OF FIELD OF SPECiALTY

PART IV - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NUMBER TEACHING OUT OF
FIELD OF SPECIALTY
,

NUMBER OF CLASSES
OUT OF FIELD
.

Schools

N"A

Courses offered that exc.red the minimum requirements are listed
below for Murray Middle School and Murray High School:
Murray Middle School:
TechExploratory Program, Enrichment:Reinforcement, Art Music,
_
nology, Geography, Problem Solving, etc.

N. A

District
Murray High School:
French I, II, III, IV; Spanish I, II, III, IV; Home Ec I, Special
Interest Home Ec; Adult Living, General SHop I, II, Architectural
Drawing, Mechinical Drawing, Advanced PE; PE. 9; Typing I, Word
Processing, Office Procedures; Accounting I, II; Introduction to
Computers; Speech, Algebra I, Regular and Honors; Math 12; Algebra
II, Regular and Honors; Geometry, Regular and Honors; Math 12;
Regular and Honors, Calculus, Physics, Advanced Biology, History;
Driver Education

dROLLMENT CLASSIFIED AS ECONOMICALLY DEPRIVED
1989
NO.
%

484
!MAU

1990
NO.
%

37.0i
3.1S

474

36.46
36.9

1991
NO.
%

343
25.1
Not aratlabie

Vocational School Offerings:
Special Foods I, II; Auto Technology, Industrial Processes,
Carpentry, Retailing I, II; Tech Prep; Auto Body, Tech Prep

TABLE 13
COST OF PROFESSIONAL STAFF DEVELOPMENT
1990

1989
Average Cost Per
Professional Staff Member
for Professional
Development Activities
STAFF

1991 ,
Specific district goals are as follows:
Involve the total camiunity in the students educational experience.

.

1

37‘,.E,1

321.00

227.80
Develop programs to rreet individual needs.
The mission statement of the system is as follows:

TEACHERS

.9N

ADMINISTRATORS AND OTHER 1
PROFESSIONAL STAFF

.99

The mission of the Murray Independent School District is to prepare students to become responsible, productive citizens, able to
make decisions and establish goal, about their life choices by
providing a unique teaching and :eaining environment that meets
the needs of individual students.
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Train engines plunge down 300-foot
cliff after landslide blocks tracks
P1NECLIFFE, Colo. (AP) - A
rock slide caused two engines from
a Southern Pacific freight train to
plunge off a 300-foot cliff into a
mountain creek today, and two
crew members were missing,
authorities said.
Two other crew members were
airlifted to Lutheran Hospital in
Denver, officials said.
Some of the traim'sdumber cargo
spilled, onto the mountainside leading down to South Boulder Creek
and caught fire when fuel from the
derailed engines ignited it, the
Boulder County sheriff's office
sat*.
The derailment disrupted Amtrak
passenger train service between
Denver and Provo, Utah. Amtrak
was diverting trains north to
Wyoming from Denver and Provo,
officials said.
Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM

Company

Price

Chg

Doss Jones Ind. Avg............-2.91
DJIA Previous Close.......3006.04
Air Products..................... 66 +1/4
A.T.C. Class A........... 49B 493/4A
371/2 unc.
A T & T..........
Bank of Murray* --............200B
...493/1 •1/1
Bell South ..........
No trade
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler.............................9'/a -1/s
Dean Foods............... .313/4 -1/4
59 +1/4
Exxon
-vs
Fisher Price .............
301/s unc.
Ford Motor.
General Electric.................69 +14
375/1 unc.
General Motors
453/s -1/4
Goodrich
431/4 -1/4
Goodyear
-Mt
I B M ..............
491/2 -Vs
Ingersoll Rand.........
411/4 +1/s
K•Mart...............-.
253/4 unc.
K. Utilities..........Kroger..............._..17 -1/s
-3/1
L G & E..........
SlcDonalds -....................353/. +I/4
503/s -1/8
J.C. Penney.....
23B 24A
Peoples First"
583/4 +34
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough.........- 551/4 unc.
Sears
381/2 +1/s
62/4 -1/4
Texaco
Time Warner.....................83 +34
UST.-..............................4834 unc.
+1/s
Wal•Mart..........-......

Rescue wiiirkers attempted to put
out the fire and locate the two
missing crew members, but rain
and the derailment site's remote
location were hampering the
efforts, officials said.
The derailment occurred about 4
a.m. in a mountain canyon 15 miles
southwest of Boulder and 21/2
miles .east of the hamlet of Pinecliffe, said Leonard Keen of the
National Transportation Safety
Board in Los Angeles.
The train was made up of three
locomotives and 50 cars, 35 of
them empty, said Mike Furtney, a
Southern Pacific Railroad spokesman in San Francisco. Some of the
other 15 cars carried lumber.
The eastbound train was on its
way to Denver from Grand Junction, he said.

Republicans hold
September meeting
The September meeting of the
Republican party was held Thursday,
September 26th at the Curtis Center
(MSU campus).
Any interested registered Republican wanting to work at the polls in the
November election please contact
Anita Folsom 753-0739 or Bill Fandrich 753-3193.
The next meeting will be October
10th, 7 p.m. at the Curtis Center.
This meeting will be for anyone
interested in electing Larry Hopkins
for Governor and the entire slate of
Republicans in the coming election.

Ingersoll-Rand wins
state's top waste
management award
MAYFIELD - Kentucky's top
hazardous waste management
award has gone to Ingersoll-Rand's
air compressor plant.
The award, given at the 16th
Annual Governor's Conference on
The Environment, commended
Ingeroll-Rand for its "great willingness to comply with all Division
of Waste Management
regulations."
Erika, Chambers, environmental
enginner at the plant, accepted the
award on Ingersoll-Rand's behalf.

HOG MARKET

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
148 Mood, W L lrms, Inc • Wernte NYSE and SIPC

Mrs. Jeane G. Tucker
Mrs. Jeane G. Tucker, 70, of 504
North 17th St., Mayfield, died
Saturday at 3:20 p.m. at Heritage
Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
A retired employee of JCPenney,
she was a member of First United
Methodist Church, Mayfield.
Born July 20, 1921, at McKenzie, Tenn., she was the daughker of
the late Thomas Graves Gilbert and
Lottie Everett Gilbert.
Survivors are her husband.
George W. Tucker: one daughter,
Mrs. Sandra Tucker Cantrell. 1660
College Terrace, Murray; two sons,
David Tucker, 1112 West Broadway, Mayfield, and Dennis Tucker.
Lexington; two sisters, Mrs.
Katherine Varnell, Nashville,

FedersJ-Stsle Market Sews Service September 34, le%
Kentucky Purchase Area /tog Market Report Includes 4
Buying Stations R eceiptg Act 1511,IA SOS Berrows& Gilts
.25 know, Sows steady to 1.00 IfIgger.
$43.75-4425
US 1-2 231.255 la
$411.7S-43.25
US 1-2 211.236 Li
$0.25..e375
US 2-3 234-201 lbs
$41
24-43.25
US 3-4 215.271 Rol
Sows
134 35.0
US 1-2 27.351 Ibis
$u 11-35-51
US 1-3 315-4011 lbe
US 1-3 4011-525 LiSuWU*
S3a4431011
US 1-3 525 said up
r0111134.114
US 2-3 315-501 Li
Boers $30.51.34.011

Mrs. Nell Adams Woods, 71, of
522 South Seventh St.. Murray,
died Sunday at 11 a.m. at Long
Term Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She and her husband, Otis
Woods, who died March 6, 1990,
had operated Woods Florist in Benton, Murray and Mayfield.
Mrs. Woods was a member of
Memorial Baptist Church.
Born May 26, 1920, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Jim Adams and Gladys
Booker Adams. One sister, Mrs.
Minnie Marshall Roberts, preceded
her in death.
Mrs. Woods is survived by two
sons, Dan Woods and wife,
Debbie, 603 South Ninth St.. Mur-

H!Iera t ionS tlf Rill Kin (IS
1Vork, teatiottable Prices"
ork

418 Main St

•

'

flours: 9
ii

Burial was in Mt. Olivet Cemetery. McKenzie, Tenn.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Cancer
Society.

rider Frame

illage)

Markham Drowns, 84, of 1600
Belmonte Dr.. Murray, died today
at 9:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Mame Drowns,

Hollie Alderdice, 81, Rt. 8, Box
341, Murray. died Saturday at 2:03
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
He was a member of Russell
Chapel United Methodist Church,
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons and Cuba Lodge
No. 644 Free and Accepted
Masons.
His wife, Mrs. Lucy Alderdice,
died March 18, 1989.
Born Feb. 24, 1910, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
Alec Alderdice and Patrica Kesterson Alderdice.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Hilda Cantrell, Palmersville,
Tenn.; two brothers, Hardin Alderdice and wife, Dixie, Lynnville,

753-9981

(Before the Need Arises. . .

Final rites for Henry Edmond
Ahart were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home.
Cadiz. The Rev Gary Buyfkin
officiated.
Burial was in East End Cemetery, Cadiz, with full military rites
at the gravesite.
Mr. Ahart, 68, Cadiz, died Friday at 9:20 p.m. at Jennie Stuart
Medical Center, Hopkinsville.
A native of Golden Pond, he was
a disabled Army veteran of World
War II and recipient of a Purple
Heart and two Bronze Star medals.
He was a member of American
Legion Post #74 of Cadiz, Disabled

ray, and Wayne Woods and wife,
Pam, Jackson, Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Lou Ellen Stark and husband,
Charles B., Rt. 2, Murray, Kirksey
community, and Mrs. Blaine White
and husband, K.T., Murray; one
brother, Joe B. Adams and wife,
Gerthal, Hazel; two grandchildren,
Pammy Raines, Knoxville, Tenn.,
and Danette Woods-, Murray.
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim Simmons and the Rev. Charles Anderson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 3 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).

and Horice Alderdice and wife,
Kathleene, Ledbetter; several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the Chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Harry
Nall and the Rev. Calvin Clark will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will
be organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Ben Cantrell,
Glenn Cantrell, Bill Alderdice, Joe
Mason Pentecost, Jim Cullivan and
Scotty Burton.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call after 4 p.m.
today (Monday) at the funeral
home where Masonic services will
be at 7 p.m. tonight.

Va., died Friday at 5:25 a.m. at
Medicenter Nursing Home, Virginia Beach, Va.
Survivors include one son, Charles (Burt) Paschall, Virginia Beach,
V,a.; two sisters, Mrs. Rowena Cullom, Murray, and Mrs. Jane Fitch,
Federal Way, Wash.; one brother,
Thomas R. Jones II, Hopkinsville;
two grandchildren.

American Veterans and Bethesda
United Methodist Church in Trigg
County.
Preceding him in death were his
father, Hugh Ahart, a 'other,
Eldon Reed Ahart, and his stepfather, L.A. Carr.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Diane Null, Antioch, Calif.; one
son, David Ahart, Atascadero,
Calif.; his mother, Mrs. Myrtle
Jones Ahart Carr, Cadiz; one sister,
Mrs. June Hensley, Cadiz; four
brothers, Jean Ahart, Fairhope,
Ala., and Earl Carr, Cecil Carr and
Jimmie Carr, Cadiz; four
grandchildren.

EARNHASTIS

El
Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning
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Joe W. Powell
Funeral rites for Joe W. Powell
were Saturday at 2 p.m. at North
Jackson Church of -Christ, Jackson,
Tenn., where he was a member.
Aurial was in Ridgccrest Cemetery, Jackson, with arrangements by
George A. Smith and Sons Funeral
Home, Jackson.
Mr. Powell, 57, Jackson, died
Thursday at his home.
He was the son of the late Chal-

WASHINGTON (AP)- Roger
Thiel is an easygoing guy with a
small printing business and a
43-foot houseboat. But ask about
the $100 annual fee the government has slapped on his beloved
"Doo-Wop" and suddenly he's an
angry political activist.
"It's an unfair tax," Thiel, 40,
said last week as he touched utf the
paint job on his boat at a Potomac
River marina thtt features a partial
view of the Washington
Monument.
Thiel is one of 367,000 recreational boaters who have paid the
fee, which Congress approved last
year but which only now is being
collected. He's also a member of a
group lobbying to have it repealed.
Millions of boaters are holding
out: Beginning Tuesday, their resistance - or ignorance - will cost
them.
The Coast Guard will begin ticketing owners of boats without a
decal indicating payment of fees
ranging from $25 to $100. The longer the boat, the higher the fee.
Vessels 16 feet and under are
exempt.
The maximum penalty is $5,000,
although the Coast Guard says in
most cases it probably won't be
that high. Officials are still working out enforcement guidelines for
hearing officers who will, levy fines
on a case-by-case basis.
"I'd guess in most cases it won't
go above $1,000," Coast Guard
spokesman Tom Heflick said.
The Reagan administration tried
repeatedly to levy fees on pleasure
boats, but Congress never went
along. Little attention was paid,
however, when lawmakers slipped
the provision into the $500 billion
deficit-reduction package last fall.
Even now, many boaters may be
unaware that the fees exist.
"I don't know anybody who's
gotten (a decal)," said Jack Henderson, another patron at Thiel's
marina. He has paid the fee for one
of his three boats and says he'll
keep the other two out of the water
until next spring. "I don't think

Register
For A Racing Jacket
To Be Given Away

FREE!
Vote for your favorite

NASCAR DRIVER
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COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.

753-680,

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2 and
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
641 SOUTH •

us Oran Powell and Ada Childress
Powell.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Doloris Wicker Powell; one
daughter, Mrs. Laurel Beshears,
Waynesville, Mo.; one son, David
Powell, Jackson, Tenn.; his stepmother, Mrs. Sue Powell, Hardin;
one brother, Ronnie Powell, Tucson, Ariz.; four grandchildren.

Small boat owner fighting
new federal fee called unfair

-

Sr

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Dorothy Chambers, 73,
Survivors are one son, John
Benton. died Sunday at I a.m. at Chambers, Benton; two brothers,
her home. She was the widow of Joe Beasley, Benton, and Charles
Beasley, Paducah; two grandchildePaul Chambers.
Born Jan. 16, 1918, she was the
ren, Kelly Chambers and Paul
daughter of the late William H. Shannon Chambers, Benton.
Beasley and Ethel Coursey
/ The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in
Beasley.
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann
She was a retiree OrFisher Price
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
in Murray and a former employee
Bruce is officiating.
Cloys
of Claussner Hosiery Co., Paducah.
Burial will follow in Benton
She was a member of New Bethel
Cemetery.
Baptist Church.

Mrs. Edith Morie Paschall
Services for Mrs. Edith Morie
Paschall will be Tuesday at 1 p.m.
at Puryear Baptist Church, Puryear,
Tenn.
Burial will follow in Puryear
City Cemetery with arrangements
by Ridgeway, Morticians, Paris,
Tenn., where friends may call from
4 to 9 p.m. today (Monday).
Mrs. Paschall, 70, Chesapeake,

died Tuesday, Sept. 24.

Mrs. Dorothy Chambers

Henry Edmond Ahart

MURRAY TAILOR SHOP

anini

Tenn., and Mrs. Lanier Mabry.
McKenzie, Tenn.; one brother, Dr.
Thomas G. Gilbert Jr., Culpepper,
Va.; six grandchildren.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Dr. Cecil Kirk
officiated.
Pallbearers were David Tucker.
Dennis Tucker, Lanice Cantrell.
Billy Cantrell, Joe Lyell and Bob
Mabry.

Hollie Alderdice

Opening October 1

(
N:e

Markham Drowns

Mrs. Nell Adams Woods

'Hilliard Lyons is trading agent to this stock.
-Hilbard Lyons a a market miter in this atm*.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

Obituaries

753-2617. Murray, Ky

most people know about this," he
said. "Nobody is taking it
seriously."
But enough boaters do know
about the fees to have flooded Congress with irate demands for repeal.
Bills to cancel the fees are pending in the House and Senate, and a
recent non-binding House resolution calling for repeal passed
overwhelmingly.
Boat Owners Association of the
United States, a group claiming
385,000 members, filed suit in July
to have the fees declared unconstitutional. no hearing has been
scheduled.
"It's arbitrary, it's unfair, it's
contrary to the interests of tbe
Coast Guard which will be taxed
with collecting it," said Michael
Sciulla, the associatioq's vice president. "It deserves to be jettisoned
and be buried at sea with all deliberate speed."
The Coast Guard opposes repeal.
Rear Adm. Robert T. Nelson, the
service's chief of staff, told a
House subcommittee the fee "is
intended to require that recreational
boaters bear a larger share of the
cost of existing Coast Guard programs from which they benefit."
However, opponents point out
that money earned from the fees
goes directly into the general federal treasury and isn't earmarked for
navigational assistance or other
boating programs.
Under the deficit-reduction law,
no taxes or fees can be cut without
offsetting spending cuts or revenue
increases.
Rep. Bob Davis, R-Mich., sponsor of the House repeal bill, has
proposed charging users of the
Federal Maritime Commission's
computer data base. But that plan
has drawn opposition as well. The
bill is bottled up in the Ways and
Means Committee as staffers
search for an acteptable way to
make up the lost revenue, Davis
said.

Two forest fires
are contained
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK,
Calif.(AP)- Two forest fires that
spewed smoke into Yosemite Valley this week have been contained.
A fire that blackened 3,814 acres
near Glacier Point was contained at
6 p.m. Friday, reported Kris Fister,
a park spokeswoman. It had forced
closure of Glacier Point Road
briefly and some hiking trails.
"Basically, mop-up activity will
continue today," Fister said
Saturday.
A separate fire in the Hetch
Hctchy area of the park was contained earlier at 1,920 acres.
Both fires were caused by lightning early this month and were
only monitored until they began to
pour smoke onto the valley floor
this week. No people or buildings
were in danger.
NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT
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K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
Or

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr
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KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig
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FORT KNOX. Ky. (AP) —
When the British needed a safe
place to store a priceless copy of
the Magna Carta in World War II,
the Fort Knox brass was glad to
help.
"Most people probably don't
know it, but the Magna Carta was
here in the bullion depository,"
said David Holt, librarian at the
Patton Museum of Cavalry and
Armor. "It was in pretty good historical company, to.''
Also locked in the gold vault
was the U.S. Constitution, Declaration of Independence, Articles of
Confederation, Gettysburg
Address, President Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address and a 15th
century Gutenberg Bible.
"They were all brought here in
1941," said Holt. "This was probably the safest place in the United
States."
The Magna Carta at Fort Knox
came from Lincoln, England,
where it was returned in 1946. The
Lincoln Magna Carta is one of four
surviving copies of. the document
British nobles forced King John to
sign in 1215. The Magna Carta is
considered to be dle,foundation of
British and American democracy.
Lincoln's copy was exhibited at
the 1939 New York World's Fair.
Ten million visitors saw the Magna
Carta in the six months it was on
display, according to the Lincolnshire Chronicle, a Lincoln
newspaper.
After war broke out in Europe,
the Magna Carta was kept stateside, out of harm's way. On Nov.
28, 1939, the Library of Congress
took temporary custody of the
ancient charter, says Dr. Nicholas
Bennett, vice chancellor and librarian at Lincoln Cathedral, where
the Magna Carta was a treasured
relic for seven centuries.
The Japanese bombed Peal Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, plunging the
U.S. into World. War II. Twenty
days later, the Magna Carta and the
other documents arrived at Fort
Knox from Washington.
Guarded by Secret Service
agents, the precious cargo was
shipped by overnight train to
Louisville. Soldiers from Fort
Knox met the train and escorted the
documents to the theft-proof bullion vault, Holt said.
The Magna Carta was under
glass in a bronze frame specially
made by staff members at Lincoln
Cathedral, the oldest part of which
dates to 1070. According to the old
Fort Knox newspaper, the case
containing the documents was bulletproof and "so heavy it took two
men to lift it."
The Patton museum has copies
of old government records that
stow the historic documents were
'kepi in the space assigned to the
Library of Congress" inside the
massive granite, steel and concrete
vault, which opened in 1937.
In September, 1944,, the documents were returned to the Library

of Congress. Holt said by then U.S.
military leaders believed the capital
was safe from enemy air attack.
The war had been over almost 11
months when the Magna Carta was
./welcomed back to Lincoln in ceremonies at the triple-spired, sandstone cathedral, one of the most
beautiful churches in England.
The Fort Knox connection is all
but unknown in Lincoln, an ancient
city of 76,000 inhabitants in eastcentral England. Bennett says, "the
desire for security and difficulties
of wartime communication have
resulted in an absence of any
documentation over here of this
episode in the life of Lincoln's
Magna Carta."
In any event, the Magna Carta
made a second trip to the United
States in 1987 as part of the 200th
anniversary celebration of one of
its companions locked behind the
gold vault's 20-ton steel. doorway:
the American Constitution:
Back home again, Lincoln's
Magna Carta is displayed at the
City and County Museum on
Broadgate Street.

Second annual
'Star Party' set
for Oct. 11-12
The second annual Twin Lakes
Star Party, sponsored by the West
Kentucky Amateur Astronomers,
will be held Oct. 11 and 12 at
TVA's Land Between The Lakes
Golden Pond Visitor Center. Highlights of the two-day event will
include a computer workshop and
demonstration, a photography contest and luncheon.

,
•••

The Golden Pond Visitor Center
features an 82-seat planetarium
with a 40-foot dome and Spitz projector and an on-site observatory
housing a 12-1/2 inch reflector and
a four and one-half inch refractor
telescope.

With the use of a special solar filter, participants at this year's Twin Lakes Star Party can slew the sun.
There will also he evening star observation, as well as other special programs during the two-day event on
Friday, Oct. 11 and Saturday, Oct. 12. For more information, contact Jim Boren at 16161 232-7405.
(TVA photo by Wendell Blohm)

Registration begins Friday at 3
p.m. and fees are $IO per individual and $15 per family. For further
information and details on registration and the photo contest, contact
Jim Boren, Land Between The
Lakes, 100 Van Morgan Drive,
Golden Pond, Ky. 42211-9001 or
call 615-232-7405.

Girl found cuffed, beaten, starved by mother
NEW YORK (AP) — Police
rescued an 8-year-old girl from an
apartment where she was routinely
starved, beaten, burned and handcuffed to a bathtub handrail for
days.
"From head to toe, she was
entirely covered with scars, burns,
bruises, lacerations, swelling,"
said Officer Virginia Grimm of the
housing police.
"Her wrists were swollen, her
stomach was swollen, there was

obvious malnutrition. 1 he grand-.
mother said the child was fed only
once every two weeks."
The girl was hospitalized in
stable condition.
Acting on a tip from a friend of
the girl's grandmother. police
found the child 'hiding in a closet
Friday in her family's apartment in
the Bronx borough.
The grandmother, who wasn't
charged, told potice the beatings
began as punishment for a vora-

cious appetite that drove the girl to
steal food.
The child's mother, 35, and her
boyfriend, 31, were arrested for
attempted murder and endangering
the welfare of a child. A 1-year-old
stepsister of the girl was found in a
crib in the apartment and showed
no sign of abuse.
The mother has a previous child
abuse conviction and served two
years in prison, po1i.ce said.

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton
Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.
Be! Air Center
Hours by Appt.

South 12th St.
Mon. thru Fri.

Murray, KY
753-0666

OVER 70 1992'S
IN STOCK
THE BEST GOT BETTER!
OWNERS CHOICE!
PROTECTION PLAN
7 Year/70,000 Mile Power Train Warranty

Miles Davis
remembered as
jazz innovator
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
— Trumpeter Miles Davis was
remembered upon his death as an
innovator of more distinct styles
than any other jazz musician.
"You can really say he turned
the whole jazz world around," said
Leonard Feather, a friend and
author of "The Encyclopedia of
Jazz." "He ,just had a guiding
principle: Move ahead.... Don't do
what you were doing yesterday."
Davis died Saturday of pneumonia, respiratory failure and stroke
at St. John's Hospital and Health
Center. He was 65.
As the most famous trumpeter of
his generation, Davis introduced
audiences over four decades to cool
jazz, hard bop. modal playing, freeform, explorations and use of
electronics.
Seemingly remote and arrogant,
Davis often alienated audiences by
turning his back to them during
concerts or by walking off the
stage when other musicians were
soloing.
His image was reinforced by a
raspy, whispery voice — the result
of yelling after surgery to remove
polyps from his vocal cords in
1956.
"A lot of people thought he was
a salty, cool cat," said trumpeter
Clark Terry. "Once you got past
that facade of 'Don't touch me, get
away from me,' he was a
pussycat."
Davis was married and divorced
three times. His wives were dancer
Frances Taylor, singer Betty Mabry
and actress Cicely Tyson.
Survivors include three sons; a
daughter; two brothers; a sister:
and four grandchildren.
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(No Deductible)

OR
3 Year/36,000 Mile Bumper To Bumper* Warranty
(No Deductible)

Factory Rebates, Dealer Discounts
or Package Discounts On
All 1992's
• i xcludes Normal Maintenance. Catt-Dealer For Details.
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SPORTS
Middle Tennessee proves point

whips Racers

By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger I Times Sports Editor

1urray State's Tim Bland (39) and Greg Armstrong (79) are stacked up by a host of Middle Tennessee
efenders during Murray's 35-3 loss to the Blue Raiders Saturday in Murfreesboro. The loss to Middle
ennessee mooed the Racers to 1-3 on the season and 0-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference.

0 3 0 0-3
NUM/ St
21 7 7 0-35
Middle reflet
HTSU-Durison 12 run (PerIll kick)
NITSU--Oureon I7 Ito (PrrIIi iliCS)
krSU-DU IMO rt 4 run (Petra IWO
IAUft-FG BO 32
ARSU-Carnpbell 12 run (Peril 5(
MTSU-Dunson 2 run (Parra Sidi)
A--9.000est

MURFREESBORO, Tenn. Middle Tennessee proved their
point Saturday night.
MUR
MTSU
After stumbling in the second
1$
Fire Were
26
half against Eastern Kentucky a
41-203 411-320
Rustles ya nNi
124
235
Passing
Blue
week before, the 16th-ranked
43
19
Return Varcis
12.26.1 14-21-2
Conp-An int
Raiders quickly took care of the
0-00
4-35
Puns
4-2
1.1
Fumbisetost
overmatched Murray State Racers
6-611
4-25
Penalties-Yards
34 59
35-3 at Floyd Stadium.
25 01
Time al Possession
• . • •
"We've been preaching that all
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
St. Cos 10-49, Sygivo 5-49. LewRUSHING-Murray
Boots
week," Blue Raider coach
is 0-40 Middle Tenn . Carnctell 20-136, Duneon 10-64
PASSING-Murray St . Lovas 3-7-0-34, Proctor
Donnelly said. "We didn't play
9.19.1-90 WO* Tenn . Holcorrt 14-20-1-235, Sevin
very well at Eastern, and we did
0-1-1-0
RECEIVING-IAurray St . Mier 3-34, Aimed) 3.20
not feel we were very aggressive at MOON
Tenn . Parka 4-51. Dab 3-61, Campbell 2-46
Eastern. We wanted to prove
somthing to ourselves. It wasn't as
broke his arm and is out of the
much to Murray."
But after scoring on their first season.
three possessions of the ballgame, *Junior quarterback Tremain Lewis
Middle had proved something to suffered an ankle injury and is
the Racers, who were opening up doubtful for Saturday's contest at
OVC play.
Tennessee State.
"At the beginning of the game, *Center Steve Broughton hurt his
they had a lot more intensity than knee and is out indefinitely.
we did," Racer cornerback Pete *Starting defensive end Craig HobHoston said. "They brought the son (hip) is probable on Saturday.
fight to us, instead of us bringing *Defensive tackle Matt Horsey
the fight to them."
(knee) is out indefinitely.
Donnelly said the Blue Raiders
After forcing the Racers to punt
wanted to play with some "zip and on Murray's first possision. Middle
pop" after losing at Eastern moved 72 yards in six playes, with
Kentucky.
freshman quarterback Kelly HolMurray State coach Mike Maho- comb opening the game with two
ney said it didn't matter what had straight completions, and Allhappened in Richmond the week American tailback Joe Campbell
ripping two long runs that set up
. before.
- "If they had 'won, they would Wafter Dunson's 12 yard run for a
have played the same way," Maho- touchdown.
The Racers picked up a first
ney said. "They are a better team
then we are. They kicked our tails." down, but were forced to punt, and
And that wasn't all they kicked. once again, long runs by Campbell
The Sunday morning session at the set up another score from Dunson,
Stewart Stadium training room was this time from 16-yards.
The Racers tried to fake a punt,
the busiest of the year:
*Starting tight end Matt Havill (Cont'd on page 13)

Dodgers stay in first, Minnesota clinches in AL West
ly The Associated Press
Only in Hollywood could a game end this way. And come
think about it. most directors would reject the script.
With a lot of luck, Los Angeles scored two runs in the botom of the ninth inning Sunday aight to Ile:at San Francisco
--2. With a week to go, the Dodgers lead the Braves by one
:ame.
"This was an incredible game," manager Tom Lasorda
aid. "This could be a big one heading into the last week."
Atlanta won 6-5 in 13 innings at Houston during the after- oon, then flew on to Cincinnati.
With the Giants holding a 2-1 lead entering the ninth,
Dave Righetti (2-7) gave up a leadoff single to Mike
diem
..cioseia and Jose Offerman came on as a pinch-runner.
Pinch-hitter Stan Javier then singled on a 3-2 pitch, sending
)fferman to third on a hit-and-run play. Brett Butler followed
vith a hard grounder to second baseman Robby Thompson,
ho threw home to get Offerman on a fielder's choice.

Offerman, however, was able to get in a rundown and the
runners advanced to second and third.
Mike Sharperson followed with a weak broken-bat grounder
toward third. The ball and part of the bat, incredibly, arrived
in the infield at the same time. The ball took a short hop off
third baseman Matt Williams' glove and was hit by the bat again - allowing Javier to score the tying run and Sharperson
to reach first with a single. Darryl Strawberry then won the
game with an RBI single to right-center and was mobbed by
his teammates at home plate.
Jim Gott (4-3) pitched 1 2-3 innings for the victory.
At the Astrodome, Ron Gant walked to start the 13th and
raced home with the go-ahead run off Mark Portugal (10-11)
on Brian Hunter's double as the Braves completed a threegame sweep after blowing a 5-0 lead.
• • 71 •
The AL West is wrapped up. Apd, it appears, the
might be, too.
The Minnesota Twins became the first major league team to

jump from bottom to top, winning the AL West on Sunday
when second-place Chicago lost to Seattle.
"They'll always remember the 1991 Minnesota Twins,"
pitcher Jack Morris said. "Worst to first. This is a culmination of a lot of hard work, a lot of breaks, a lot of things
coming together for a lot of very good ballplayers."
Toronto prevented the Twins from winning it on their own,
beating Minnesota 2-1 at SkyDome. The Blue Jays are also
bidding to end the suspense early; their victory and Boston's
5-4 loss in Milwaukee gave them a 4%2 -game lead going into
the final week, and cut their magic number to three.
"It was inevitable that they were going to clinch," Toronto
pitcher Todd Stottlemyre said. "Everybody knew they were
going to do it sooner or later.
Seattle's 2-1 win over Chicago clinched Minnesota's fourth
division title. The Twins are 92-63, a year after going 74-88.
Elsewhere, Oakland routed Texas 19-5, Baltimore beat
Detroit 7-4, Kansas City defeated California 8-4 and Cleveland downed New York 5-2.

-iaints remain perfect, but still have to play schedule
By The Associated Press
The only thing that can slow
,wn the New Orleans Saints is the
:chedule-maker.
"They're as good as everybody
says they are," Atlanta coach Jerry
Glanville said Sunday after the
Saints beat his Falcons 27-6. "We
made some mistakes, but I'm not
so sure they don't cause you to
make them."
New Orleans is 5-0, the best

start and first perfect September in
its 25-year history. Bobby Hebert
led the way against Atlanta (2-3),
throwing two touchdown passes to
Floyd Turner. New Orleans has
seven consecutive victories dating
back to last season.
The key has been defense. New
Orleans has held three consecutive
opponents under 200 yards of total
offense.
"Most of the people know about
our linebackers, but you can't play

this type of great defense with just
great linebackers," Hebert said.
"You have to have the total team
concept on defense, and we have
that with the defensive line and the
secondary."
Rickey Jackson sacked Atlanta's
Chris Miller three times at the
Superdome and recovered one of
two fumbles that led to field goals
by Morten Andersen.
Deion Sanders played his second
NFL game in eight days. He also

got in as a pinch-runner twice for
the Braves in Wednesday's doubleheader and stole one base. Next,
he'll be rejoining the Braves, who
begin a three-game series tonight in
Cincinnati.
"I'm sore because I had a lot of
returns and that means a lot of
hits," Sanders said. "I'm heading
for the jacuzzi and some rest
tonight. Tomorrow, after practice,
I'll probably go to Cincinnati, but
I'm not thinking baseball now.

In other games, Buffalo beat
Chicago 35-20, Dallas beat New
York 21-16, Detroit beat Tampa
Bay 31-3, the Los Angeles Raiders
beat San Francisco 12-6, the Los
Angeles Rams beat Green Bay
23-21, Seattle beat Indianapolis
31-3, Kansas City beat San Diego
14-13, the New York Jets beat
Miami 41-23, Phoenix beat New
England 24-10 and Denver beat
Minnesota 13-6. Philadelphia plays
at Washington tonight.

Volleyball Racers move into first in OVC
Roseanne Brown added nine
blocks, while Beth Bair had five
Murray Lodger & Times
service aces and a career-high 16
digs.
Guess who's in first place in the
"I'm very proud of what our
volleyball
Ohio Valley Conference
girls are doing," Segovia said.
race?
The Murray State Racers, that's "They're sticking together and
who. Thanks to Murray's 3-0 overcoming pressure situations.
league record after Saturday's Twice during the weekend (against
three-game sweep of Tennesses- Middle Tennessee and Tennessee
Tech, and Southeast Missouri Tech), we pulled out games 16-14
State's five-game loss to Middle after we were way down. Our girls
Tennessee on the same day, the want very badly to be the OVC
Racers are the lone undefeated champions and one of the keys is
playing together and playing with
team in the conference.
"Are you kidding me, Middle consistency."
Murray State, 5-8 overall, faces
beat SEMO," Murray State coach
Oscar Segovia said when he heard SEMO, 6-7, Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
the news of Middle's upset of Cape Girardeau, Mo.
SEMO, the Racers' next opponent
TENNIS
who is 5-1 in OVC play. Middle
State men's tennis
Murray
The
record
2-11
with
match
the
entered
and had lost to the Racers in three team won five of six singles matches while Louisville won all three
games on Friday.
"I don't know how Middle beat doubles matches and the other sinthem, but they did and there's no gles match Saturday and Sunday in
reason why we can't do the same." the 22nd annual MSU Invitational.
No team score was held in the
The Racers took over the top of
the league race by smashing Ten- flighted tournament.
The Racers won the No. 2-6 sinnessee Tech Saturday in the North
with Jimmie Brooks winning
gles
campus
State
Murray
the
on
Gym
2 seed, Martin Jansson
No.
the
16-14, 15-5 and 15-10. Jill Doty
3 seed, Jan FricdrickNo.
winning
led the Racers with a match-high
15 kills and team-leading 17 digs. son winning the No. 4 seed, Mike
Staff Report

A

Ica(er Jimmie Brooks returns
(luring tennis action this
A'eker1.

Hall winning the No. 5 seed and Welsch 6-4, 6-4; (06) Murray's
Scott Yarborough winning the No. Yarborough defeated UL's Richie
Allen 6-0, 3-6, 6-1; TTU's Van
6 seed.
Louisville's Andy Schrecker Malone 6-2, 6-1; and EKU's Tim
won the No. 1 singles, while Pleasant 6-3, 6-3.
In doubles action: (#1) LouisvilSchrecker teamed with Steve Rueff
to win the No. 1 doubles. Bryan le's Schrecker/Rueff defeated
Boardman and Eric Krupa won the MSU's Hawthorne/Yarborough
No. 2 doubles while Mark Beck- 6-2, 5-7, 6-4; TTU's Gonzalez/
ham and Richie Allen won the No. Sporsen 6-3, 6-3; and EKU's Dale
3 doubles.
Dobnicker/Dale Schaefer 8-3. (02)
Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee Louisville's Boardman/Krupa
Tech also competed.
defeated MSU's Jansson/ FriedHere are the individual results: rickson 6-4, 6-7, 6-1; EKU's
(#1) Louisville's Schrecker Hechemy/ Chris Patt 7-5, 6-7, 7-6;
defeated MSU's Doug Hawthorne and TTU's Campos/Chanes 6-3,
7-6, 6-2; ITU's Al Campos 6-0, 6-2. (#3) Louisville's Beckham/
3-6, 6-4; and EKU's Jeff Hcchemy Allen defeated MSU's Brooks/
6-1, 6-1. (#2) Murray's Jimmie Andy Poore 6-4, 2-6, 6-4; EKU's
Brooks defeated TTU's Eduardo Dyer/Little 6-3, 6-2; and TTU's
Gonzalez 6-3, 2-6, 6-3; EKU's Malone/Massa 6-2, 6-4.
Chris Patt 6-4, 6-4; and UL's
RIFLE
Bryan Boardman 3-6, 6-3, 6-1. (#3)
Murray State's rifle team opened
Murray's Jansson defeated EKU's the 1991-92 season with a dominatAaron McGuffin 5-2, retire, TTU's ing performance over the
Johan Sporsen 2-6, 7-6, 7-5; and Tennessee-Martin and Middle TenUL's Steve Rueff 5-7, 6-1, 6-4. nessee State at Roy Stewart Sta(#4) Murray's Friedrickson dium on the MSU campus.
Competing with two teams,
defeated EKU's Chad Dyer 6-1,
6-0; UL's Eric Krupa 7-6, 6-1; and MSU Gold took top honors over
TTU's Marcelo Chanes 6-1, 6-3. MSU Blue by a nine-point margin.
(05) Murray's Hall defeated EKU's MSU sophomore Beth Herzman
Bart Little 6-0, 6-0; UL's Mark won both individual events for the
Beckham 6-2, 6-4; and TTU's Matt (Coned on page 13)
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Racers have
to handle loss
Middle Tennesiee manhandled
the Murray State Racers Saturday night.
That was to be expected, but
what remains to be seen is how
the Racers will handle the 35-3
loss to the Blue Raiders.
Racer coach Mike Mahoney
bristled when asked how his
Racers would react to the
defeai
"It's just like any other loss.
I'm not going to get into that
crap about stuff happening like
it did last year. This team is
going to bounce back, and play
hard and is going to go down
and beat Tennessee State.
They're young men, they'll
bounce back. There are 11
games on the schedule, and
they didn't play well tonight."
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This is the same man who
says the 1990 season for the
Murray State Racers, a 2-9
campaign in which they were
outclassed in just about every
game, would have been different
if Murray State had scored and
beaten Tennessee Tech in the
conference opener.
The 1-3 Racers handled that
loss by going up to Indiana
State, and being drilled 52-0 by
a team that ended up 4-7. Never was there a more
disinterested football team than
the one that played in Terre
Haute last season. ISU's starting
tailback broke the Gateway Conference rushing record, the backup tailback rushed for over 100
yards, and the third-stringer
picked up 87.
Racer fans better hope that
this year's team doesn't handle
this one like "any other loss".
If they do, Murray's in for a
long season.
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It remains to be seen if this
1-3 team does have a different
mental state of mind, and different leadership in the locker
room than last year's squad. It's
easy to talk about having a different frame of mind in preseason, about how productive the
off-season conditioning program
was, or how you've weeded out
all the bad ones and how you
won't fold up like a cheap card
table like you did a year ago.
But it is quite another to
react to a 35-3 loss after losing
to two 2-9 teams in the first
two games and getting at best a
gift win at home against
Eastern Illinois. The Racer mental-‘state of mind will be truly
tested on Saturday, when an
already thin team that lost four
starters to injury against Middle,
travels to TSU, a notoriously
different experience than any
other place in the league.
Looking at the schedule there
is only one more team, Eastern
Kentucky, that will have the
Racers totally outmanned. But I
would say you could get pretty
good odds against the Racers
going 7-4.
(he offense is inconsistent,
and the only thing defensive
about this football teat,vis the
head coach.
The Blue Raider running
backs weren't the first corps of
infantry to slice up the Racer
defense. Kelly Holcomb isn't
the first opposing quarterback to
get a "hot hand" against the
Racers.
There were some bright spots
for Murray State. Unlike 1990,
when it was painfully clear that
Murray did belong on the field
with most of their opponents,
this Racer squad continued to
fight, continued to battle, and
talked about wanting to get
back to Murray and work hard
in practice and get another shot
next week.
But what shone brighter than
anything else Saturday night at
Floyd Stadium was how painfully far behind the Murray State
Racer football program has
fallen behind the elite of the
Ohio Valley Conference.
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Actions& Reactions
COLLEGE FOOTBALL

.

ANN ARBOR, Mich.(AP) — Who's No. 1? For now, at least, there's little
doubt.
"We are the best in the country," tailback Amp Lee said after his topranked Florida State Seminoles overwhelmed Michigan 51-31 Saturday.
"We wanted to come up here and show our stuff. I think we made a
statement."
Few would disagree with the statement. Certainly not Michigan coach
Gary Moeller, whose team fell from third to seventh in the AP poll Sunday.
"They're as good a football team as we've played since I've been here,"
said Moeller, who was an assistant coach at Michigan for 18 years before
becoming the head man last season.
However, Michigan linebacker Erick Anderson isn't quite ready to concede the national championship to the Seminoles.
"They're a good team, but they're not invincible," he said.
If anybody is going to beat Florida State (4-0) during the regular season,
it will probably be second-ranked Miami, No. 10 Syracuse or No. 13 Florida.
The Seminoles play Syracuse next Saturday in Tallahassee and close out
their season with Miami at home and Florida on the road.
'In other games, it was No. 2 Miami 34, Tulsa 10; No. 3 Washington 56,
Kansas State 3; No. 4 Tennessee 30, No. 16 Auburn 21; No. 5 Oklahoma
27, Virginia Tech 17; No.6 Clemson 9, No. 21 Georgia Tech 7; No. 8 Notre
Dame 45, Purdue 20; No. 9 Iowa 58, Northern Illinois 7; and No. 10 Syracuse 24, Tulane 0.
Also, No. 11 Baylor 45, SMU 7; No. 12 Penn State 28, Boston College 21;
No. 13 Florida 29, Mississippi State 7; No. 15 Nebraska 18, Arizona State 9;
No. 17 Pittsburgh 14, Minnesota 13; No. 19 North Carolina State 24, North
Carolina 7; No. 20 Alabama 48, Vanderbilt 17; No. 23 Texas A&M 34,
Southwestern Louisiana 7; and Stanford 28, No. 25 Colorado 21.

UK FOOTBALL
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's performance against Kent State
Saturday was a mixed bag, but coach Bill Curry said the 24-6 win at least
showed some good in his team.
-Some of them floundered, but some played very well," Curry said of his
players:- "t think-the difference in the game was that we took control early,
but we almost let them back in it."
Craig Walker rushed for two touchdowns and Brad Smith passed for
another in the first half to lead Kentucky (2-1) over the Mid-American Conference visitor.
Kent State (0-4) had 290 total yards to Kentucky's 302, but Golden
Flashes coach Pete Cordelli said his team just wasn't able to overcome the
Wildcat defense.
Kentucky scored on its first two possessions and racked up 21 points in
the first half. Kent State was held scoreless in the second half.
Curry also played quarterbacks Freddie Maggard and Pookie Jones
Saturday because he "wanted them to getsome work. Were going to need
them later in the season"
U of L FOOTBALL
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — William Blackford returned a fumble 63 yards
for a touchdown in a game of big defensive plays for Louisville as the Cardinals snapped a nine-game losing streak to Southern Mississippi with a
28-14 victory Saturday.

BASEBALL
NEW YORK — The New York Mets fired embattled manager Bud Harrelson on Sunday and named coach Mike Cubbage to replace him for the rest
of the season. Harrelson, who replaced Davey Johnson early last season,
guided New York to a 145-139 record in parts of two seasons. The former
Mets shortstop had been under fire since July, when the Mets fell out of the
NL East race.
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. — An expansion committee recommended at
meetings of the National Association of Professional Baseball Leagues on
Saturday that Ottawa and Charlotte, N.C., be awarded Triple A baseball
expansion franchises for the 1993 season.

AUTO RACING
NORTH WILKESBORO, N.C. — Harry Gant's magic ended nine laps from
the finish Sunday as Dale Earnhardt darted into the lead and went on to win
the Tyson Holly Farms 400, ending Gant's four-race winning streak. Gant
dominated the 400-lap event, leading 350 laps and appearing on the way to
a modern-record fifth NASCAR Winston Cup victory in a row until his brake
lining broke, opening the way for series leader Earnhardt.
Earnhardt's victory was his fourth of the season, but first in nine races.
Combined with Ricky Rudd's 12th-place finish, Earnhardt's 52nd career
triumph raised his season point lead from 59 to 112 with five events
remaining.

TENNIS
ESSEN, Germany — Monica Seles, the world's top-ranked woman player,
needed only 65 minutes to beat American Mary Joe Fernandez 6-3, 6-0 in
the championship of the Nokia Masters women's tournament Sunday.

Middle proves •••
(Coned from page 12)
and were stuffed. Middle marched
57 yards in seven plays, with Dunson carrying for his third TD of the
night
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Murray had one opportunity to
get in the ballgame. Midway
through the second quarter, Lewis
directed a productive drive, but
after David Cox ran for a nine-yard
TD, the Racers were called for
holding and had to settle for a field
goal that made it 21-3.
Middle then answered the call,
with Holcomb, who was a sharp
9-of-12 in the first half, tossing
strikes and Campbell finishing the
drive with a I3-yard TD run.
"We did a good job of running
our offense," Mahoney said. "Coxy
scored and they called us for holding. I thought right there if we
score and step up on defense, we
had a chance to get back in the
game. But we let them march right
down the field on us."
The Racer defense yielded 546
yards in total offense, as the Blue
Raids - averaged 7.9 yards per
play.
"We let them do what they
wanted to do on offense," Mahoney
said. "The discouraging thing is
that we continue to make the same
mistakes defensively. We're not
playing our base defense the way
we're supposed to, and when you
do that against a good team, it gets
ugly.

"We're getting big plays on
defense, but we don't play very

consistent. I felt like we were in
trouble because we didn't play well
agaisnt Eastern Illinois and Middle
Tennessee is a much better football
team than Eastern Illinois."
Hoston picked off a pass to snuff
out a Middle drive in the opening
of the second half. Lewis was hurt
on the ensuing drive, and Kevin
Proctor took over the Racer attack.
Proctor was 9-of-19 for 90 yards,
and moved the Racers into scoring
range twice in the fourth quarter.
"That's what I'm over there for,"
Proctor said. "I'm always trying to
stay ready in case Tremain is hurt.
It was unfortunate that Tremain
when down, but I just wanted to
move the football when I got in
there."
Dunson scored the final TD of
the contest late in the third quarter
on a two-yard scamper.
While Middle improved to 2-1
and travels to Western Kentucky
next week. The Racers fell to 1-3
and yisit Tennessee State next
week — a 43-7 loser at Florida A
& M.
"This is going to hurt us," Proctor admitted. "We wanted to get on
top and go ahead. But I think it's
going to pump us and get us going
in the long run. We'll be ready
next week."
Heston echoed those comments.
"I think we'll come hack hailer," he said. "We need to have a
good week of practice. If we do
that, we'll have a good game.
We're not out of this. We've got
one loss just like Middle does."

)t

753-4563
OUR PRICES

Installation
and Service

II

YOU CAN'T BEAT

"Check Us Out."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

USA wins Ryder Cup
KIAWAH ISLAND, S.C.(AP) — The Europeans still feel they're the
best golfers in the world. They don't have the hardware to prove it,
though.
"I said when I came here last week we had the greatest players in the
world," European captain Bernard Gallacher said. "I think next week
we'll still have the best golfers in thetworld."
But the United States has the Ryder Cu. The Americans beat the Europeans 14% -131/2 on Sunday in the biennial event that has come to symbolize world golf leadership.
"It's a feeling of joy," Paul Azinger said after the Americans ended
the Europeans' six-year hold on the 19-inch gold trophy. "But it's also a
feeling of relief.
"The Europeans flat out said, 'We're better. We want the credit for
being better,— Azinger said. "We were out to prove that American pride
in this war year is alive and well. There was a tremendous pressure on our
team, but we came through."
But only by an inch. That's about how much Bernhard Langer's 5-foot
putt missed on the final stroke of the final hole.
Had it gone in, Langer would have beaten Hale Irwin and the match
would have ended in a tie, as it did in 1989, meaning the Europeans
would have retained the Ryder Cup.

Volleyball ...

SOCCER
The Murray High Tiger boys'
(Cont'd from page 12)
soccer team ran their record to an
impressive 9-1-1 on Saturday after
two MSU squads.
Herzman's total score of 387 beating Owensboro Catholic 3-1 in
Owensboro.
won the air rifle and the North
Murray's Roman Shapla
Haven, Conn. native's 1,163 was
best in the smallbore standings. rebounded an Aaron Whitaker shot
Murray State junior Lance Gold- late in the first half to break a 1-1
hahn finished with 1,162 in small- tie and put the Tigers on top for
bore for second place overall. good.
Goldhahn also finished third in air
"I kind of game them a scolding
rifle with 383 points.fann
at halftime," said Tiger head coach
Racer freshman Benjie Belden, James Weatherly. "We came out in
of Turner, Ore., placed second in the second half and played very
the air rifle with a score of 385. well defensively and shut them
Belden, shooting for MSU Gold, out."
Michael Carr gave the Tigers
finished in third position in smallbore with 1,147. Diana Muth, a some breathing room in the second
freshman from Hagerstown, Md., half with a head in goal off of a
took fourth in smallbore and air throw in. Senior Chris Bailey threw
rifle with scores of 1,142 and 378. the ball in front to Whitaker and
Murray State's Jason Cline tied the Tiger senior was only able to
Muth in air rifle with a score of get a head on it. He deflected it
378, while finishing fifth in the across the- goal where Carr was
smallbore with 1,140.
waiting at the far post to put MHS
Every MSU competitor finished up 3-1.,
Whither scored on a throw-in in
in the top 10 on Saturday, including Karen Harbaugh, Angela John- the first half to put Murray up 1-0.
Again, it was Bailey's long throw
son and Kate Kelemen.
that provided the assist.
in
Murray State's next competition
Catholic tied the
Owensboro
will be at Tennessee-Martin on
game 1-1 on a goal by Chad Goetz
Oct. 5.
before Shapla scored at the end of
CROSS COUNTRY
the first half.
Murray State's men's and
•...
women's cross country teams took
Calloway
County, battling
advantage of Austin Peay's flat
could not overinjuries,
numerous
away
come
to
course on Friday
with first and second place come SL Mary's 4-0 start and fell
finishes, respectively, at Fort 6-1 Saturday in Paducah.
Eric Johnson, Jesse Arant, Bryan
Campbell's Cole Park Par 3 Golf
Stephen Watkins and Seth
Barnett,
Course.
On the men's side, two teams Arant are all fighting off various
separated themselves on the fast injuries which have stalled the Lakfive-mile course: Murray State and ers' search for improvement.
"We've hit an all-time low,"
David Lipscomb. Paced by three
top 3 finishes, MSU posted a 31-34 Lake coach Bill Miller said after
victory over-Lipscomb and the rest his team dropped to 5-6. "We're in
of the five-team field, which con- a serious slump. But we haven't
sisted of Middle Tennessee State, been at full strength in two weeks."
Senior Matt Imes scored the lone
Tennessee Tech, Austin Peay and
Laker goal on a nice shot with an
Southeast Missouri.
Chris Barrigar led the pack of 37 assist to Beau Jones. Calloway
runners to win the men's individual dominated most of the game, but
title. Barrigar completed the course couldn't get an offensive push from
in 26 minutes, 25. 7 seconds. He its young squad.
was followed by teammates John
"We played with freshman and
Ackerman (26:37.8) and Carl Dil- sophomores on Saturday," Miller
lard (26:49.5).
explained. "We went from a veterMurray State's Heather Huhn an team to an inexperienced team
and Rebecca Mizener were the first very quickly. When you get that
two runners to cross the line in the stale you have to change the
women's 2.85 K race, but Middle lineup."
The Lakers will have to get
Tennessee followed with third
healthy in a hurry with Marshall
through sixth to win 30-44.
Huhn ran the course in 17:17.3. County waiting on Tuesday and
just four seconds better than Christian County on Thursday.
Mizener. Murray State's Kendra
Hedlund finished seventh with a
time of 17:59.7.
7 Years Experience
Rounding out the Murray State
Ikemen's finishes were: Matt
e,
vich, 13th, 27:49.6; J.K. Le
14th, 28:00.6; Neil Kiernan, 151h,
New or RcpaiE
28:18.7; Ray Egbert, 20th, 28:39.4;
29:03.4.
and Kevin Ward, 23rd,
FREE ESTIMATES
Rounding out the Murray State
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
women's finishes were: Melody
Rt. 1, Box 126A
Helgerson, 11th, 18:46.6; LaSenna
Hazel, Ky
Powell, 13th, 18:49.3; Beth Smocker, 32nd, 21:45.9 and Heather
Humm, 38th, 25:49.8.

HAW INS'
ROOFING

(502) 492-8358

SCOREBOARD
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
Slate Farm Maurine' companies
Home °Mu: Bloomington, Minoio

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Salarders Ganes
Cidetind & New York 4
Detrei & Salimore 4. 10 innings
Mmissls & Tarordo 0
tietaisukos 4. Boston 1
Tem II. Oadend 3, 10 inMripa •
Chlalpo S. Sark 2
Callorina 4, Kansas cie 3
Ilwadefe Games
Geeslin/ & New Yon 2
SSIIIMOND7. 0a1111 4
Tadao 2, tillimieste 1
$uds 2, Giallo 1
Kansa Oty I. Gadd, 4
klariatAa•5, Boaon 4
°Nand IS Texas 5
Illeadefe
Sults et Tema, 2, 535 pm
New York at Clevelend, 6'35 p nt
Saimaa a OWN 6:35 pm
Galante a Toronto, 6:35 pm
Menacia•Chicago, 705 p.m.
Boman a leasilies. 705 p.m.
OMNI a Kansas City. 735 p.m.

PRO FOOTBALL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
YI I. I Pe Pc PA
Buffalo
5 0
1 003 152 115
Mari
2 3
.400 100 112
New England
2 3
400 MI 91
N Y Mts
400 103 IN
2 3
indianapots
0 S
030 40 113
Cereal
Houston
3 1
750 114 S6
Claveland
2 2
500 MI 62
Pinetiu rgn
2 2
500 94 101
C.ironnat
0 4
NO 51 123
West
Denver
4 1
.500 114 ft
Kansas Car
3 2
800 IN 63
LA Raiders
3 2
SOO 7$ $7
Swale
400 119 79
2 3
San Diego
.000 76 114
0 5
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pa. PC PA
4 0
1.000 145 5$
3 1
Galas
Galass
l
3 2
96 4
750 "
300
11$
SOO 113 16
INtrniCigiants
.400 75 $4
C42
na al 2
3
3
4 1
.100 90 91
4 1
.800 104 99
Clapihra"nronilota
2 3
400 45 12
Groin Bay
1 4
Tampa Saw
0 6
SO 1012
200 *
..000
96
West
Nonv Onion
400 1.2
1.000
5 0
N
21 O
Atlanta
2 3
LA Rams
.400 73 109
2 3
San F rancisco
2 3
.403 IN $11
Buffalo 35. Chicago
20* Gan".
Sundef
Detroit 31, Tampa Bay 3
New Orleans 27. Atlanta 6
Dallas 21, New York Giants 16
Los Angeles Raiders 12. San Fronded 6
Los Anginas Ram 23, Green Bey 21
Seals 31. Indlanspois 3
San
Ni, York Jets 41
pilvecnan
Di"°13
Phoeni 24. New England 10
Deemer 13. lainnasoia 6
OPEN DATE Cincinnati, Clovaland. Houston.
Monday's Game
Philadelphia at Wastington,'S pm

BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East DIvielee
I.
W
57 IN
Toronto
52 73
Boston
79 7$
Detroit
77 77
kilwarkes
teem you,
5011
Banirnore
N 59
Cleveland
54 103
West Diviaisa
I.
W
0050
i-lAnneeda
114 71
Chicago
5213
Titus
12 74
Oakland
5075
Kansas City
78 77
Seigle
77 79
Calorie
z-dridied &don Ids.

Pd. GE
529 4%
510 7%
300 9
428 20%
425 20%
361 32
Pik GE
.554—
.542 I
525 10
528 10%
513 12%
503 11
494 IF/

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
GB
Pct.
9452 903
S▪t. Lod
SI 75
519 13
New York
75 SO
484
474 20
74 12
Phiteddshis
474 20
Chicago
73 Ill
452 23%
Morse.
70 65
Wed Division
W I.
Pct.
019
Los Angeles
90 16
577
51 -$7i 1
Neale
513 10
Sin Diego
80 76
74 62
474 16
Caddo.
482 IS
Sin Francisco
72 54
Houston
397 26
62 54
ielached WAIN ills
Saturday's Gomm
Philadeldis S. New Yon 2
SI Louis 3. Chicago 2
Adana 5, Mudd 4
San Fronded/ 4, Los Angeles I
toddled 3. Pittsburgh 2
San Diego 4. Oncinnal 2
ihrodefe Games
enaburgh
Mordliai 3
oila 3
New Tod 4. PtiliR
.
01.111150& S•6
Chicago & 54. Louie
Adds S. HousIon 5 13 innings
Los Artesia 3, San Francisco 2
Nlearley's Genies
Adana a CardnimiL 8:35 pm.
a PhildeMlia. 6:35 p.m.
re:1th a Plasburgh, 6:35 p.m
lawareal at St Loud 7706 p.m.
Houston a San Frandsco. 905 p
.
San Diego al Los Angeles. 935 pm
Tuesday s Games
155i.
Miami (1.00rand 15-12)a Cinonnaa
$35 pin
CtiCago (Camillo 6-1) at Philadeania (Greens
13-7). 635 p.m.
New York (Cone 13-13) at Pittslxirgh (Smith
16-10), 635 pin
Morin& (Nines 53)a Si, LOUIS (04,ares 10-61.
7:1:6 p.m
San Diego (Benai 14-10) at Los Angeles (Ciieda
11-91, 5:35 p.m.
Houston (Marra 04) at San Francisco )lituriett
11-111. 9:35 pm.
Wadaesany's Ganes
Morass, at SL Louis, 12.35 pm
Noumea at San Francisco. 2:35 p.m
Nadaa Ciradmilk 5:35 p.m.
a Philielphla, 6:35 p m
kiiiirroa it Plaft 6-35 p
gs
San Dig. at Los Angeles. 935 pm

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-952
s..

Let Us Help You
Celebrate The Occasion!

Largest Wine Selection in Paris,
Over 3,000 Types of Wine!
Prices Good Thru October 2, 1991

Remember - Don't Drink & Drive

Last Case of 1986 Jordan
Cabernet Saubignon
$3n86

Jack Daniels
Black

1.75 L

$2674

Bottle

%If
$31

720
Case

Joe Blackburn
$1 364
I

1.75 L

CONCHAyTORO
-Cabernet Saubignon Blanc
-Semillon

Seagrams 7
$797

1.5L $
85
6

750 ML

Chateau De Gourgazaud

Dewars Scotch

$798
1988 - 750 ML

1.75 L $3099

Columbia Crest

Sauza Pack
750 ML Tequila
1 L Margarita Mix

• •Chardonnay
$661
750/ ML

$1 275

Columbia
-Cabernet Saubignon 1987

Wild Turkey

$650

101°
750 ML

ASHLEY
nom

"America's Favorite
House Warmer"
from
'This Area's
Leading Dealer"

$1A45

Quail Ridge
•Cabernet Saubignon 1986
Chardonnay

750L
Jim Beam

$1 324
I
ML
750
175L $16
98
Largest Wine Selection In Paris!
Cases of Coolers & Wines Cold To Go
WEST
WOOD

W

Take Advantage of Pre-Season
Discounts Now!

INES
& LIQUORS

641

CLIZZO

-,

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 1. Mein St

Metro!

753.5201

friaL6-

Since 1905

1,12

Wood Heaters

Cowl
* 0,1

TENNESSEE

%1

V.1.4•1

Open Mon. thru Sat. 8:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.
901-642-7714
mnimAmmom6
Discount by C3se or Mixed Case ir

-

4

4!
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Walt's dream became Magic Kingdom two decades ago
By IKE FLORES
Associated Press writer

1 AKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. —
When you wish upon a star, you
o'nv get more than you bargained
Florida's Magic Kingdom
:)pcned to the public on Oct. 1,
1)71. Twenty years later, Walt
Disney World has become a
multibillion-dollar empire and
transformed this once-sleepy, rural
area into a glitzy tourist mecca.
To some, however, it has
ome too much of a good thing:
Critics complain about everything
traffic jams to crowded classms in neighboring communities.
)nly now, they say, is Disney
.nriing to work with local govnents to cope with the effects
shat it has wrought: three gated
ne parks, 18 hotels, a nightclub
rtainment complex, three golf
rses, a water park, a campund and major convention
.lities.
,rom an original investment of
million, the 43-square-mile
Disney World has grown to a

$3 billion resort complex billed as
the top theme park destination in
the world.
Company publicists say 80 million people have made 350 million
visits in its two decades. And it has
brought other amusements to central Florida — Sea World, Universal
Studios and hundreds of other,
smaller attractions.
And, in the Disney style, there's
a lot more to come: a fourth park, a
$2 billion futuristic community of
20,000 residents on 4,000 acres, a
doubling of the Disney-MGM Studios, more golf courses, hotels and
attractions.
But the major accomplishment of
the last few years — at least to
some of Disney's critics — is a
new spirit of cooperation with its
neighbors.
"I look for a great deal more
cooperation between Disney and
local governments than has existed
in the past," says Chairman Jim
Swan of the Osceola County Commission, who has often questioned
its expansion policies.
This collaboration, gradual and
somewhat halting, comes in dealing

with the impact that the huge and
ever-growing resort continues to
make on virtually every aspect of
life in Disney's twin boomtowns of
Orlando and Kissimmee, in Orange
and Osceola counties. in all of central Florida.
"Twenty years ago, nobody
comprehended the magnitude of the
impact, and it was nobody's particular fault," said Swan. "But the
rules are different today. Growth
management is the key that has
brought us together.Over the years, local government
officialsicame to the gradual realization that Disney brought not only
millions -of free-spending tourists,
tens of thousands of jobs, hundreds
of new businesses and a population
explosion.
Disney also brought problems
resulting from that growth: chokedup roads, overcrowded schools,
overburdened public utilities,
environmental damage.
Some didn't think that Disney
was paying its share of related
costs. Furthermore, not everyone
agreed that Disney ought to have
the autonomy it was granted by the

1967 Florida Legislature, an act
which set up a special Disney governing district. Critics contended
that the law allowed Disney to
ignore the difficulties of the counties and communities surrounding
its property.
Much of that attitude has
changed within the past two years,
however, as Disney's Reedy Creek
Improvement District has had to
prepare a detailed growthmanagement plan mandated by the
state.
Planners say that under new regulations, Disney must build 19wincome housing for some of its
33,000 employees, help improve
roads leading to the attraction, justify its use of wetlands and meet
some of the same requirements as
other major developers.
For the first time, Disney is
undertaking a regional environmental impact survey — in this case,
for its planned $2 billion
residential-commercial community
in Osceola County. The new townto-be is called Celebration and may
take 25 years to complete.
Chairman Dick Nunis of Walt

Vicials say Kentucky credit unions in good shape
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Ken-- ky credit unions are in good
1. pe and have a brig,ht future,
ording to state and industry
"In. Kentucky, the overall health
credit unions is quite good,"
Wendell Lyons, vice president
public relations and governmenaffairs for the Kentucky Credit
ion League, which represents
7:ost of the state's credit unions.
-The statewide capital ratio
essentially,- a cushion against posL:hle losses) is higher than the
ional average of nearly 8 perit." he said Friday at the credit
If
everyone
recycled
this much
of their daily paper,
we'd save
9,000
trees a year.
ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE FUND

o4

union league's 57th annual meeting
in Louisville. The meeting ended
Saturday.
"We're still in a growth phase.
Expertise is increasing every
year,
"
- - Lyons said.
- •
Membership and loans are up, he
added, although the number of credit unions has been declining for
several years through mergers.
Ella F. Robinson, director of the
thrift division of the state Department of Financial Institutions, said
credit unions in the-state are "in
very good shape," with only about
four that are being closely watched
by department regulators.
"We will continue to lose credit
unions, but we'll have larger memberships, and credit unions will
grow in size," she said.
Robinson's agency oversees 70
state-chartered credit unions.
Another 105 credit unions in the
state are federally chartered.
There were no credit-union failures last year in Kentucky, but so
far this year two credit unions have
been liquidated.
In addition, nine credit unions
merged into other credit unions last

year: so far this year there have
been three mergers.
All credit -unions in Kentucky
are federally insured, Lyons said,
adding-- that the fund -that insures-deposits is sound.
"Historically, the (National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund)
has had about $1.26 per $100 in
deposits," Lyons said, although the
fund has dipped to about $1.22

because of failed credit unions in
New England.
However, a special, one-time
assessment of 8.3 cents for each
$100 of deposits has been imposed
on credit unions to help pay for the
New England failures, and that is
expected to boost the insurance
fund back up to4bout $1.28 per
$100 in deposits by mid-1992,
Lyons said.

Contract Bridge
Famous Hand
West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
4,43
'
J8
• K .1 8
46 A K 9 7 2
%VEST
EAST
•Q 9 8 7 ()
•K 105 2
V K 96
Q2
•Q 3 2
•95
+183
+ Q 654

v‘liSit

Buy Now through October 2nd
and save on our best selection of mowers and tillers.
Its a snap with

NAPPER
A division of Fuqua Industries

SAVE $1001!
Lowest prices this year

TROY-BAT
Poulan-Pro

SOUTH
A
A 10 7 5 4 3
• A 10 7 6 4
4 10
The bidding:
West
North
East
South
Pass
1 NT
Pass
2•
Pass
3+
Pass
3V
Pass
3 NT
Pass
4•
6•
Patiis
5+
Pass
Opening lead — seven of spades.
This deal occurred, in the 1990
World Team Championship in the
semifinal match between Canada and
Germany, the eventual winner of the
event. When the deal was first played,
with Jochen Bitschene and Bernhard
Ludewig of Germany holding the
North-South cards,the bidding went
as shown. North's notrump opening
showed 13-15 points, and Ludewig's
two diamond response was"two-way
Stayman." Ludewig later offered his
partner a choice of slam in hearts or
diamonds, and Bitschene naturally
chose the latter.
Ludewig won the opening spade
lead with the ace and was facing
potential losers in both red suits. He
decided his best chance lay in leading
hearts twice from dummy. Since he
would need two entries to dummy to
do this, and since he also wanted to
finesse in diamonds,he was essentially committed to taking the diamond
finesse through West.
Accordingly,Ludewig led a club to
the ace at trick two and played the
heart jack, covered by the king and
ace. He then led a diamond to the jack.
When the jack held, he drew trumps
with the ace and king.
The heart eight was then led. East
covered with the nine, resolving the
guess in that suit (covering with the
nine would have been the winning
play if declarer had held only five
hearts and West had started with the
Q-7-2). Ludewig may or may not have
guessed to let the eight ride had East
followed low;as it was,the slam came
home for a score of +920.
At the other table, the Canadian
North-South pair rested quietly in
four hearts, making five, so the Germans gained 470 points, or 10 1MPs,
on the deal
Toniomm: The art of card reading.

Disney Attractions, the top company executive in Florida, defends
his Mickey Mouse operation.
"A lot of people fail to realize
that when we came in, this was a
farming and cattle-raising area, and
a lot of young people were leaving
because there were no opportunities," Nunis said.
"So I think we've helped with
that and given hope for the future.
... Show me 43 square miles that
have been developed any better. I
think we've done a damn good
job."
Nunis said he has worked to
improve relations with local leaders
because "one of our most important jobs is to do a better job of
communications."
Winter Park economist Hank
Fishkind, who specializes in the
tourist industry, calls Disney's two
decades "a wonderful time for this
area."

Fishkind conducted a recent
study that showed 24 percent of
total employment in Orange,
Osceola and Seminole counties is
directly or indirectly attributable to
tourism, "and tourism is directly
attributable to Disney."
"Some lament development, and
there is always a trade-off," Fishkind says. "But without Disney
and the tourist industry, Orlando
would be very similar to nearby
Lakeland — retirement and agricultural. It certainly wouldn't be
the dynamic economic area it is."
Orlando Mayor Bill Frederick
agrees. "With a company as successful as Disney, its successes
don't come without some attendant
liabilities," he said. "But I think
some of them are acceptable. ...
"Those problems are not on the
top of my list," Frederick added.
"I'm sort of a happy camper when
it comes to Disney."
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Horoscopes
TUESDAY,OCTOBER 1, 1991
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth.call I -900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE charity.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22): TenSuccess comes when you join forces der conversations and letters make
with like-minded individuals. Hidden ill things seem bright and beautiful
employment benefits begin to surface pow. A romantic relationship may be
by late fall. Marriage or a new ro- Ouzzling. Socializing will create a
mance is possible in December.Give harmonious environment for your
practical considerations higher pri- friends and family.
-LIBRA -(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
ority-eartyin 1992.Early spring-is-the
best time to renovate your home or project will get off the ground with a
move to a new residence. Bright ideas flourish. Your domestic ideas meet
bring a welcome career boost next with new approval. Take command
April. A publicity campaign launches via timely correspondence. Others
41-e eager to hear what you have to
a thrilling series of events.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON say.
THIS DATE: former President
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
Jimmy Carter,singer Julie Andrews, career or domestic battle commands
actress Stella Stevens,dancer Edward your attention today. Arm yourself
with facts and you will march to
Villela.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Se- victory. Romance is uplifting. Wear
cret ambitions are beginning to stir; your heart on your sleeve if sure of
nurture them. Enrolling in high-tech your feelings.
courses may bookaggour income.'
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Handle routine ho
old matters 21): Find a constructive outlet for all
with a positive attitude.
that physical energy! Offer your help
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): to those in need. By tackling a diffiFavors are granted by someone who cult problem head-on, you will
has the funds you need. Keep trying emerge triumphant. Romance brings
to break free of certain ,restrictions. out your tender side.
Someone's unpredictable behavior
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Self-confidence comes from trying
could make you feel insecure.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Keep something new and succeeding.Play
a low profile today. Other people the role of peacemaker in a difficult
may not take kindly to your sugges- situation. An older person does you a
tions. Learn from someone else's big favor. Show your gratitude in
experiences. Romantic partner may tangible ways.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
insist on having things a certAin way.
Be reticent when it comes to disTry to compromise.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): cussing your finances and private
Your gentle personality is working in affairs with your neighbors or relayour favor. Collect any money owed tives. Cooperation rather than a
to you by your friends. Those in ar- showdown will preserve harmony on
tistic professions are on a creative the home front.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Add
high. Romance is a source of delight.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22): Make the to your resources instead of making
most ofthis day by making it a festive unnecessary withdrawals. Convince
occasion. If your home feels empty, your mate and other loved ones to
fill it with fun-loving people. Donate adopt a policy of thrift. Do not press
time as well as money to a favorite your luck by changing investments.

Attest:
Jo Crag

STARS & a
baN cards, a
60% & 701
753-9586
753-0292.
TRIP to'
Lauderdals
nights, 6 d
after 6pm.
WANTED:
bought low
chair at th
Market, M
1991. P
1-901-364-:

TODAY'S CHILDREN are precise. popular and adept at guessing
others' motives.Give these youngsters a well-ordered home life and they will
be happy. They like to stick to a regular schedule. Their knack for turning
discarded items into treasures will make these Libras homes both unusual
and beautiful. Friends admire their keen wit and lack of pretension. They get
right to the crux of the matter.
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ito order a revised and updated copy of kane Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday..Today and Forever
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send $595 plus Si postage and handling to
Dixon, c/o Andrews and McMeel. P.O Box 419150. Kansas Cif'', Mo. 64141. Make checks payable to
Andrews and Mr Meet.)

CLASSIFIEDS
010

010

Notice

Nodes

Legal
Notice

CALLOWAY COUNTY
DISTRICT COOPERATIVE EXTENSION EDUCATION
FUND
FOR FISCAL PERIOD
JULY 1, 1990 - JUNE 30, 1991

BEGINNING BALANCE July 1, 1990

DI!
SUP

$1,857.43

RECEIPTS:
Calloway County Extension Tax
Miscellaneous
Total
TOTAL BEGINNING BALANCE AND RECEIPTS

$56,850.15
4,152.04
$61,002.19

If yo
Medicai
lent Me
$628 PI
Medical
benefit
Allowal
$100 Pi
paid in
$58.75

$62.859.62

EXPENDITURES:
Travel
Custodial
Telephone
Computer Service & Contract
Copier Service & Contract
Supplies
Salaries
Social Security
Miscellaneous
Total
ENDING BALANCE

$5,266.76
500.00
4,194.40
1,664.70
938.68
468.45
30,900.00
1,193.40
14,707.32
$59,833.71

In

$3,025.91

Ary

Chairman: Mr. Jim Stahler - Route 4, Box 475, - Murray, Ky 42071
Vice Chairman: Mr. Marty Carraway - Route 4 - Murray, Ky 42071
Secretary: Mrs. Maxine Scott - Box 2127 Univ.Sta. - Murray,Ky 42071
Treasurer: Mr. Richard Price - Route 1 - Murray, Ky 42071
Member: Mrs. Violet Johnson - Route 1 - Murray, Ky 42071
Member: Mr. Rob McCallon - Route 2 - Murray, Ky 42071
Member: Mr. Ray Broach - Route 1 - Murray, Ky 42071

-
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BROKE, BUSTED, DISGUSTED? Sell Chnstmas

ORDINANCE NO. 91-956
AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY FOR THE YEAR 1992 UPON ALL
MOTOR VEHICLES AND WATERCRAFT IN THE CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY: PROVIDING THAT THE MONEY RECEIVED FROM THESE TAXES SHALL BE PAID INTO THE
GENERAL FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY AND BE USED FOR
OPERATION OF THE GENERAL FUND EXCEPT FOR THE .02000
LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE FUNDING OF ACTIVE PENSIONERS,
MURRAY POLICE AND FIREMEN'S PENSION FUND AND
EXCEPT FOR THE .04350 LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE CERS
UNFUNDED LIABILITY.
WHEREAS,KRS 132.487 requires that all taxing districts that
propose to levy a tax on motor vehicles and watercraft set their
tax rates for each year by October 1 preceding the year to be
taxed:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MURRAY
CITY COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
Section I. Effective January 1, 1992, a tax rate of.31650 shall be
levied on each $100.00 of motor vehicle and watercraft assessment in
the City of Murray, Kentucky for operation of the City of Murray
General Fund.
Section II. Effective January 1, 1992,a tax rate of.02000 shall be
levied on each $100.00Cmotor vehicle and watercraft assessment in
the City of Murray,Ketftucky for funding ofactive pensioners, City of
Murray Police and Firemen's Pension Fund.
Section III. Effective January I, 1992,a tax rate of.04350 shall be
levied on each $100.00 of motor vehicle and watercraft assessment in
the City of Murray, Kentucky for underwriting the debt of the CERS
Unfunded Liability.
Section IV. Upon adoption of this ordinance, the City Clerk is
hereby authorized to certify to the Department of Property Taxation,
Revenue Cabinet, Frankfort, Kentucky, the tax rate of .38000 to be
levied on January 1, 1992, Motor Vehicle and Watercraft Valuations.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 12 day of Sept., 1991.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 26 day of Sept., 1991.
Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor
Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk

020

753-1713

AS SEEN ON T V
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

ifications Earned bachelor's degree in human services Grant writing expenence preferred. Counseling
skills preferred Proficient
with computers and net- ,
working. Responsibilities:
Conducts group and individual sessions with partdpants Travels extensively in
the target area. (Western,
KY) Conducts participant
'workshops Serves as liaison person to referral agen
cies, and postsecondary
schools Participates in
educational and personal
diagnostic/prescriptive assessment and planning.
Salary to commensurate
with experience. Screening
to begin as soon as possible. To apply send letter of
application, resume, and
names and addresses of
three references to Barbara
Keel, Educational Talent
Search, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
E0E/MFVH.
COUNSELOR Upward
Bound Program. Part-time
(50%) to begin as soon as
possible. Qualifications:
Grant writing experience
Preferred masters degree
in human services or social
work. Require bachelors
degree in education. Prefer
TRIO experience. Proficient with computers. Responsibilities: Coordinates
the career education component. Teaches classes
and seminars_ Conducts individual and group counseling. Coordinates activities
for summer program. Salary commensurate with experience_ Screening to begin as soon as possible To
apply send letterof application, resume, names and
addresses of three references to Barbara Keel, Upward Bound, Murray State
University, Murray, KY
42071.

Ultra lcnie ksai1e
4U34

ALLIANCE
FtACTOR- TRAILER TRAMIGCEIRTE

* $388 Reg $699.00

fl
I

F nor
F or Tor.
W/rw. Okra.,

I

f
R- P soli

"

1-800-334-1203

Singe Ultralodi' Machin*
Modal I4.S34
Son 3-thread overlock aid
Am lock Mich dug 4-4iread
modi safely eikh
-Bullln sawing Alit
-Sews up to 1,300 arches per
minute
-Singe admires he arm aid
lay-in heading
•Stsch lengt adlustrnant contrds
•Narroar rcled nem Okla 111.
cludod
-Carrying hand.)

No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Murray Sal Center

local claim aerv4ce*

41.

IL

SINGER
APPROVED DEALER

II Lay-A-Way or Hold
Iii Christmas

HALVORSON MANAGEMENT CO.
1014 Paris Road
Mayfield, KY 42066

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

1-800-743-3440 Ext 1027
LPN or Certified Medical
Assistant for local Physician's office Good pay and
benefits Send resume to
P0 Box 10400 Murray
KY 42071
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job/ A
GED? Hope for the future/
You may qualify if: You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.0 E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T P A
Call J.T.P A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,

8a.m.-I4:30a.m.
PART-Time in afternoons
for repair and maintenance
work on commercial building and grounds. Must be
aggressive and capable of
working alone Apply at
M&G Glass in Dixieland
Shopping Center
RECREATION Director,
immediate opening, for
local YMCA. 30 hours per
week Appropriate degree
and/or related expenence
References required Send
resume to P0. Box 947,
Murray, KY,

Has flash and extra lens
$65 753-3119 after 3pm
ALMOND G E refrigerator
& electric stove 753-4169
ASHLEY Wood Burnings
stove Good condition
$125 435-4169
BATTERIES A complete
line for cars, trucks, trac
tors motorcycles, lawnmowers We offer service
and installation Keith's
Lawn & Tractor 80 E Main
St 759-9831
CAMOUFLAGE clothing
for all ages Steel-toe and
regular work boots Insulated cover-alls Hunting
supplies Jerry's Sporting
Goods. 6th and Walnut,
Mayfield, KY
FISHER Ma Ma Bear wood
stove Call 753-3076 after
5pm

IBM Selectric typewriter.
Good condition 753-6655
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
RESTAURANT Equipment, dishes and utensils
/WV Wood East Pans,
TN 901-644-0187
STUDENT Desks Wood,
39')(21- Many to choose
from in light and dark finish,
$25/ea. See at 405 S 4th
St. or call 753-7668.
USED office desks, chairs,
filing cabinets (some fireproof). See at 4th and Elm
St or call 753-7668 days,
753-2394 nights
WALKER, swing, high
chair, crib sheets. Matching
comforter, crib sheet, dust

AUTHENTIC black dracula
cape with red lining stand
up collar Made from tat

fete $30 436-5814
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
recently bought a fine
stamp collection U S
blocks and plate blocks
Excellent U S and foreign
coins also available along
with silver dollars proofs
sets, coin and stamp sup
plies If we don't have it
we'll order it We buy coons
and stamps and appraise
estates Visit us at Book
Rack (Dixieland Shopping
Center. Murray) Treasure
House (Southside Manor
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques
(Hazel)and Mercantile(Aurora) 753-4161

TAPPAN Electric furnace
heat and air $100-Firm
753-9992
TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky

BEAUTIFUL 14x70 2br, 2
bath Jacuzzi central H/A
$250/mo
deposit Hwy
68 and Jonathan Creek
362 7429 10am-9pm
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

ALMOST new 2br luxury
energy efficient duplex
apartment in Westwood
Appliances furnished
Lease and deposit required No pets 753-7185
for appointment
NEARLY new brick duplex
2br, a/c, gas heat all appliances no pets $475'mo
753-7688 or 759-4703

3101

Want
To Rom
MIDDLE aged professional couple, no children
desires to rent nice clean
3-4 bedroom home in Murray area 753-8766 leave
message

320

Apartmonts
For Rent

SMALL 1Br lakefront apartment in Panorama Shores
Appliances and utilities included Fireplace small
deck Lease, references
deposit required No pets
436-2484
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

1, 2 or 3 BEDROOM turn
shed apartments near
PiitSU 753-6111 days or
753-0606 nights
2BR brick duplex edge of
town 753-4109

3BR almost new house in
Westwood 1713 Oakhill
Dr $475/mo 759-4406

TOP Soil, good rich dirt

Ideal for yards and plant
beds. 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc
250

Business
Services
PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center. Suite 1102
Murray. 753-2641

Great retirement home. Totally redecorated. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths. plus a basement. Convenient
kxation in the country. Must see to appreciate.
S38.900. MLS #3543

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

270

-753-12h-

Mobile
Horne* For Sabo
12x70, 28R, 753-7573
1962 LIBERTY mobile
home 10x45 Condition fair
$1500 753-9992
1982 SCHULT 14x52 2
bedroom, 1 bath all
electric, partially furnished
all appliances excellent
condition must be moved
$7600 or best offer
354-9028

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
tDoors open at 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq Hale Road

mile

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY

1983. 14x60 $500 down.
$160/mo 753-6087

753 0466

P0 Boo 1033

Murro

1984 DOUBLEWIDE 3br. 2
bath house type roof, masonite siding Central i-{+A
Must move 437-4092

DUNCAN Phyfe Cherry Dining Room Suite. Hutch, 1991 BELMONT 14)(70.
2Br. 2 baths Built in stereo
LEARNING SPECIALIST
buffet, table, 6 chairs. Sell for pay-off 753-3310,
Upward Bound Program.
753-4827_
.
'
753-8238
Full-time position to begin
as soon as possible. Qual- WANTED Alterations to do FOR Sale-Reasonable 1992 14 wide 2bdrm
ifications: Grant writing ex- n my home Experienced Prices. Dining room suite, Northern Zone Package,
Immaculate 3 BR, 2'/2 bath Canterbury home,
perience. Masters degree alteration lady new to the includes table, 5 chairs, only $146Mo Gateway
fresh on the market. Like new condition inside
area
753-1379
buffet
and
4
plate
china
in Education preferred.
Mobile Homes Phone
and out. Just reduced $110,000. MLS 3479
Teaching experience with HOUSECLEANING, Mur- cabinet. Also for sale, com- 527-1427
disadvantaged students. ray & surrounding area, ex- plete set of fine china in
pattern. EXTRA clean 10x50 with
Proficient with computers. perienced, reliable. Prefer Spring Mpartow
711 Main
753-1222
Call 753-3635 before 9pm an extended living room
Experience in coordination 4-6 hours, 1 or 2 days per for appointment to see_
New carpeting, new paint,
of educational and tutorial week, 437-4928
programs. Responsibili- PROFESSIONAL house- FULL-Size bed with mat- gas heat, stove and retrig
ties: Coordinates tutoring cleaning by the job or by the tress End tables and cof- 753-2047
FALL SPECIAL
program. Liaison with high hour. 436-2780 after 3pm fee table with glass tops FREE underpinning with
Attention
Mobile Home Owners! For the month
Excellent condition
school staff. Coordinates
purchase of any 1991 Moof October, Starks Mobile Home Parts and
summer academic prog- WILL do babysitting in my 753-7687
bile Home Hurry, only a
Supplies is running a special FALL SALE
ram. Monitors academic home Experienced
FULL size Jenny Lind bed. few left Offer good thru
PRICE on all their Coleman gas and electric
progress of participants mother, call Melissa Singer treadle sewing ma- 10-10-91 Gateway Mobile
furnaces. Starks carries a full line of furnace
Teaches seminars and 759-4555.
Homes, Benton, Ky
chine 527-8078.
parts for Coleman, Intertherm, Miller and
classes Organizes enrich502-527-1427
Duotherrn furnaces. Now is the time to winterment programs Salary WILL sit with the elderly or LIVINGROOM Sofa, blue
ize your home before cold weather sets in.
commensurate with experi- sick Call 753-4590 for and white. 77, ft. Good USED 10-12-14 & dou
Among the many parts that need to be checked
condition, $225 753-4440 blewides, all local trades,
ence Screening to begin information
before winter are:
starting at $1495 Some in
after 430pm.
as soon as possible To
100
Antifreeze
Storm Windows
need of repair Gateway
apply send letter of applicaLOVE Seat, like new
Business
Housetype Doors
Flex Ducting
Mobile Homes, Benton Ky
tion, resume, names and
Cream, blue and rose
Opportunity
Vinyl Skirting
Heating Thermostats
502-527-1427
addresses of three refer-

AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti. Across from
Hitching Post Dine in or
carry out. Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues.
474-8 1 19, ences to Barbara Keel, Up
1-800-649-3804_
ward Bound, Murray State
University, Murray, KY
42071.

Non-Smoking
Woman
Will sit for sick
or elderly. Have
great references.
Call 753-2355
or 753-2048
If not home, leave
message. I tEreturn your call.

Need
Extra
Cash?
Run a
yard sale
ad in the
classifieds.
Call

7 61
050

Loot
And Found
LOST Dalmation puppy
Last seen by B Rffe food
store Reward! Call
753 8843

Apartments
For Rant

Mobile
Homes For Rant

Miscogansous

Kopperud Realty

Bel-ak Shopping Can*
Murray, Ky.

TACO JOHN'S has management opportunities available in Murray and
surrounding area. Salary $25,000 or
more per year. We are currently accepting applications for manager trainees.
Only neat and clean, honest hardworking people need apply. Training
wage $7.00 per hour. Experience helpful but not necessary. Apply in confidence to your local TACO JOHN'S
restaurant or send your resume to:

JOBS in Kuwait, Tax Free
Construction Workers,
$75,000. Engineering,
$200,000. Oil Field Workers, $100,000. Call

35mm MINOLTA Camera

Earn to S550-wk.
1-800-551-1736.

CANCER
INSURANCE

'tree

DELIVERY person
needed Salary plus bonus
18 years w license and insurance Good knowledge
of area a plus Apply in
person to Gordon Daly
Murray Court Plaza, Room
24 Mon-Fn, 9am-12noon
or 5pm-8pm Tues-Sat

ruffle, bumper pad and
diaper stacker 527-0900.
ROUTE SALES! GOOD
PAY! GOOD FUTURE!
GOOD BENEFITS!
Schwan's Sales. No investment, paid training and exHome
cellent advancement opfurnishings
portunities Must be at least
21 years old and have a BABY Furniture Crib,,mat
good driving/employment tress 4 drawer chest and 3
record. Interested? For an drawer chest/changing
appointment call, table, $300 527-0900
1-800-336-7569 E0E.
DINING Room set. RectanSHEET metal apprentice gle table with 6 chairs, light
solid pine, matching china
DRIVERS Small package de- needed for local heating & cabinet $1200 set, will take
air firm. call 753-8181 from
livery. Drive company car.
$400. 489-2869_
7 30am-4 30pm.

Anniversary
Sale

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

UNIANON,T N

STARS & commons Baseball cards, all years, mostty
60-s & 70's Before 5pm,
753-9586 after 5pm
753-0292
TRIP for 2 to Ft.
Lauderdale/Bahamas, 5
nights, 6 days. 759-9405
alter 6pm.
WANTED: Person who
bought low back rocking
chair at the Murray Rea
Market, Mon. Sept. 23,
1991. Please call
1-901-364-2840, collect.

COUNSELOR -Educational Talent Search.
Full time position to begin
as soon as possible. Qual-

Notice

Notice

Notice

VCR Service
\ll
WardsElkins

Around the World. Free kit,
no collecting, no delivery.
Weekly paychecks. No investment. 753-1087.

n2n

020

240

Articles
For Salo

Halo
Wanted

Legal
Notice

LEARNING SPECIALIST:
Educational Talent Search.
Full-time position to begin
as soon as possible_ Qualifications . Grant writing experience Masters degree
in education preferred.
Teaching experience with
disadvantaged high school
students Proficient with
computers and networking,
Responsibilities Responsible for coordinating tutorial program Develops and
maintains a resource file of
learning materials Monitors academic progress of
participants Provides
workshops to participants.
Travels extensively to
target area high schools
Salary to commensurate
with experience Screening
to begin as soon as possible To apply, send letter of
application, resume, and
names and addresses of
three references to Barbara
Keel, Educational Talent
Search, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
E0E/MFVH

ENTREPRENEURS
wanted for a great business
opportunity
1 -800 395-8537

Call

130

For Sate
Of Trade
1985 1ROC 1986 lroc
1988 lroc 1991 Camaro
RS 753-4509

Also, two table lamps
759-9872

Furnace Filters
210

Mobile
Homes For Bent
QUEEN size brass bed, 2BR Small quiet court
headboard footboard, miles east of Murray Lakerails $75 753-6701, way Court $135/mo Call

OFF white couch, like new
condition 753-1150

Want
To Buy

CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each
527-2932
GOOD used all electric mobile home 753-7953
PALLETS
436-5430

40 x 48

cedar lumber
753-5421

65c,sq ft

RJR HOME REPAIRS
GENERAL REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND PAPERING
SIDING, WINDOWS AND DOORS
DECKS, PATIOS, AND STORAGE BUILDINGS
WELDING
Robert J. Rutherford

(502)753-0468

Two Miles North of Benton'On Hwy. 641

SAT., OCT.5,1991
10:00 AM

Spoilt
Equipment

NANNETS GARDEN CENTER
PARIS,TN
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS AUCTION

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
DON'T wait until winter to
get wood. We will cut and/
or split your wood for you
now. Ask for John
759-9710
FIREWOOD, green or sea

350 FT of kiln dried red

Starks Bros. Mobile Home
Parts and Supplies

2n0

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

For pricing or any other information that we
can help you with, call 527-3108 or 753-2922.

759-1691

762-6991

PULSAR Compound Bow
Fully loaded, includes arrows Ready to hunt $125
Call anytime 489-2982

149

Roof Coating

sorted 753-5476
FIREWOOD 436-2744
GET good, green firewood
now, and have it ready for
winter James Sills
753-4120
220
Muskat
BALDWIN organ $1750
527-0900
PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661
SOUND MASTER RECORDING 16 Tracks, albums, demos sound
tracks, jingles Benton KY
527-0463

REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 10:00 AM.SHARP
LOCATION:1-hvy. 79E ben lorectway Auto Auction and Volunteer Mobile i-lorneS,Pan& TN
Greenhouse. portable budding, plants. Contents sell irornediatNy following reW estate Real estate.
movable buildings tgreenhouse and metal building) and all merchandise will be sold seperately and
then as a whole as going business
REASON FOR SALE: Due to health problems. Mr and Mrs. Nanney are retiring

1-910 ACRES MN 417X617 BOLDING 10% ciciAn, balance war deed possession 30Cays frorn defriery ol deect
r 9 Acrri• whh 40.0 Building
30 000 Greenhouse
20.40 Metal Bulidlng

DILLS

who Oak
P. Oak
Dogwood
Maple
Purple Leal Plums
Kwanzan Flowering Cherry
Red Bud
White Plne
Buttordl Hoity
Norway Spruce
Hemlocks
Flower Ing Crabs
Pussy Willow
Sweet Gum
SHRUBS
A2•1•••
Compacts Holly
Henri Holly
yews
Juniper•

Venhoutte Spa.
Photinie
Yucca
variegated Nandin•
Pyracantha
Sot:maw Bush
Forsythia
Welts.
block Orange

Wstoring una
%Voter gauge
CONCRETE
Bad bell.
Picnic tables
Stepping ston••
Figurine.
Planter boles ,rd & lid:
Fountarns

Bed leeches
Bed seed

AlLig-111.110

Top soil
Mulch
Decorah. bark
Merble crude
Plastic land,
scarring border
Landscaping
fabric
Shod. cloth .lot
greenhouse)
Pees pee Cans
Blaide•lasm

Cash register
Display sheik.
Desks
Fling cabinets
Cour,let1
leettegotatot
PATIO a YAM/ ACCESS. Time clock
MAIM
Wreaths
kileny rntsc hour plants
Wooden picnic tot..
Silk flower•
Wooden benches
Monkey Grass
Dog coda.
Pet. loght•
Hotta Illie•
.
MSC. GARDENS WW
Variety Landscaping Ph.. Porch *wings glIder•
0,1 Nair*. Plugs.
Wrought Iron p.m stands LAWN ITEMS
Ferns
sotkoseortes
Gertlen Yee
Piamic chain & Posta
CLABOLELICQL5
Tomato cages
Flower mood
Keng.g pots
Wheelbarrow
Drees resed-rrisny dr
Hornelke chain....
'Clay pots ail wee
Fectilleer
Post hole dtggsirs
Plastic pore all adiss
Lawn 1.40c1141410
Pinch kirks
Water hose
Garden *prays & dust
Yard relte•
Watering cans
Peel pots, trays, Inserts
Garden how
Plarl caddy roll*.
Vette Solite
MIK Hower pole
Snow Illovela
Sho-rt.
Wlcker baskets • shelve*
Snow ahoy. handles
PorlIng sail
Pruning sheers
Bee Ileelye•

11 S borarCIN,• 1 twobreel le be 00,-ac
rr,al n ,
' .v.0 ds.rot sae or,Property theme, elm Jeep 4,1
TERMS Contar'lts
wriil lake responStes tor accidents Announcements IT ad*
,
DO Ns g.aaramood Buyers "rust rely on Mew own I.:Igen...I and ,,specto
add**
iay ot sale as. wocedwrc•on, no advedownent Some 4ms may Pe deirked

NICKY JOE STAFFORD
REAL ESTATE and AUCTION
511 N HIGHLAND DRIVE • McKENZIE TN • 352-2761 OR 352-3426

NICKY STAFFORD,LICENSE #817

5.
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Estate

NEEDED Responsible
adult to share rent and unitDes on brick home in Murray 753-7953,

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L.

NEW 2br at lake near Aurora Furnished Purchase
option, deposit + $325/mo
See at Bent Tree Estates
last home on Lake Drive
Buddy Valentine Mayfield
247-5621, home 753-4981

Lots
For Sue

MOBILE home lots in
scenic acres near East
Elementary School City
753-7668
14 OPEN Crossbred heif- water, $3850
days, 753-2394 nights
ors averaging 700Ibs,
(Santa Gertrudis, Simmen- WOODED lots in Lynial sired) All heifers are nwood Heights Subdivicalthood vacmated Call sion 3 3 miles west of Mur
753-9778, 492-8302, ray Hard surfaced roads
753-5890 after 6pm
city water natural gas ca
blevision reasonably reHUDSON Company Sad- stricted for cottage only
dles, Bridles & Horse sup- 753-5841 or 753-1566
plies. 759-1823 or
753-4545.
WOODED lot in Candelite
Estates near Almo
100x195 City water and
380
natural gas $3450
pits
753-7668 days 753-2394
& &polies
nights
AKC Lhaso Apse Female
10 wks Shots and wormed
$100. 759-4472
460
AKC puppies Various
Homes
breeds 615-746-5355
For Sale
AKC Registered Collie 2BR 1 bath Good condi
Puppies. 7wk old. Sable Don 3 miles from Murray on
and white and tri-color. Coles Campground Rd
$100-125. 901243-7237.
753-5484
AKC registered, red, Toy 3BR, 2 bath. Central H/A
Dachund puppies_ Near Murray High
5100/ea. 901-352-2416.
$73,000 753-5644
AMERICAN Eskimo puppies 6 wks 753-4270
DAISY Grooming. MondaySaturday, by appointment
753-7819

3BR 2 bath, near Wildcat
Creek Poplar Springs Rd.
502-'-628-3850

3BR.2 bath 3 miles East of
town 1750 sq ft LivinHAVE an obedient, safe groom, chningroom, oak cadog for show or home binets, ceiling fans BeautiClasses or private lessons fully decorated 24x24 deServing Murray for over tached garage Mid $50's
753-0954
12yrs. 436-2858
RAT Terrier, adults, various
ages 753-2293

3BR brick home 3 miles
East of Murray.$38,000. 11
years old. 759-1584.

REGISTERED Persian cat
Female, 10 mos. old Tor- 3BR, LVRM, Kit, DINRM,
toise shell. Long coat, cop- UT1L.RM, Lots of cabinets
per eyes Declawed and and Closets. Approximately
spayed. 753-6165
1900 sq.ft. living arca and
full BSMT + GAR. 100x295
400
lot. Call 753-9376 after
6pm.
Produce
APPALACHIAN Log StrucNEW Crop Sorghum and tures. Model home now
Honey. 753-3942
open on Hwy 280E (Pottertown Rd). For information
and appointment call
436-2040
Public
Sale
POSSIBLE Owner FinancFARRIS Auction Company. ing. 4Br, 3 bath home on
W. Dan Farris, Auctioneer, Plainview Dr. $105,000
P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY 753-0724
(502) 492-8796/8795 We
TOP Condition! 3 Bedappraise and sell it all.
room, 2 bath redecorated
home New central gas
g30
heat and C/E air. Located
on 1'4 acre. Offered at
$46,250 This includes
BOB HALEY, Real Estate satellite dish. MLS #2671
Sales and Appraisals Call Kopperud Realty.
Roberts Realty 753-1651, 753-1222.
or 489-2266
WATERFRONT Ky lake
FOR Sale or Lease 3Br subdivision 4br, 2 bath,
condominium Wheel-chair 'iv/covered dock 354-6006
accessible 753-3293
KOPPERUD Realty offers
a large number of choice
residential building lots for
sale both in-town and
county wide selection.
Choice of price ranges
753-1222.

470

Motorcycles
1990 POLARIS 250 trail
boss ATV vehicle
753-6714

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MAY
CARS
11 Toyota Cary DX IASI4,987
10 Honda Accad
10 Cheri Lumila ...........2,487
10 Fad Tairus Wgn ...„..$8,917
10 Ford T3JTUS
$7,917
19 Fad T3JR1S--- $6,987
19 ilercury Sable
19 Toyota Cressida.... $14,687
19 Toyota Corolla OX.....$7,287
19 Nissan 240
$10,487
199 Toyota Cal.....$11,467
198 Dodp Daytcoa„_„_$5,287
18 Toyota Comb Ff..45,481
18 Dodge kies
18 Chrysler Aron....$6,917
18 Toyot Corolla FX _3507
11 Honda Accad.......$5,987
17 Rude15,997
17 011 Cutlass Calais_ $5,487
V Mercury Topaz__ $3,987
17 Olds Cuasss Sup...454v
17 Toy. Cry
2,487
15 Chrysler LeBron..„... $227
15 Olds [kb 88
15 Buick Regal
15 Dad? Aries SE......12,787
15 Toyota Cry LE._ $5,487
15 Toyota Co GTS„. 2,07
15 Toyota Coral LE ....$4,967
14 Fad
$2,917
194 Chevy
$2,997
14 Toyota Corolla__ 14,27
14 Chevrolet Caprice
12 Ply, Relent Wr......$2,217
12 Olds Its Sup,.....$1,987
12 Nissan San
$2,987
12BuöLSabrL487
111Incoll Tor Cr....$3,487

TRUCKS
IC Ford krostti,-.....$9,417
10 Nissan 4a P1J.--$1,981
10 Chevy Astro Yr .--$1,181
19 Dodge Ram IL...2987
19 Nissan ti
18 Chevy Chey, Ex Cab. 2,487
11 Chevy Siverado,.... $9,987
'88 Toyota 42.----$5,481
11 Fad kerosti ILT—.$7,987
191 Plymouth YIN& LE.$1,417
1971
151 412
16 Fad Bronco XLT 414.$7,987
15 Dodp Ram Ph ,,.....,,481
14 Toyota
14 Dodge Rarn
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert-Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr.

Only minutes from Murray with lots of extras! Large
patio and balcony. Located on 9 acres. $82,500.

Roberts Realty
414 So. 12th

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

1985 COUGAR RX7 4
Cyc turbo Grey, clean
loaded 63,500 miles
$3200 759-4706 after
5pm

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

A LICENSED electrica
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mamal and residential, las
courteous and efficrentser
vice 759-1835

frelVICOO

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

753-1651

TOYOTA
CCM>
5'5 S
V.
,
ay

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*Al! Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steelealillbritten,, Inc.
•••-i Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation;
concrete work,sidewalks& patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because iVe
Guarantee Our Work.

KY

1977 MALIBU Chevelle
350 engine $200
492-8723

1986 HONDA Civic DX
$3150 527-1440 before
2pm, Mon Fri 437-4534
weekends anytime

MITCHELL Paving Seal
APPLIANCE SERVICE coating and hauling Over
Kenmore, Westinghouse, 30yrs. experience Free esWhirlpool. 30+ years ex- timates. 753-1537 or
1986 PONTIAC 6000 LE
penence.
Bobby Hopper, 753-1221
Fully equipped very good
436-5848
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
shape inside and out
ATTENTION homeowners link fence, dog kennels, reNever been smoked in
Several highway miles and property management sidential, commercial Free
$3250 See at Piggly companies For painting, estimates 753-9785 or
Wiggly front parking lot light maintenance and 753-3254.
Call 753-2079 or 759-1559 hauling call Pat 492-8869,
PAINTING interior and exanytime
BACKHOE Service - ROY terior. Quality work. Over
1987 WHIlE Honda Pre- HILL. Septic system, drive- 20 years experience Ralph
lude 52 xxx miles Price ways, hauling, foundations, Worley 759-4555.
negotiable 492-8104
etc. 759-4664.
PAINTING-Interior and Ex1988 BERETTA $5000 BACKHOE service. David terior Free estimates
OBO 753-6520
Burkeen. Septic systems, Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
87-91 AUTOMOBILES No basements, foundations,
SS down-No credit check driveways, gravel, dirt, PLUMBING repairman with
Make low monthly payments sand, mulch, rip rap plac- same day service Call
ing. 474-2103.
1-800-365-4714, 24 hrs.
436-5255
BLOCK, brick, concrete finALPINE AM/FM Com- ishing.
Basements foot- PLUMBING - Free estipact Disc in-dash $399.99.
ings, garages, drives, mates. Affordable rate
Sunset Boulevard Music. walks. 30yrs.
experience. Same day service, All work
15yr. Anniversary Spe- 13yrs. in Murray area. guaranteed 492-8816
cial. Sunset Boulevard
7535476.Charles Barnett.
Music. Dixieland ShopKITCHEN CABINET RE- ping Center, Chestnut St. BULLDOZING and back- COVERY existing doors &
753-0113.
hoe. 354-8161 after 5pm frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free estiCAR Stereo Installation Financing available
mates. Wulff's Recovery
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car CH1M Chim Chimney Murray 436-5560.
Audio Specialist, Dixieland Sweeps has 10% senior citiCenter, I block from MSU zen discounts. We sell chimdorms.
ney caps and screens.
435-4191.

1979 CHEVY Conversion
Van. Excellent condition.
Low miles. Many Extas.
436-2858.
1989 MAZDA MPV. 3
seats, V-6, 29,000 miles
$11,500 753-5949
SOO
Used
Trucks
1990 WHITE Ford Ranger
XLT, super cab Loaded
with all the extras
753-7275

Campo
15FT Travel Trailer, sleeps
4 with awning. 436-2664.

1971 COACHMAN Camper. Sleeps 6, AC/Heat,
bath with Resides hitch.
$800 OBO. 753-8818 after
3pm,
520

Boats
& Moors
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425.
24FT CREST II Pontoon
Boat, 75HP Johnson. New
top, floor and carpet, excellent condition. $4000.
753-8809_
75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor. Excellent
Condition $700. Call
James at 435-4425.
TWO 17ft boats, $495/ea
One 17ft boat, motor and
trailer, $2500 OBO $3000
takes all three 759-9710,
ask for John
530

1985 AMC Eagle Wagon
4x4 68,000 miles, power
and Olt steering cruise control $3800 436-2417 after
4 30pm
1985 CAMARO Z-28,
loaded. 305. T P I Excellent condition 753-6063 after 5pm

Services
Offered

ROGER Hudson rock haul
mg,gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763, 759-1823

WILL blow Out gutters
753-8908

WILL do yard work of any
kind Also wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

WILL do light carpentry
work, such as paneling, dry
wall or insulation 753-7044
after 5pm

WILLIAMS Concrete Ser
vice Low prices free esti
mates 354-9397

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceiling. Larry
Chrisman 492-8742.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM W000WOR1UNG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

T.C. Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical- Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

753-5940

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licenced. insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

DAVID SMITH
Construction

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35; all brands. 3ni treet,
Aim°, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri., 753-0530

New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions----Metal Pole Barns

WILL do plumbing, installation and repairs All guaranteed. 435-4169
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-Drop by 8 see our showroom
409 SUNBURY.MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)

15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE
502-437-3026

HERE'S
CATERIIN

SMEGLE
BIG OiN
PARTY

DIAL Builders. No job too
small. Remodeling, pole
barn, additions and new
home construction.
436-5272.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761.
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration. Installation and repair. Free estimates 753-7203.

GAS Work Natural and LP.
New installations and service. Licenced and bonded.
For your safety, have your
gas furnace or stove serviced and inspected before
winter Carter Service
Company, Ercel and Phillip
Carter. 753-4684

CALVI

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season,' we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Murray
classified department
Ledger & Times

GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 489-2267
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052.
HANDYMAN will do odd
carpentry jobs. 753-6416 or
492-8637 after 5pm.

AlA FIREWOOD and
Landscaping Tree removal
and trimming. 492-8254.

HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-9838

AFFORDABLE Security
Systems available for both
home and office 5 year
warranty, 100% guaranteed For your own peace of
mind, call RC Enterprise,
395-7615.

Swaim
Mewl

DAVIDSON Roofing. New
roots and repairs. Tear offs
and re-roofs. Written guarantee. Local references
753-5812

Services
Offered

Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495.

530

530
Services
Offered

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
arid Cooling Service. Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754.

FENCE sales at Sears
1969, 31FT Airstream now Call Sears 753-2310
Camper $6500 753-4389 for free estimate for your
needs
or 753-5960

1979 CUTLASS Supreme
Auto, power. runs good
Needs minor repairs $600 ALPHA Builders- CarpenOBO 762-4201, Ray
try, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, drive1979 THUNDERBIRD
ways, painting, mainteV-8 Very clean No rust
nance, etc Free estimates
753-9279
days
great
Runs
489-2303.
and evenings
ANY remodeling, painting
1980 BUICK Century
& roofing References
Cheap 753-8417
759-1110
1982 BUICK Regal Sunroof, good car Must Sell'
753-1651 or 489-2266
1984 CAMARO Z-28 Excellent condition Loaded
new tires Must sell
753-3532

530
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HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates. 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
J B 's Secretarial Service
Will type college student
reports and term papers
also do secretanal work
overload Call Terry,
492-8869
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

IF WE 0
IT'S THE

Dial-A-Service
(CliP"This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

Gentry Painting Co.
Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268
Wm. Conley
M. 4 Box 1775, Murrey, Ky. 42071

Commercial
and
Residential

>

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Kt 8, Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Phone
(502)759-1835

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

Remodeling & Repa
Specialist

HOOD CONSTRUCTION CO.
New Construction, Home

Improvements
Home Inspections

Ceramic Tile & Hardwood Floor Installation
Lynal Hood
Phone (502)753-7192

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
Call l's Anytime

759-4685

PDQ

DISPOSAL SERVICE
Dependable, Guaranteed Service

Thomasalm Breton In Kentucky: 753-7318

Seamless
Aluminum Gutters
'Installed
'Repaired
'Cleaned

Randy Thornton Co.
802 Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30

GARR

753-8181

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

HEY, Cir

KNOV
WE CAI
1

489-2303
FOR SALE
Lean & Extra Lean Beef
By the Pound or Cut

Silver Meadow's Ranch
435-4136

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell

(Otttttrt

* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

-1111111.--7
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Looking Back

Today in History
Ten years ago
Bulldozing operations began
Sept. 28 to remove the rubble from
the interior of the former Murray
Ledger & Times Building at 103
North Fourth SL, that was destroyed by fire the morning of Aug. 29.
The lot is expected to be cleaned
by the end of the week.
A stronger runway is expected to
be in place at Murray-Calloway
County Airport by next spring,
according to Dr. Hugh Oakley,
chairman of the Airport Board.
Murray State University Racers
beat Tennessee Tech 15 to 10 in a
football game at Stewart Stadium,
MSU. The crowd was estimated at
16,300, making it the largest paying gate ever to watch the Racers.
Births reported include a girl to
Michael and Donna Cutini, Sept. 4.
Twenty years ago
Army Pvt. Larry W. Roberts, son
of Mrs. Ruth Roberts, has com-

Today is Monday, Sept. 30, the 273 day of 1991. There are 92 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago, on Sept 30, 1791, "The Magic Flute" (Die
Zauberflote), a "singspiel" by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, premiered at
the Theater auf der Wieden in Vienna.
On this date:
In 1777, the Congress of the United States — forced to flee in the face
of advancing British forces — moved to York, Penn.
In 1846, Dr. William Morton of Charleston, Mass., used an experimental anesthetic — ether — for the first time on one of his patients.
In 1927, Babe Ruth hit his 60th homer of the season to break his own
major league record. The round-tripper was off Washington's Tom
Zachary in Yankee Stadium.
In 1938, British, French, German and Italian leaders ended the Munich
Conference with a decision to appease Adolf Hitler by allowing Nazi
annexation of Czechoslovakia's Sudetenland.
In 1939, the first college football game to be televised was shown on
experimental station W2XBS in New York as Fordham University
defeated Waynesburg College, 34-7.
In 1988, Mikhail S. Gorbachev retired President Andrei A. Gromyko
froni the Politburo and fired other old-guard leaders in a Kremlin shakeup.
Ten years ago: The Postal Service announced it was raising the price of
a first-class domestic postage stamp to 20 cents — an increase of two
cents — effective Nov. 1.
Five years ago: The United States and the Soviet Union announced that
President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev would meet the
following week in Reykjavik, Iceland. The U.S. released accused Soviet
spy Gennadiy Zakharov, one day after the Soviets released Nicholas
Daniloff.
One year ago: President Bush and congressional leaders forged a $500
billion five-year compromise package of tax increases and spending cuts.
Today's Birthdays: Former Georgia Gov. Lester Maddox is 76. Actress
-- Deborah Kerr is 70. Actress Angie Dickinson is 59. Singer Johnny Mathis
is 56. Sen. James Sasser, D-Tenn., is 55. Singer Marilyn McCoo is 48.
Former White House News Secretary Jody Powell is 48. Actress Rula
Lenska is 44.
Thought for Today: "Time cools, time clarifies; no mood can be maintained quite unaltered through the course of hours." — Thomas Mann,
German writer (1875-1955).

pleted basic training at Fort Polk, and Mrs. John Bryant, has been
La.
named football queen at Murray
Star-Lu Farms of Murray, owned High School. Her attendants are
and oeprated by Mr. and Mrs. Mitzi Ellis, daughter of 101. and
Chrles B. Stark and family, was Mrs. M.C. Ellis, and Leah Caldjudged "Premier Exhibitor" in Ten- well, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
nessee Holstein Breeders Show at Codie Lee Caldwell.
Army Specialist 5 Jerry W.
Tennessee State Fair.
Mrs. Jim Wilson, Mrs. Walter
Weaver, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Wilson, Mrs. Grover Sigmon, Mrs. R. Weaver, is serving in WiesbaGladys Dunn and Mrs. Ed Knight den, Germany.
presented a program on "From
Births reported at Murray HospiThese Roots" at a meeting of tal include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
WSCS of Good Shepherd United
Jessie York, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Methodist Church. Mrs. A.O. Clifton Williams, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Morris, a girl to Mr.
Woods is president.
Cindi Alexander, daughter of and Mrs. William Hicks and a boy
Mr. and Mrs. Rex A. Alexander, to Mr. and Mrs. Rondall LKogan
Vas elected battalion sweetheart of Stephens.
Mrs. Alfred Wolfson presented a
Reserve Officers Training Corps of
Murray State University. Her atten- program on "Printing For Fun" at a
meetincpf Creative Arts Departdants are Jan Phipps of Paducah
ment of the Murray Woman's Club.
and Jan Reagan of Murray.
Thirty years ago
Forty years ago
Cpl. Joe Rogers, son of Mr. and
Lou Bryant, daughter of Major

DEAR ABBY: With all the talk
about "pro-life" and "pro-choice," I
am confused about where the various religious denominations stand
in the controversy.
Can you please tell us which religions support a woman's right to
choose?
CONFUSED IN ST. PAUL
DEAR CONFUSED: It is confusing. Not only do the various
theologies differ in their positions on abortion, but within
each religion individual members(and groups) may also have

differing beliefs. The following
are the official positions ofsome
ofthe major religious groupsthat
support a woman's right to
choose.
AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE(QUAKERS):
Supports a woman's right to follow her own conscience concerning child-bearing, abortion
and sterilization.
CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST: "Matters of family
planning are left to the individual judgment of members of

our church."
CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM:
Opposes government restrictions on a woman's right to have
an abortion.
EPISCOPAL CHURCH:"Any
proposed legislation on the part
of national or state governments
regarding abortions must take
special care to see that the individual conscience is respected."
ISLAM: Abortion is allowed
for any reason in the first 40
days of pregnancy (approximately 5.7 weeks). They oppose

BLON DIE
HOT 0055

WOW!CH ICKEN KIEV,
ENDIVE AND WALNUT
SALAD,POTATOES
AU GRATIN,HOMEMADE
BISCUITS,CHOCOLATE
FUDGE CAKE,AND

Mrs. Hafford Rogers, is stationed
at Fort Campbell.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Rowlett and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Witty
Sept. 21; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Steele and a boy to Mr and
Mrs. Bonnell Key, Sept. 23; a ho'.
to Mr,. and Mrs. Clifton Mitchel..
Sept. 25.,
Miss Suzanne Miller of Mt. Vernon, Ill., was the recent guest ot
her parents, Mr. and MN:- W
Miller.
Elected as officers of Senior
Class of New Concord High Schooi
were Mary Ann Bonner, Joretta
McCuiston, Shirley Osborn and
Janice Montgomery. Edward Curd
is class sponsor.
New officers of Murray Ffirl
School Band are William Thorna
Jeffrey, Sam Crass. Betty Bondurant, Joe Rumfelt and Billy Rumfelt.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
HERE'S THE MENU I'M
CATERING FOR THE
SMEDLEY'S
BIG DINNER
PARTY TONIGHT
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AND

BEANS

SEEING IF I CAN
GET INvrreo TO
THE SMEDLEY'S
PARTY

abortion after this point, except

if the woman's life is in danger.
The issue offetal deformity is an
issue that is being exam inerl by
the church.
•
PRESBYTERIAN CHL11(.11:
"The abortion decision must remain with the individual,and be
made on the basis Of conscience
and personal religious principles, and must he free of governmental interferenee."
REFORM JUDAISM: The decision of whether or not to hai..e
an abortion is the woman's. Under traditional -Jewish law, the
fetus is not considered separate,
from the woman until its head is
out of the womb.
UNITARIAN UNIVERSAL IS'!'
ASSOCIATION: Supports the
"right to choose contraception
and abortion as a legitimate expression of our constitutional
rights."
UNITED
CHURCH
OF
CHRIST: "Upholds the right to
have access to :adequatel
funded family planning services.
and to safe, legal abortions as
one option among others."
UNITED METHODIST: Supports the legal option of abortion under proper medical procedures.

CALVIN and HOBBES

L

LOOIC AT THAT THING IN
THE DIRT! IT MUST BE
A FOSSIt...'

BUT ITS NOT A BONE_ IT
MUST BE 9aAE PRIMITNE.
HUNTING WEAPON OR
EATING UIENS,‘L. K)C2
CAVE MEN

li0'.4
1
- ..

NrCERAt

CATHY
DESPERATE FOR PERSONAL
IF WE DON'T HAVE WV MONEY,
j ITS THE SAWING INOU5TR4'5
IT'S THE ECONOM4'5 FAULT,
CONNECTION, ANOTHER CLASS)
FAULT! THE 6CNERNMENTS
FAULT! THE RETAILERS' FAULT! '905 COUPLE MINES FROM
IT'S THE IRS's FAULT,
"US /16AINST THE -WORLD" TO
THE INSURANCE COMPANIES'
"ME AGAINST YOU!
FAULT! OUR EAPLONERS'
FAULT! OUR FAMILIES' FAULT!

In what was destined to be a short-lived spectacle, a
chicken,suspended by a balloon, floated through
the Samurai bar's doorway.

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
LET'S IT IN
THIS CHAIR AND
VEGETATE:

I'M SCHEDULED FOR A NAP
IN THE SUNBEAM THIS
AFTERNOON
•

OKAY,BUT
ONLY FOR A
LITTLE
WHILE

1

2
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0
1 14
1
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PEANUTS
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men poop
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Fuss
Army officer
Walk on
'Twins"

enance,

27

28

31

32

33

II
UUU47
43

40
45

44

51

52

55

56

48
53

mien
39 Fear
41 Worship
34
42 Food fish
43 Unlock
38
11 44 Portico
45 Printers
41
measure
111
47 Everyone
49 Drunkard
50 Nice season
49 50. 53 That man
29

37

36
39

46

MOOG EMIOUG
UDOUGO MOUOM
DU ORMOU GOU
MU 0P1200 OG
01110 DOOM
00000 =MOM

8 River island
9 Twelve
10 War god
11 Twisted
star inits
16 Roman gods
DOWN
banana
6
18 Metal
7 Arabian
Moccasin
20 Pontaic
chieftain
Silverdome
team
22 Lasso
23 Encourage
11
10
8
9
7
6
5
25 British
streetcar
14
27 Chief
1611
13UIU
28 Uncanny
18
17
29 Speech
30 Is ill
21
34 Meeting
20
36 Loved one
37 Count25
24

26

42

Answer to Previous Puzzle

U11

35
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1 Agreement
5 Cruising
9 Bespatter
12 Hebrew
month
13 "— Tough"
14 Native metal
15 Contended
(with)
17 "— Kane"
19 Clothesmaker
21 -Take five"
22 Electric
catfish
24 At home
25 2.000 lbs.
26 Kimono sash
27 Newfashioned
29 Tantalum
Symbol
31 Shut in
32 Article
33 Babylonian
deity

34 Capuchin
monkey
35 Latin
comunction
36 Deprive of
weapons
38 Cloth
measure
39 Lair
40 Havana
affirmative
41 Inquires
42 North
American rail
44 Hurries
46 Manage
48 Din
51 Meadow
52 Ness or
Lomond
54 — beer
55 Goal
56 Tardy
57 Grafted
heraldry

54
57

30

III

ZEN BUDDHISM:"A deci.sion
should be made in full aw:ir-},ness of the consequences. and
should be made by the individual
with a clear head fully awake o
the whole issue."
BAPTIST
AMERICAN
CHURCHES: Have adopted a
neutral position.
No stated position has been
announced by: African Methodist Episcopal, Buddhism, Evangelical Lutheran Church i n
America. Seventh-day Adventists, Shintoism, Sikhism.
For further information,contact the Religious Coalition for
Abortion Rights, 100 Maryland
Ave. N.E.,Suite 307 Washington,
D.C.20002;1202)543-7032. No selfaddressed, stamped ,envelope
required.
•

Dr. Gott
DEAR DR. G(YTT In a previous
column on Sjogren's syndrome. you
mentioned that the disease is treat
able. However, my daughter has been
diagnosed with it and was told that tittle is known about it. and the disease
is incurable. Please give me Tore
information.
DEAR READER Sjogren's syndrome,a chronic inflammatory disorder of many body organs, is considered to be an autoimmune disease one of several afflictions, such as lupus and rheumatoid arthritis, marked
by the body's allergic reaction to its
own tissues.
Sjogren's syndrome affects prima r
ily the eyes and mouth(which become
extremely dry) and the joints istiffness). In addition, about one-third of
patients develop enlarged parotid
glands. the salivary glands in the
cheeks.
Severe Sjogren's syndrome causes
extreme dryness in other tissues, too.
including the skin, nose, respiratory
tree and vagina. The intestinal tract
and liver may be affected (shrinkage
and malfunction), as can the heart.
lymph glands and kidneys. Although
the syndrome usually exists in a mild
form and treatment slows progression of the disease, the affliction may
- in rare instances -- be complicated
by lymphoma, a type of lymph gland
cancer.
In my original column. I mentioned
that Sjogren's syndrome is treatable,
as indeed it is. The disease is not curable, however_ I believe it's important
to make this distinction. Most diseases are treatable (insulin for diabetes, drugs for hypertension and so
forth), but few disorders are curable
(the only one that comes to mind is
acute appendicitis requiring surgery )
Therefore, your daughter's doctor and
I are both correct
Therapy for Sjogren's syndrome includes eye drops (to keep the corneas
moistened). mouthwashes and sugarless gum (to wet the mouth)and cot t
sone and similar drugs (to reduce Inflammation, when appropriate, in
other body organs).
Because Sjogren's syndrome sltares
certain characteristics with lupus, I
am sending you a free copy of my
The great
Health Report -Lupus
Imitator"
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Health Matters

OCTOBER
FAMILY HEALTH
MONTH

omniunity events:H„
Saturday Seminar
"Every Breath You Take"
Saturday, October 19
This seminar deals with pulmonary disease,
medications, and rehabilitation.

r•-•

Speakers: Or. Dan Miller, Internal Medicine
Kathy Long, Registered Pharmacist MCCH
John Weatherly, Respiratory Therapist, MCCH
Shirley Lamb, Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation
Coordinator, MCCH
9 am.-Noon
Education Unit, Third Floor Classroom
Preregister by calling Kathie Pierce at(502)762-1384.

T

e nation's family physicians
urge Americans to take a closer look at
their health by conducting a personal
and family health inventory during
October, "Family Health Month".
Family Health Month is intended to
make more Americans aware of the
benefits of establishing a partnership
for health with a physician who is
trained to treat most medical problems.
"Comprehensive, continuing family
healthcare is the best health value
going," says Dr. Robert Hughes, family
practitioner. "That's why so many
people are looking for a doctor who
will be their 'personal physician'."
Family physicians focus on nearly
every type of medicine, including
preventive medicine and educating
patients and families on ways to stay
healthy.
Family practitioners assume
responsibility for continuous, general
care of all members of a family. They
care for the majority of common
illnesses and usually treat both adults
and children.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
has six family practitioners on the
medical staff and six internal medicine
physicians.

Internal medicine specialists, like
family practitioners, are usually
considered to be primary care
physicians for adults.
Internists are trained in the
diagnosis and medical (non-surgical)
treatment of the problems of the inner
functions of the body.
Patients are encgaged to
communicate openly With their
physician about health concerns. Their
expertise is used to promote proper
nutrition, successful exercise habits,
stress management, and cessation of
bad health habits like the use of
tobacco, alcohol and drugs.
In the past year, the AAFP has
initiated education programs for its
members to use in teaching patients the
latest techniques to quit smoking.

The AAFP and its family physician
members are also promoting programs to
better educate the public about early
detection of breast cancer, preventing
alcohol abuse and use of illegal drugs,
motor vehicle safety, seatbelt usage, and
preventing the spread of AIDS.
The family practice physicians at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital are:
Dr. Bailey Binford, Dr. Richard Crouch,
Dr. Charles Clark, Dr. Robert Hughes, Dr.
Robert Korolevich and Dr. Gary
Marquardt.
The internal medicine physicians
practicing at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital include: Dr. Richard Blalock, Dr.
Cathryn Christopher, Dr. Hollis Clark, Dr.
Clark Harris, Dr. Dan Miller and Dr. John
R. Quertermous.8

Fresh Start(Smoking Cessation Program)
A four session program provided free of charge to help
smokers kick the habit is instructed by a dietitian,
respiratory therapist and a former smoker.
Monday, October21
Wednesday, October 23
Monday, October28
Wednesday, October 30
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
To register, call Health Promotions at(502)762-1384.

Weight Control Programs
Weight Control For Life!

--more than 30 pounds to lose
Lighter Living

--less than 30 pounds to lose
Nutrition For Life

--children's weight management
Prenatal Nutrition

--nutrition counseling for expectant mothers
Post-Parlum Weight Loss

--losing that baby fat.

information

For a tree, personal consultation and more
about our adjustable pricing plan,
call(502)762-1533 today.

October is also the month for:
National Breast Cancer Awareness
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has been accredited
The Hospital recommends a three step early detection
for mammography senAces by program for women:
the American College of
A Women should practice self-examinations monthly.
Radiology.
A Women between the ages of 20 and 40 should have their
Accreditation is aportari
bmasrs examined by a physician at least once every three years.
because it means that a
Women over 40 should have their breasts examined every year.
rnammcgraphy facility has met • Women should schedile regular mammograrns. An initial
rigid quality standards — giving screening should be given by the age of 40. Mammography
women a high level of
screenings should be scheduled every two years until age 49.
confidence in the accuracy of
And women over 50 should have a scheduled mammography
mammography results.
screening every year..

We Lend Support
Alzheimer's Disease Information
Educational Meeting
Tuesday, October 8

"Nurturing the Nurturer"
By Rebecca Church, MCCH Chaplain
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, October 22
4:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Cindy Ragsdale,(502)762-1100

or Joretta Randolph,(502) 753-5561.
Carefree Support Group
Tuesday,October 12
"Open Discussion"
10 a.m.
Contact Shirley Lamb,(502)762-1170.

Cancer Support Group
Tuesday, October 1

"Open Discussion'

PRESS
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure, pulse and
two hour blood sugar screenings at
all of its stops during the month of
October.
As a screening, the two hour
blood sugar test is free of charge
under the following conditions:
-annually if family history of
diabetes exists.
-anytime there is a 20 pound
weight change.
-every three years under all other
conditions.
If you are a known diabetic,
you can have your blood sugar
monitored on the health if you
obtain a written prescription from
your physician and file it with the
Health Express nurse. Your
physician will specify the frequency
for monitoring on the prescnption.
A Stool For Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for
$4. This screening detects blood in
the stool.
These screenings are offered
to detect disease in its earliest
stages when there are no
symptoms of disease. If you are
experiencing symptoms, you
should see your physician.

Tuesday, October 1
New Concord
Bob's Corner
8:30-11:30 a.m.
New Providence
Church of Christ
1-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, October 2
Fancy Farm
Bank of Fancy Farm
9-1130 a.m. & 12:30-2:30
Friday, October 4
Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Tuesday, October 8
Murray
Calloway Co. Public Library
8-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Wednesday, October 9
Folsomdale
Hoskins Bar-B-O
9-11 a.m.
Hickory
Post Office
12-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, October 15
Dexter
Senior Citizen Center
9-11 a.m.
Hardin
Four Seasons Restaurant
12:30-2:30 p m
Wednesday, October 16
Lynnville
Grocery & Grill
8:30-11:30 am
Cuba
Cuba Grocery
1-2:30 p.m.

Thursday, October 17
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Monday; October 21
Murray
Post Office
8-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Tuesday, October 22
Como
Wagon Wheel Cafe
9-11 a.m.
Cottage Grove
Security Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, October 23
Bumpus Mills
Farmer & Merchants Bank
9-11 a.m.
Thursday, October 24
Paris
Market 414
9-11:30 am
Whitlock
Johnny Lee s Grocery
12:30-230 p.m.
Monday, October 28
Murray Hwy. 94E
Dunc,ans Market
10-12 Noon
Hwy 94 E
East Y Grocery
1-3 pm
Tuesday, October 29
Hardin
Public Library
9-12 noon & 1-3 p.m
Wednesday, October 30
Murray
Court Square
8-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m

Miracle Moments
•

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal
cLac.ses listed below. Pre-registration is required for all
classes and fees may be paid at thefirst class.
These classes are part ofa gill package valued at over
$200 which is given to Miracle Moments Prepayment
Plan participants.
If you would like to receive this valuable gift package
and become a prepayment participant, stop by the
hospital admitting office for complete details about the
program.
If you are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
participant, You are still welcome to attend the classes at
the fees listed
For class Information and pre-registration, call the
Perinatal Education Coordinator at
(502)762-1385.
Pm-register for:
*Prepared Childbirth Class($35)
Option 1: Mondays, Oct. 7, 14,21 628, 7-9p.m.
Option 2: Thursdays, Oct. 3, 10, 17& 24, 7-9p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
*Cesarean Birth Class: Tuesday, Oct 1
10a rn.-noon.($15)
*Sibling Class: Sat., Oct 19, 10-11 a.m. (Free)
*Parenting I: Wed., Oct. 16&23, 7-9pm ($10)
*Parenting II: Tues., Oct 15 & 22, 10 am-noon pm ($10)
*Refresher I: Mon., Oct. 14 & 21, 7-9pm ($10)
*Refresher II: Thurs.,Oct. 10617,7-9pm ($10)
•Post-Partum Exercise Class ($17)
(Call(502) 762-1139 to schedule)
*Prenatal Nutrition ($10)
•Post-Partum Weight Loss Class($15)
Six weeks after you've had your baby or
after you've stopped breast feeding, you
can safely begin the three week postpartum weight loss class. The class is
taught by registered dietitians at the
hospital. Call(502) 762 1533 to schedule.
*Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tow- (Free)
*Miracle Moments Newsletter (Free)
*Miracle Moments Booklet (Free)

Tuesday,October 15
"Voicing Concemsr
3-4 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose,R.N.(502) 762-1389.

Murray Alliance for the Mentally Ill
Thursday,October 10

Guest Speaker
Dr. Karen Fischer, Psychiatnc Medicine
6-8 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room

Contact Don Brdck, LSW,at (502) 762-1107
or Melody Myrand,(502) 436-2518.
Stroke Support Group
NO OCTOBER MEETING
Contact Steve Passmore, L.P.T. Physical
Therapy Director at (502) 762-1137.

Laryngectornee Support Group
Friday, October 11
400 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN, or Dixie Hopkins,
speech pathologist,(502) 762-1100.

Parkinson's Support Group
Friday, October 25
1:30 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room

Call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or
Ann Ingle, R.N., at(502)762-1100.
Compassionate Friends
Thursday,October 24
7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room

Contact Rebecca Church, Chaplain,
(502) 762-1274.
Bereavement Support Group
Every Wednesday
9:30-11 a.m.
Hospice Office, 3rd Floor
Contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director,

(502)762-1389.
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